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Computer attackers often wish to retain control of a successfully compromised computer. 

Such retention requires evading detection by the computer system's owner and defensive 

software applications.  Retaining control of a compromised computer (and subsequent 

exploitation of the compromised computer) also requires that the attacker run one or 

more processes on the computer. To evade detection, the attacker may hide such 

processes from legitimate system users and defensive software applications. Reliable 

detection of hidden processes, especially those hidden by novel tools or techniques, 

remains an unsolved problem. Existing hidden process detection tools require knowledge 

of the method(s) used to hide the processes or require a known clean version of the 

computer as a control. In this research, I present an approach for hidden process detection 

which does not require such prior knowledge or a control system. My approach, called 

the Method of Induced Observables, is based on the hypothesis that two computer 



 

systems, identical except one has an additional (and hidden) process, will produce non-

discriminatory observables under normal conditions, but may produce discriminatory 

observables when placed under abnormal conditions. I placed systems under the 

abnormal conditions of memory exhaustion and excessive process creation. I used the 

resulting induced observables from systems with and without hidden processes to 

construct classification models, which I then applied to systems employing previously 

unseen (holdout) process hiding methods. I demonstrated better than 95% hidden process 

detection accuracy on the holdout test sets. 
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1 Introduction 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Research Goal 

The objective of this research was to detect hidden computer processes without 

prior knowledge of the hiding method used. Specifically, I tested my theory that 

discriminatory observables are created when computer system resources are exhausted. 

1.2 Motivation 

Computer systems are attacked for various reasons and by various actors (Browne 

and Arbaugh, 2001). Attacks may be attempted for profit, espionage, curiosity, or 

vandalism. Actors may include mercenaries, nation state agents, organized crime 

members, or children. When an attacker (or software written by an attacker) successfully 

gains unauthorized control of a computer system, we label that computer system 

compromised. 

 Computer system compromises present a risk to computer system owners and 

users. A compromised computer system may expose sensitive user and organization data 

to unauthorized entities. Such exposure may lead to fraud, theft, or other action 

undesirable to the system owner, user, or others.  

 Computer system compromise techniques are constantly evolving. Computer 

system defenders and attackers are engaged in a cycle of escalation, where new attack 

tools prompt modifications to defensive techniques, which prompt new attack tools, and 
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so on. The essentially constant emergence of novel attack tools and techniques presents a 

challenge for the defensive and investigative community. 

 Current compromise detection methods are ineffective at detecting novel 

compromise techniques. Most current methods require a priori knowledge of specific 

implementations of a compromise technique in order to deliver accurate detection. As a 

consequence, such methods do not generalize well. 

 Compromise techniques which implement stealth to evade detection are 

increasingly prevalent. Stealth typically means hiding all, parts, or characteristics of files 

or processes related to the compromise. The attacker community is increasingly using 

stealthy techniques to hide evidence of a system compromise from defensive applications 

and system users, administrators, and investigators. Most current compromise detection 

methods are not able to detect stealthy techniques. 

 Limitations in compromised system detection accuracy, especially false negatives, 

create risks. A computer user or administrator often assigns confidence in a computer 

system’s non-compromised state based on the number of defensive applications which 

have assessed the system as clean. Believing a system to be clean, the system owner or 

operator may use the system for sensitive data processing. For systems which are 

believed to be clean but are in fact compromised, the potential damage increases as the 

system is used for sensitive data processing and operations. Most of the false negatives 

which lead to an incorrect belief that a system is clean are due to novel methods in 

general, and novel stealthy methods and implementations in particular. 
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 Accurate detection of compromised computer systems reduces risk and operating 

cost. By increasing compromised computer system detection accuracy, risk and potential 

damage are reduced, especially for systems which are otherwise deemed clean. Further, 

by reducing false positives, investigators charged with examining and repairing 

potentially compromised computer systems are made more efficient. 

1.3 Current Approaches 

Current approaches for detecting system compromise fall into three broad (but not 

mutually exclusive) categories: signature-, behavioral-, and anomaly-based approaches. 

Signature-based approaches rely on specific knowledge of an attack tool implementation, 

from which a fingerprint or signature is extracted and compared to files and processes on 

systems of unknown status. Behavioral-based approaches also require a priori 

knowledge, but the knowledge required is less specific than for signature-based 

approaches. Behavioral-based approaches focus on what an implementation of an attack 

tool does rather than what the attack tool is, and so generalize better than signature-based 

approaches. Anomaly-based approaches focus on aspects of an object (file, process, 

system, etc.) which are unusual, typically in a statistical sense. Anomaly-based 

approaches partially overlap with signature-based and behavioral-based approaches, as 

both can be operated in an anomaly (vice recognition) mode. 

Current approaches do not generalize well, which has two implications. First, 

current approaches (except anomaly detection) do not detect novel compromise 

techniques. Current approaches capture knowledge of specific implementations of 

compromise techniques, and this specific knowledge does not generalize to previously 
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unseen implementations. Behavioral-based approaches generalize better than signature-

based approaches, but behavior-based approaches are still only effective if the behavior 

on a compromised system has been seen before. Anomaly detection methods are able to 

detect novel compromise techniques, but such detections are often lost in a sea of false 

positives. Second, the accuracy of current approaches typically degrades when 

parameters are loosened in an attempt to generalize the approaches. Anomaly methods in 

particular have notoriously high false positive rates, especially when parameters are 

loosened. 

Current approaches are not effective when stealth is employed. Stealthy 

techniques hide all, part, or characteristics of files or processes related to system 

compromise. Current approaches rely on access to (and accurate information about) files 

and processes. Stealthy techniques limit this access and the accuracy of information, 

which limits the effectiveness of current approaches. 

1.4 Research Approach 

Underlying my approach is the hypothesis that two systems, identical except for a 

single hidden process, will produce indistinguishable observables under normal 

conditions. However, when placed under abnormal conditions such as resource 

exhaustion, the two systems may produce different observables. These different 

observables may then be used to distinguish a system with a hidden process from one 

without a hidden process. I call my approach the Method of Induced Observables. 

To test this approach, I implemented two resource exhaustion conditions: (i) I 

created a large number of processes in rapid succession, and (ii) I allocated all available 
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system memory. In both cases, system errors were generated when the associated 

resource(s) were exhausted. I collected observables during these resource exhaustion 

conditions, then derived features of potentially discriminatory value. The features and 

known ground truth were used to train a machine learning classifier. Finally, the learned 

models were used to distinguish clean systems from ones with processes hidden by 

methods which were not in the training set. 

Inducing observables is not new (consider a cardiac stress test or seismic 

prospecting), nor is the deliberate creation of abnormal conditions to induce observables 

(consider an interrogation environment). The innovation of my approach is the 

application and implementation of the method of induced observables to computer 

compromise analysis. One consequence of my approach is that it does not rely on 

knowledge of the method used to hide a process, and it does not require a known-clean 

system for comparison, therefore it should generalize well to novel process hiding 

methods and implementations. I focused on Windows systems for my experimental 

validation, although I expect that my approach will also generalize to other operating 

systems. I further expect that my approach will generalize somewhat to other types of 

computer system state questions as well as diagnostic problems in other domains. 

1.5 Expected Significance 

My approach detects hidden processes in a manner that should generalize to novel 

process hiding methods, resulting in more accurate detection of compromised computer 

systems. I suggest that novel method compromises represent a high proportion of false 

negatives generated by current approaches, and so represent a significant opportunity for 
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improvement. False negative assessments of compromised computer systems pose a risk 

to users and organizations, as such systems may be used for sensitive data storage and 

operations while in a compromised state. More accurate detection of compromised 

systems will reduce the likelihood that a compromised system will be incorrectly 

assessed as clean. More accurate detection will also increase the efficiency of those 

charged with investigating and responding to potentially compromised computer systems. 

1.6 Document Structure 

I present background information and related work in Section 2. My background 

information helps to define the specific problem that I am addressing: detection of hidden 

processes on compromised computer systems. My discussion of related work draws from 

the two fields of compromised system detection and classification. I outline my technical 

approach in Section 3. I discuss the resource exhaustion condition experiments, data 

collection and processing, and subsequent modeling of the processed data. In Section 4, I 

present my results, to include an assessment of hidden process detection under various 

scenarios. In section 5, I summarize the work and results, discuss the significance of the 

work, and propose several items for future work. 
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2 Background and Related Work 

 

 

 

 

I am addressing a specific aspect of compromise computer systems: the use of 

stealthy techniques to hide processes. In the sections that follow, I place my work in 

context by discussing system compromises broadly, and then systematically narrowing 

my discussion toward my specific research question. I discuss current approaches for 

system compromise detection, to which I compare my approach. I then recast my 

question as a classification problem, and I discuss various approaches to this general class 

of problem. 

2.1 Computer System Compromise 

2.1.1 System Compromise Defined 

 For the purposes of my research, I make a distinction between a computer system 

intrusion and a computer system compromise. An intrusion is "any set of actions that 

attempt to compromise the integrity, confidentiality or availability of a resource" (Heady, 

Luger et al. 1990). I consider compromise to be a state of a computer system. A computer 

system is in a compromised state if the integrity or confidentiality of the computer system 

is currently violated. Using these definitions, an intrusion is a possible precursor to a 

compromise (Arbaugh, Fithen et al. 2000), but it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient 

precursor. 
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 Intrusions are exploitations of system vulnerabilities, which are flaws or 

weaknesses in a system (Landwehr, Bull et al. 1994). Examples of intrusions include 

buffer overflow attacks, password cracking or brute force password guessing attacks, and 

exploitation of weak or flawed configurations. An intrusion creates the opportunity for a 

computer system to be put in a compromised state, but such a state does not necessarily 

ensue. Consider a buffer overflow attack where the overflow code (the code which the 

attacker runs under the privileges of the vulnerable process) is benign. The attacker has 

perpetrated a successful intrusion by exploiting a system vulnerability, but the attacker 

has not placed the system in a compromised state. Alternatively, if the attacker used the 

buffer overflow intrusion to install a backdoor on the computer system, then the system 

would be placed in a compromised state. 

 Compromise is a state of a computer system, specifically the state in which the 

integrity or confidentiality of the computer system is violated. For example, a computer 

system is in a compromised state if a backdoor is installed which allows unauthorized 

access to the computer system, or if files or processes are hidden from the system owner 

without their knowledge. I may use the term compromised computer to mean a computer 

in a compromised state, and I may use the verb compromise to mean the act of placing 

and retaining a computer in a compromised state. 

 Intrusions are neither necessary nor sufficient precursors for compromise. 

Consider the example of a legitimate system user who employs process hiding techniques 

for malicious purposes. By my definitions, no intrusion has occurred, yet the system is in 
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a compromised state. I am concerned with aspects of a compromised state, whether an 

intrusion preceded the compromised state or not. 

 The entity effecting a system compromise generally retains some form of control 

over the system, implemented as modifications to files and/or processes. While a system 

may be inadvertently placed and retained in a compromised state
1
, such cases are rare in 

practice and I only address systems deliberately compromised. I will call the entity 

behind a deliberate compromise the attacker, the normal operator of the system the user, 

and the entity assessing the compromise state of the computer the investigator.  

2.1.2 Maintaining a System in a Compromised State 

  Once compromised, attackers generally wish to maintain a system in a 

compromised state. Such a goal may be accomplished via persistence (survivability 

across system state changes like reboots and network connections or disconnections), 

remote access (connectivity to the system without physical access), and stealth 

(invisibility to a user or investigator). Persistence may be effected by modifying system 

startup scripts. Remote access may be effected by a trapdoor (Peterson 1967). Stealth 

may be effected by hiding files and processes associated with the system compromise. 

Many system compromises do not employ stealth, but such non-stealthy compromises are 

                                                 
1  I distinguish between systems vulnerable to compromise and systems in a compromised state. It is 

relatively common for systems to be inadvertently rendered vulnerable to compromise, e.g., through 

mistakes or ignorance. However, deliberate action is generally required to place the system in a 

compromised state, whether the exposure to such action was created deliberately or inadvertently. The 

action to place a system in a compromised state may be many steps removed from the attacker, e.g., email-

propagated malicious code which has passed through many other computer systems prior to reaching the 

system in question. However, I still consider this to be deliberate action because the original malicious code 

was written with the intent of effecting a system compromise. 
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generally detectable under moderate scrutiny. Tools which provide for the maintenance 

of a system in a compromised state are broadly called rootkits
2
 (Skoudis 2002).  

 Placing and maintaining a system in a compromised state requires the addition 

or modification of files or processes on the system. I define files to be data stored on the 

system’s non-volatile memory (e.g., hard disk
3
 (Lemos 2006)), and I define processes to 

be data stored in volatile memory (e.g., Random Access Memory, or RAM). Processes 

are composed of executable code and data associated with that executable code (all 

stored in RAM). On a compromised system, persistence may be implemented by making 

changes to startup scripts on a Unix platform or the system registry on a Windows 

platform (both are file modifications), remote access may be implemented by running a 

command shell on a network port (a process addition or modification), and stealth may 

be accomplished by hiding (from a user) the corresponding startup script or registry 

entry, command shell process, and listening port (all process or file modifications). 

Regardless of the approaches used, files or processes are created or modified as a 

consequence of a system being in a compromised state. 

 Stealthy techniques hide all, parts, or characteristics of files or processes in order 

to conceal the compromised nature of a computer system. While stealthy techniques are 

not necessary for a computer to remain in a compromised state, a stealthy compromise 

represents a more difficult detection challenge and hence a greater risk (a compromised 

                                                 
2  Skoudis defines a rootkit as a suite of tools that allow the attacker to maintain root- or 

administrator-level access by enabling remote access and hiding evidence of system compromise. 
3  Computers have additional non-volatile storage, such as CMOS for configuration information and 

BIOS for bootstrap information. Recent reports (Lemos 2006) discuss BIOS rootkits, but I note that such 

techniques must still interact with the host Operating System. While I do not address CMOS or BIOS 

rootkits directly, my approach would still detect the effects of such a rootkit. 
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system which has been checked and incorrectly assessed as clean is more likely to be 

used for sensitive data storage and processing). Techniques for implementing stealth are 

themselves files and processes, and so may be used to hide themselves as well as other 

aspects of the system compromise. 

 To maintain a system in a compromised state, a process is required but storage 

on local media (e.g., hard disk) is not. As a result, I specifically target the detection of 

hidden processes due to stealthy techniques on a compromised computer system, but I do 

not address the detection of hidden files or other forms of stealth, such as covert 

communications. 

2.1.3 Process Hiding Examples 

 An attacker may wish to hide a process on a compromised system. This process 

may be hidden by modifying a program that a user executes in order to list processes 

running on the system. In a Windows environment, an attacker might modify the 

taskmgr.exe program (itself a file on the disk and, at some points, a process running on 

the system). The file taskmgr.exe is the Windows task manager and contains functionality 

to list the currently running processes on the system. An attacker might modify 

taskmgr.exe so that the attacker’s processes are not displayed when a user executes the 

taskmgr.exe program. 

 To continue my process hiding example, an investigator may list processes on the 

system using a program other than taskmgr.exe. If so, the investigator would see the 

attacker’s processes and the compromised nature of the computer system might be 

exposed. The attacker could attempt to modify all possible programs which list processes 
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on the system, but this would be cumbersome, would increase the likelihood of detection 

(additional file modifications increases the possibility that a file modification will be 

detected), and is not complete (an investigator might list processes on a system using a 

third party tool which is unconsidered by the attacker). Attackers have recognized and 

addressed this limitation by implementing stealthy methods at a lower level. For a given 

Operating System, multiple user-level programs employ a smaller number of common 

system level calls. Attackers modify only the common system level call(s), and any user-

level program which uses a modified system level call will return potentially modified 

information. 

 Modifying system calls requires modifying the operating system kernel or 

libraries used by the kernel. Such modifications may be made to static files which are 

stored on disk, or they may be made to running processes. In either case, such 

modifications are not limited to system calls. For example, modifications to the static 

kernel file may affect which device drivers are loaded at startup, or modifications may 

also be made to the data portions of memory associated with the running kernel process. 

Modification of active kernel data structures for stealth is known as DKOM (Direct 

Kernel Object Manipulation) (Hoglund and Butler 2005, p. 169). DKOM may be used to 

hide files, processes, ports, user accounts, etc., and represents a state of the art stealthy 

method. 

 In practice, a sophisticated attacker will employ a variety of complementary 

techniques at the kernel level and elsewhere to implement comprehensive stealth. Files 

may be hidden by modifying a system call, processes may be hidden by modifying the 
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process list in memory, and registry entries (essentially file contents) may be hidden by 

hooking system APIs via the System Service Table (all examples of file or process 

modifications). File or process stealth via a system call modification may rewrite kernel 

code stored on disk so that any information returned by that system call is first run 

through a filter which removes the attacker’s filenames. Processes may be hidden by 

modifying kernel data structures in memory. The process list in a Windows system is 

simply a linked list existing in the portion of the system’s memory associated with the 

running kernel process. This list may be modified to exclude the attacker’s processes. 

This has the effect of hiding the attacker’s processes from all user level commands which 

access this linked list to enumerate running processes. The attacker’s processes remain 

running since they create threads which are not affected by the entries in the process 

linked list. Modifications to the System Service Call table (another kernel data structure) 

may be used to hide Registry entries in a Windows system. Any calls to the native 

programs (system Dynamic Linked Libraries, or DLLs) used for viewing Registry 

contents are intercepted by the attacker’s code. While the original DLL is still called, all 

data passed to and from the original DLL is screened by the attacker’s wrapper code. 

Such wrapper code could, for example, remove references to Windows Registry entries 

added by the attacker. 

2.1.4 Challenges for System Owners and Users 

 The two-part challenge faced by system owners and users today is: (1) how to 

prevent systems from becoming compromised, and (2) how to detect if a system has 

become compromised. Technology and techniques have focused on the first (prevention) 
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since shortly after the inception of the Internet. However, current prevention approaches 

are not completely effective, and situations requiring the second (compromise detection) 

arise due to these gaps in prevention. Current detection approaches are not completely 

effective either, resulting in systems which are successfully compromised and remain so 

without detection. 

 Current compromised system detection methods rely on knowledge of either how 

the system was originally compromised or how the system was subsequently maintained 

in a compromised state.  Attacker tools and techniques (for both compromise and 

retaining systems in a compromised state) evolve frequently, resulting in new tools and 

techniques which are not prevented or detected by current approaches. The defensive 

challenge then is the prevention or detection of novel attacker tools and techniques. Such 

a challenge may be addressed at several stages: (i) prevention of the original compromise, 

(ii) detection of the original compromise, (iii) prevention of compromise retention, or (iv) 

detection of compromise retention. In the remainder of this work, I address the challenge 

of detection of compromise retention, specifically the detection of hidden processes. 

2.2 Current Approaches and Limitations 

2.2.1 Detection Specificity 

For the ensuing discussions about system compromises, I define implementation 

to be actual code which carries out a particular method which is a realization of the 

desired technique to achieve a specific goal. For example, as shown in Figure 1, process 

hiding is a technique to further the goal of retaining a system in a compromised state, 
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DKOM is a method for process hiding, and the FUto rootkit is an implementation of 

DKOM. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Relating Goals, Techniques, Methods, and Implementations 

 

 

I classify current detection approaches by their nature, but I also find it useful to 

present a classification based on the specificity of detection. I propose three levels of 

detection specificity: 

(1) Agent (high specificity). This is the most specific level of detection and 

implies detecting the presence of a specific implementation of a compromise 

technique. 

(2) Mechanism (moderate specificity). This is the middle level of detection and 

implies detecting the method underlying a compromise technique, where the 

method may have multiple implementations. 

(3) Effect (low specificity). This is the least specific level of detection and implies 

detecting the presence of a compromise technique regardless of the 

mechanisms and implementations used to support that technique. 
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My levels of detection specificity inversely correspond to generality: a less specific 

detection approach has better generality, and a more specific approach has less generality. 

The generality of a detection approach is important in the context of my research, since I 

am specifically trying to detect novel mechanisms and implementations of stealthy 

compromise techniques. 

2.2.2 Current Detection Approaches 

I present a summary of current compromise detection approaches in Table 1 and I 

discuss each in the sections that follow. My assessment of the characteristics of each 

approach is subjective and is made primarily for comparative and discussion purposes. 

Specificity refers to an approach’s effective level of detection and is negatively correlated 

with Generality (how well the approach detects novel compromise methods and 

implementations). Stealth Tolerance indicates how well each approach overcomes 

stealthy techniques: low tolerance indicates an approach that is ineffective in the presence 

of stealthy techniques, and high tolerance indicates an approach that remains effective in 

the presence of stealthy techniques. My approach categories are not mutually exclusive, 

and are chosen primarily for the convenience of my discussion. Based on my knowledge 

of the field, I believe that these categories are exhaustive of current methods.  
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Table 1: Current Method Summary 

 

 

 

 

Signature Approaches 

Description. Signature-based approaches to detect a system compromise rely on 

prior knowledge of the tools and applications used by the attacker. For each tool and 

technique, one or more signatures are created. For my purposes
4
, signatures include 

character strings present in files or running processes, full file or process hashes, file and 

process names, and file locations. 

Examples. Typical antivirus applications are a good example of signature-based 

detection of a compromised system. Such applications maintain a database of signatures 

for known malicious codes, including codes for effecting system intrusions as well as 

codes for maintaining system compromises. Signatures may be run on-demand against 

                                                 
4  Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (Host and Network based) also use signature 

methods, including signatures of network traffic. Many system compromises create remote access or a 

command and control channel, which generates network traffic. Truly hiding network traffic is not a widely 

employed attacker tactic due primarily to routing issues (if a sniffer can’t see it, you probably can’t route 

it). Most network traffic related to system compromises employs covert channel techniques. While my 

approach does not consider evidence derived directly from network traffic, my approach could be extended 

to consider such evidence. 
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some or all of the files and processes present on a system, and signatures may also be run 

only when a relevant change occurs (e.g., a file is created or a process started). 

Limitations. The primary limitation of signature-based approaches is the 

requirement for a priori knowledge of attack tools or applications. Such approaches have 

very low false positive rates, but are susceptible to false negatives. If a tool or application 

has not yet been seen (i.e., a signature has not been created), or if a tool or application 

uses polymorphic techniques (Skoudis 2003, pages 99-100), then detection is unlikely. In 

the case of a system compromised using stealthy techniques, signature-based approaches 

are largely ineffective as the attacker’s files and processes may be hidden from the 

application executing the signature comparisons. 

Baseline Integrity Checking 

 Description. Baseline integrity checking approaches to detect system compromise 

rely on information gathered when the system was known to be in a non-compromised 

state. This information, often in the form of file or process hashes, is then compared to 

information from the system at a later date. Files or processes which have changed are 

readily identified and deemed suspicious. 

 Examples. The Tripwire application (Spafford and Kim 2006)is an example of a 

file integrity checker. The application computes strong cryptographic hashes of files 

(typically system and application files) and stores them securely for later comparison. A 

related technique uses publicly available hashes of operating system files and other 

common components (NIST 2006) (White 2005). A user may compare hashes of current 

files from a computer in an unknown state to the publicly available hashes without having 
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baselined the specific system in question. Process integrity checking (Lhee 2005) is a 

recent advance, but operates in a similar fashion. Running processes are baselined (e.g., 

hashes computed) on the known non-compromised system, then compared to running 

processes at a later date. Komoku (Komoku 2006) is a commercial product which 

implements integrity checking for multiple aspects of a running computer system, such as 

operating system files, critical processes, data structures in memory, etc. (Petroni, Fraser 

et al. 2004). Anomalous changes to any of these aspects are reported as possibly 

malicious actions. 

 Limitations. The primary limitations of Baseline Integrity Checking approaches 

are requirements for information about the system before any possible compromise, and a 

high false positive rate. A system must be baselined in a known non-compromised state 

(or common file information must be available from an external source) for this 

technique to be effective, and any authorized system changes must be reflected in an 

updated baseline. This requires forethought and a resource investment over time. Using 

publicly available data mitigates this limitation, but is only effective for common files 

which have not been localized in any way. Since many files on a system change 

frequently, only relatively static files are suitable for baseline integrity checking. Systems 

protected by baseline integrity checkers are susceptible to attacks which modify one or 

more of these dynamic (and hence not baselined) files. Process integrity checking has 

similar limitations which are exacerbated by the generally dynamic nature of running 

programs. Executable code images may remain relatively static in memory, although the 

data associated with processes and also stored in memory is generally not static. 
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Operating system functions and program execution mechanics (e.g., memory paging, 

dynamic linking, configurable applications, etc.) create further challenges, as process 

hashes could change for non-malicious reasons. As with signature-based approaches, 

baseline integrity checking is largely ineffective against a system compromised using 

stealthy techniques. Stealthy techniques could intercept the Baseline Integrity Checking 

application’s calls against files and processes, returning false information and averting 

detection of modified files and processes. Baseline Integrity Checking approaches 

generalize well, as they detect changes regardless of the cause of the change. 

Behavior Approaches 

Description. Behavior-based approaches for detecting system compromise rely on 

knowledge of actions and patterns of actions that malicious programs take. While 

signature-based approaches work by detecting the malicious code itself, behavior-based 

approaches work by detecting what the malicious code does.  

 Examples. A popular example of behavior-based detection of malicious code is 

built in to the Microsoft Outlook email application. Many email worms operate by 

accessing a user’s email address book and sending itself (the worm code) to those 

addresses. Outlook prevents this technique by only allowing certain programs to access 

the user’s address book. If a process launched via an attachment to an email message tries 

to access the user’s address book, the Outlook application denies the access. In the 

context of stealthy methods for maintaining a system compromise, behavior-based 

approaches are used to detect methods like API hooking. One known API hooking 
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method causes accesses to memory locations which are user-controlled.  Such accesses 

are a known behavior of malicious code, and can be categorically detected and denied. 

 Limitations. Behavior-based approaches are limited by their requirement for a 

priori knowledge of malicious code behavior, and they are subject to poor accuracy. As 

with signature-based approaches, behaviors must be known before they can be detected. 

Poor accuracy results from challenges inherent in behavior definitions. Behaviors are 

hard to explicitly describe in a form suitable for algorithmic matching. As a result, most 

behavior-based detection approaches are either too vague and have high false positive 

rates, or are too specific and have high false negative rates. Behavior-based approaches 

can be partially effective in detecting systems compromised with known stealthy 

techniques provided that the means used to collect behavior data have not been 

compromised. For example, API hooking behavior may be detected by tracing system 

calls, but detection will fail if the system call tracing application (or system calls on 

which it relies) have been compromised, or if the API hooking technique does not fit the 

behavior description. 

Anomaly Approaches 

 Description. Anomaly-based approaches for detecting system compromise detect 

aspects of a compromised system which are unusual in some way. Anomaly 

determination may take the form of statistical measures of system characteristics, and 

files or processes associated with anomalies are deemed suspicious. Anomaly-based 

approaches may also work in conjunction with signature- and behavior-based approaches 
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by recognizing known non-malicious files and processes and deeming anything else to be 

suspicious. 

 Examples. One example of a behavior-anomaly-based detection approach is 

employed by a commercial product called Sana Security (Sana 2006). The technique 

learns normal individual program behavior over time while the system is in a known non-

compromised state. Normal program behavior is modeled as a finite state machine, and 

any subsequent behavior that deviates from the normal model is deemed malicious. Other 

approaches maintain signatures or lists of known good files and processes, and deny 

access to any file or process not in the known good set.  

 Limitations. The primary limitation of anomaly-based systems is the requirement 

to know all non-malicious behaviors beforehand. In practice, this is impossible and, as a 

consequence, anomaly-based systems typically have high false positive rates. For 

statistical anomaly-based detection, thresholds can be adjusted to reduce false positives, 

but this merely raises the false negative rate. While anomaly-based approaches generalize 

well in theory, accuracy limitations dilute the usefulness of the increase in generality. The 

statistical measures rarely provide a clean partitioning of malicious and non-malicious 

files and processes due to the weak correlation between statistical anomalies and 

malicious files or processes. The limitations of anomaly-based detection apply whether 

stealthy techniques are used or not. These limitations are exacerbated if the stealthy 

techniques affect the accuracy of the data provided to the anomaly-based detection 

application. 
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Specification-based Approaches 

Description. Specification-based approaches (Ko, Ruschitzka et al. 1997) for 

compromise detection formally define patterns of actions or attributes, which may be 

known good as well as known bad patterns. Specification-based approaches overlap with 

behavior-based approaches, as specification-based approaches may model behaviors as 

well as other patterns. Most specification-based approaches develop a formal language 

for describing computer and application behavior, often in terms of sequences of actions 

and affected objects. Specifications may be pre-defined through observation (Ko, 

Ruschitzka et al. 1997), or learned directly from a running system (Sana 2006). Since 

specifications may describe good as well as bad behaviors, they may be used in a mode 

which recognizes bad behaviors, or in an anomaly mode which recognizes good 

behaviors and deems anything not known as good to be bad. 

Examples. Several commercial security products (e.g., Sana 2006) use a 

specification-based approach to intrusion prevention and compromise detection. These 

products observe application behavior when the system is in a known clean state, and 

generate behavior specifications from those observations (aka learning mode). When in 

detection mode vs. learning mode, these products will alarm on and may prevent 

application actions which do not match a known good specification. 

Limitations. Specification-based approaches have minimal a priori knowledge 

requirements (since specifications may be learned), but have historically poor accuracy. It 

is practically infeasible to learn a specification for every possible good behavior, so 

infrequent but legitimate actions may trigger alarms. Specifications must also be updated 
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if application behavior changes legitimately, such as after a software patch, upgrade, or 

new installation. Conversely, if used in a recognition mode of detecting known bad 

patterns, specification-based methods do not generalize well (every bad pattern must be 

specified), and false negative rates are consequently high. In either case, specification-

based approaches generalize reasonably well, although better generality is somewhat 

offset by accuracy limitations. 

Specification-based approaches are subject to stealthy techniques on 

compromised systems which hide processes or files (or parts or characteristics of them). 

A hidden process may never be identified, and hence a specification never constructed for 

it. A compromised system with a modified kernel or other system functions may simply 

modify data provided to the specification checking system, and bad patterns (as a match 

to known bad or not match to known good) will not be identified. 

Method Detection 

 Description. Method detection attempts to recognize the means underlying 

stealthy techniques. Similar to signature- and behavior-based approaches, methods must 

be known beforehand for this approach to work. For a given method, data is identified 

and tests are devised to detect the presence of that method. 

 Examples. Consider the example of API hooking in a Windows environment. This 

is a known method which allows the attacker to intercept input and output to programs 

for the purposes of file or process hiding. One way to implement kernel-level API 

hooking is to modify the System Service Dispatch Table (SSDT). Such a method may be 

detected by tracing the memory addresses referenced in the table. If any of these 
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references are not in the range of the kernel process (ntoskrnl.exe), then a kernel-level 

hook is active (Hoglund and Butler 2005). 

 Limitations. Method detection approaches are limited by their requirement for 

prior knowledge of methods, although they generalize better than agent-specific 

approaches. As with signature- and behavior-based approaches, method detection will 

only succeed for methods which are known and for which tests have been devised. Due to 

the varying nature of stealthy methods, these data requirements and tests are 

correspondingly diverse in their nature, practicality, and ease of execution. Stealthy 

techniques which affect the integrity of the data collected may evade detection by this 

approach.  

Cross-view Differences 

 Description. The cross-view differences approach of detecting system 

compromise relies on detection of the effects of associated stealthy techniques. The 

cross-view differences method attempts to detect the fact that files or processes are 

hidden, regardless of the method or implementation used to effect that hiding. System 

call modification and related methods effectively hide processes and files from user-level 

programs, but it is practically difficult for an attacker to hide files or processes from 

every possible view or indication of their presence. The cross-view differences method 

relies on the investigator’s ability to generate information about the files and processes on 

a system from multiple views. I use the term views to mean at different levels of the 

system. If there is disagreement between information generated from different views, 

then a stealthy technique may be active. The greater the difference between the levels of 
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the views, the greater the likelihood of detection of a stealthy technique. In this manner, 

the cross-view differences method detects the effect of a stealthy technique without 

detecting the method or implementation of the technique. 

 Examples. Consider a file hiding example. Generate a high-level view through a 

user level program such as cmd.exe and the dir command in a Windows environment and 

count the number of files on the hard disk. Then generate a low-level view by accessing 

the physical disk directly and counting the number of files using low-level disk 

commands (e.g., reading the filesystem structure and crawling the disk directly). If the 

file counts from the two views differ, then assume that some technique is hiding one or 

more files. Consider a similar example for process hiding. Generate a high-level view 

through a user level program such as the Task Manager in a Windows environment, then 

generate a low-level view by accessing the kernel data structures for running processes 

directly in memory. For example, one might search all of the memory space allocated for 

data associated with the running kernel process and extract any data structures of the 

form of a running process description. If the process counts from the two views differ, 

then assume that some technique is hiding one or more processes. 

 Limitations. A cross-view differences approach has the advantage of being 

independent of the particular stealthy method and implementation used, so the approach 

generalizes well. The approach is able to detect the fact that stealthy techniques are in 

place regardless of the methods and implementations underlying the technique. The 

cross-view differences method is subject to false negatives if stealthy techniques are 

implemented outside of the range of the collected views. Results generated from this 
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method generally require additional human analysis and interpretation, and collection and 

comparison of data at different views can be cumbersome and require significant data 

processing prior to comparison. 

Violations of Invariant Data Relationships 

 Description. Detecting system compromise based on violations of invariant data 

relationships (Stallard 2002) relies on the unintended effects of actions related to a 

system compromise. The technique presumes that certain relationships between 

properties of system objects (files or processes) are invariant, and any violation of these 

relationships may be the result of compromise-related actions. 

 Examples. In the context of detecting stealthy techniques, consider a system 

which is compromised and a process is being hidden. Every process must have a parent 

process, every thread must be associated with a process, every handle must be associated 

with a process, thread, or file, etc
5
. These are invariant data relationships which can be 

tested. If a process does not have a parent process, a thread does not have an associated 

process, or a handle does not have an associated process, thread, or file, then stealthy 

techniques may be active. These specific violations may be due to the attacker creating 

processes or threads via non-standard mechanisms, because the attacker has destroyed or 

hidden processes, or as a result of non-malicious actions or applications. As another 

example, consider the linked or chained nature of some filesystems. In such systems, a 

file may be stored in noncontiguous disk blocks. The file’s data blocks implement a 

singly- or doubly-linked list, so file recovery requires walking the linked list. All linked 

                                                 
5  Based on the mechanics the operating system uses to create and manage processes and threads. 
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lists eventually point back to the root of the filesystem or a file allocation table. A file 

may be hidden by breaking the associated linked list. Such hiding might be detected by 

following the linked list references for every block on the disk. An “orphaned” block or 

set of blocks might indicate the presence of a stealthy technique meant to hide a file. In 

any case, the actual stealthy technique is not detected, but rather the unintentional 

consequences of the technique are detected (in the form of violations of known invariant 

data relationships). 

 Limitations. Like cross-view differences, violations of invariant data relationships 

are able to detect the fact that stealthy techniques are in place regardless of the methods 

and implementations underlying the technique. This approach generalizes well but is also 

subject to false positives. Results generally require additional human analysis and 

interpretation, and collection of data can be cumbersome and require significant data 

processing. Stealthy techniques which affect the data used to evaluate object relationships 

will affect the accuracy of this approach. 

Black-box Testing 

Description. Black-box methods for compromise detection (Wang, Verbowski et 

al. 2003) are comparable to black-box methods for software testing (Myers 1979). In both 

cases, input is provided to a system and outputs are observed, while presuming no 

knowledge of the system’s internal workings. When testing software, input-output pairs 

are analyzed for validation of proper behavior, where such behavior has been identified 

beforehand. Similarly, for compromise detection, input-output pairs are analyzed in an 

effort to identify the effects of a system compromise, where such effects have been 
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defined beforehand. For compromise detection, black-box testing may be agent-, method-

, or effect-specific. 

Examples. The Strider (Wang, Beck et al. 2005a) (Wang and Beck 2005b) system 

is a black-box approach to compromise detection. In (Wang, Verbowski et al. 2003) the 

system is used for configuration testing and root cause analysis. In (Wang, Beck et al. 

2005a), the system is used for compromise detection. In this recent work, the authors 

compare characteristics (input-output pairs) of a running computer system to the same 

characteristics derived from an offline snapshot of the system. Any discrepancies may be 

caused by system compromise (to include stealthy techniques). The Strider approach is 

an implementation of the cross-view differences method from a black-box perspective, 

using only two views but of multiple characteristics. 

Limitations. Black-box methods require a priori knowledge of expected input-

output pairs (whether for software testing or compromise detection). However, the degree 

of a priori knowledge required depends on the level of detection sought (agent, 

technique, or effect). Agent detection requires high levels of a priori knowledge but has 

high accuracy. Method detection requires less specific a priori knowledge but has lower 

accuracy. Effect detection requires the least a priori knowledge, but devising the 

corresponding input-output tests and interpreting the results is more difficult. 

Black-box methods for compromise detection are subject to stealthy techniques 

on compromised systems. Inputs may be provided directly on the suspect system, or 

inputs may provided externally (e.g., send network traffic to the suspect system). 

Likewise, outputs may be collected directly from the system, or via external means (e.g., 
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observe network traffic). In any case, data is collected from the very systems which may 

be altering data. 

2.3 Hidden Process Detection as a Classification Problem 

In this section, I discuss hidden process detection as a classification problem, how 

some existing approaches and my approach fall into the general category of classification 

problems, and how classification models are generally built and evaluated. 

2.3.1 Classification Problem Defined 

Machine learning is the general term for programs which improve their 

performance (i.e., learn) by processing prior examples (Mitchell 1997, p. 17). For some 

learning problems, the prior examples used to teach the program have known outcomes, 

also called labels (Hastie 2001, p. 2). This is called supervised learning, as opposed to 

unsupervised learning where the prior examples do not have known outcomes. In both 

cases, the goal is usually to develop a general model which accurately models previously 

unseen cases. For some problems and data sets, the object is to assign cases from the 

dataset to one or more categories (Mitchell 1997, p. 54). Such problems are usually called 

classification problems.  

2.3.2 Current Approaches as Classifiers 

The hidden process detection problem is a classification problem. Specifically, 

our dataset consists of computer systems and associated observables, and we wish to 

classify each computer system as belonging to one of two classes: "has hidden process" 

and "does not have hidden process". 
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Current approaches have some supervised learning aspects. For example, 

signature approaches may be considered supervised (since signatures are derived from 

known exemplars), but the resulting detection model does not generalize with respect to 

hidden process detection. A similar argument may be applied to the approach of method 

detection: method detectors are derived from known exemplars but do not generalize. 

Other approaches (baseline integrity checking and black-box testing) rely on a known 

clean and similar system for comparison. Cross-view differences and violations of 

invariant data relationships are based on the presence of specific observables which are 

themselves discriminatory (similar to but more general than a signature-based approach). 

As with a signature-based approach, the observables are used as is to classify a system as 

containing a hidden process or not. 

Behavior and specification-based approaches (as they are applied to the problem 

of hidden process detection) employ supervised learning. These approaches use prior 

examples with known outcomes (presence of a hidden process or not) to construct 

general models which are then applied to previously unseen cases. Alternatively, these 

approaches may learn from known clean systems (instead of from known hidden process 

exemplars). In this latter case, the learned models are used to detect deviations from 

known clean models, where such anomalies indicate the possible presence of a hidden 

process. Using anomalies to classify a system may be applied to other approaches as well. 
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2.3.3 Research Approach as a Supervised Learning Classifier 

My approach uses a supervised learning classifier. My approach learns a 

generalized model based on prior examples with known state. The learned model is then 

applied to data from systems with unknown state. 

My approach has elements in common with some of the current approaches 

discussed previously. However, my approach is unique in that I take actions to 

deliberately induce observables. These induced observables are then collected and 

analyzed to detect hidden processes. Other approaches collect and operate on only those 

observables already available (without inducement). 

2.3.4 Classification Approaches and Data Characteristics 

Over time, classification approaches have generally developed along the lines of 

increased complexity and decreased generality. These trends are neither intentional nor 

desirable, but are natural consequences of attempting to model more complex data 

relationships and to improve classification performance (usually accuracy) for specific 

data sets or classes of problems. 

The simplest classification models are linear. Despite their simplicity, linear 

models are suitable for a wide range of data sets. Linear models may be constructed in 

many ways, but the most widely used approach is to select model parameters such that 

the sum of the squared differences between the model and each data point is minimized 

(Hastie 2001, p. 12). The limitation of linear models is that they do not perform well if 

the data classification boundaries are not linear. 
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For non-linear classification boundaries, nearest neighbor methods are relatively 

simple and often provide good performance. In these methods, the classification assigned 

to a specific data point is computed based on the known classifications of some number 

of nearest points [ibid, p. 14]. The parameter k is often used to designate the number of 

points to use for the classification computation. Variations of k-nearest neighbor methods 

use Euclidean or other distance measures and may employ weighting schemes to 

emphasize closer points over others.  

Many current classification approaches are variations and combinations of linear 

and nearest neighbor methods. For example, neural networks combine linear models
6
 and 

kernel methods use variable weights for the nearest neighbor computation (Hastie 2001, 

p. 18). These and other approaches may provide better performance for more complex 

data sets, but usually at a cost of model complexity. 

Tree-based classifiers partition the data set, where each branch of the tree 

represents a boundary line in the partition space (Hastie 2001, pp. 266-272). Trees are 

typically constructed recursively by minimizing the resulting error at each iteration. 

Minimum tree complexity, stop conditions, and pruning operations are parameters 

selected during the model construction process.  

The performance of a particular classification approach is highly dependent on the 

data being modeled and in many cases on the parameters of the learned model. For data 

sets which have linear (or near linear) classification boundaries, linear models will 

perform well. Nonlinear classification boundaries may be modeled by nearest neighbor 

                                                 
6 According to (Hastie 2001, p. 18), neural network models are "sums of non-linearly transformed 

linear models". 
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methods, which will perform best if data points of each classification are reasonably 

clustered. Nearest neighbor methods tend to trade-off training and test set performance 

when the different classifications are not clustered (i.e., more complex classification 

boundaries). In such cases, accuracy may be improved by weighted nearest neighbor 

methods which can model more complex classification boundaries. Similarly, neural 

networks are also suitable for data sets with non-linear classification boundaries. Tree-

based classifiers are suitable for data sets with non-linear classification boundaries which 

lend themselves to binary partitioning.  

2.3.5 Classification Model Construction Process 

2.3.5.1 Problem Suitability 

Data sets suitable for classification models typically have two or more features 

and an associated classification label for each set of feature values. Classification models 

assume the existence of some underlying function which maps feature values to 

classification labels, but this function is typically not known. It is the purpose of the 

classification model to approximate this function. 

2.3.5.2 Feature Derivation 

Frequently the raw collected data is not in a form suitable for classification model 

construction. Simple data transformations (such as discretizing continuous-valued data) 

may be used as well as more complex data processing. Features hypothesized to have 

discriminatory value may be derived from the raw data, where such derivations may be 

functions or transformations of raw data elements. Feature derivation is driven primarily 

by hypotheses regarding the processes underlying the data sets. It is these derived 
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features (and raw data where appropriate) which are analyzed and modeled in the 

remaining steps. 

2.3.5.3 Data Visualization 

Investigating the nature of the classification boundaries can assist with selection 

of an appropriate classification approach. In 2 or 3 dimensions (2 or 3 features), the full 

feature set may be visualized. For feature sets with higher dimensions, 2 or 3 feature 

subsets of the full feature set may be visualized to possibly identify characteristics of the 

classification boundaries. 

2.3.5.4 Approach Selection 

Different approaches are suitable for classification boundaries with different 

characteristics. Generally, more complex models are required for more complex 

classification boundaries. Within each approach, model parameters dictate model 

complexity. A too-simple model will have poor accuracy on both testing and training 

data, while a too-complex model will have high accuracy on the training data set but poor 

accuracy on the test set. This latter case is also known as overfitting. The challenge of 

approach selection then is to select an approach suitable for the classification boundary 

characteristics, and to parameterize the model (i.e., set the model complexity) to 

minimize the error on the test data set. 

 

2.3.5.5 Model Construction 

Each classification modeling approach has a unique construction process with 

varying amounts of flexibility (as reflected in model construction parameters). For 

example, linear model construction can be as simple as minimizing the sum of the 
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squared error between the data points and the model. On the other hand, classification 

tree construction may have parameters for minimum complexity, stop conditions, and 

pruning rules, each of which may significantly affect the resulting tree and corresponding 

accuracy. For model approaches with complex construction parameters, model 

construction is guided by the characteristics of the data sets being modeled, the nature of 

the modeling approach, and the experience of the modeler. 

For model construction methods which do not inherently select features with  

discriminatory value, feature relevance may be performed manually prior to model 

construction. Features may be analyzed and removed prior to model construction, for 

example a feature with a large number of distinct values is not likely to prove 

discriminatory (Han 2001, pp. 194-196). Features may also be selectively removed and 

model performance compared to the full set. Where removal of a specific feature does not 

negatively impact model performance, that feature may be removed without 

consequence. More rigorously, information gain may be measured for each attribute and 

used as a criteria for culling of less-discriminatory features (Han 2001, p. 197). 

For models that output continuous values (rather than discrete class labels), 

thresholds for determining class membership must be selected. Typically, such thresholds 

are chosen to maximize the accuracy of the classifier on the training set, where accuracy 

may be measured as a point in ROC space. That is, accuracy may be optimized by 

choosing the thresholds corresponding to the optimal point on the ROC curve. 
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2.3.5.6 Model Evaluation 

For this research, my model evaluation metric is the detection performance of the 

model on the testing data set(s). Detection performance encompasses raw accuracy, 

prevalence, sensitivity, and specificity. I trained and tested the various models under 

three scenarios: n-fold cross-validation, hold one, and train one. These are described in 

more detail in Chapter 4. The experiments generated detection performance data which I 

then used to select the best-performing model (Mitchell 1997, pp. 145-148). 
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3 Methodology 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Overview 

Consider two running computer systems, identical except that one has a hidden 

process which is not present on the other. To an external observer employing user-level 

applications under normal operating conditions, these systems will appear identical. For 

example, a list of running processes or memory usage will be identical on both systems. 

However, the two systems are in fact different, since one has an additional (and hidden) 

process. This additional process must, by definition [Russinovich 2005, p. 6], occupy 

some operating memory (RAM) in the computer. Also, since the operating system kernel 

manages all running processes and their associated threads, the running kernel must have 

some information regarding the hidden process. 

The general means of process hiding is to modify the responses to queries that a 

user or application may submit so that the existence of the hidden process is not revealed. 

Under normal operating conditions, this is relatively straightforward, since the means 

used to gather this information are well-known. Historically, developers of process hiding 

methods have modified the applications used to query the operating system state, the 

kernel level system calls used by all user level applications, or the kernel data structures 

which store running system information. 
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The premise of my work is that the two systems will not respond identically if put 

under specific resource exhaustion conditions, such as creating a large number of 

processes in rapid succession or deliberately exhausting the system memory. Data 

collected while system resources are being (or have been) exhausted may be analyzed 

and used to distinguish between systems with and without a hidden process. Data values 

are collected using multiple user level applications, kernel system calls, and kernel data 

structures to minimize the possibility that a process hiding technique could manipulate 

the data and reduce its discriminatory properties. 

My approach consists of placing known-state
7
 systems under resource exhaustion 

conditions and collecting empirical data regarding each system's behavior. I analyze the 

collected data to identify differences between systems with and without a hidden process. 

I then use the product of this analysis to develop models which can classify a single 

system as having a hidden process or not. I evaluate these models against systems with 

and without a hidden process, where the process hiding application was not used in the 

original data generation and construction of my models. 

3.2 Process Hiding 

A process may be hidden in two ways: by modifying the programs used to query 

the system state, or by modifying the information which these programs access. 

Historically, program modification methods appeared first. Over time, program 

modification methods migrated from user level applications to the kernel system calls. 

This was a pragmatic development, as user level applications are easier to modify and 

                                                 
7  Known-state refers to systems with and without a hidden process, where I know (a) if a hidden 

process is present, and (b) the properties of any hidden process. 
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correspondingly easier to detect. As detection methods rendered user level application 

modification less effective, attackers moved to more difficult but less detectable kernel 

system call modifications. In this latter category I include process hiding methods which 

alter kernel system call tables, since these are really modifications to executable program 

flow and not modifications to stored system information. Process hiding via 

modifications to stored system information emerged more recently in the form of 

modifications to kernel data structures which store information about running processes. 

Process hiding is a capability most often found in hacker tools classified as rootkits. 

Rootkits are a general term applied to the suite of tools that an attacker uses to retain 

control of a computer system once it has been compromised. Retaining control typically 

means hiding or destroying evidence of the original compromise, hiding evidence of the 

attacker's continued presence on the compromised system, and maintaining remote access 

to the compromised system. Process hiding is used for the second purpose above, where 

the attacker hides processes which he/she is running and wish hidden from the legitimate 

system owner/operator. 

For my research, I used several publicly available rootkits which include process 

hiding functionality. I selected rootkits which represent diverse process hiding methods. 

The specific rootkits used were: FUto Enhanced, Hacker Defender, NTIllusion, and Hide 

Wizard
8
. Details for each are provided in the sections that follow. I focus on the process 

hiding functionality of each rootkit, although most rootkits have additional functionality 

                                                 
8  Hide Wizard is not publicly classified as a rootkit, and in fact is marketed as a "privacy protection 

tool". [Hide Wizard 2008]. However, Hide Wizard implements process hiding and so is included for 

completeness and diversity. 
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as well. To the interested reader who wishes to download and experiment with these 

rootkits or similar tools, please refer to the Bibliography. 

 

3.2.1 FUto Enhanced 

FUto Enhanced [FUto 2008] is a Windows rootkit which hides processes by 

modifying the kernel data structures used to store information about running processes. 

FUto Enhanced is descended from the original FU rootkit.  The original FU rootkit, 

released in 2004, was subsequently modified and released as FUto in 2005. FUto was 

subsequently modified and released as FUto Enhanced in 2006. FUto Enhanced usage is 

demonstrated as follows: 

 

Step 1: Run an application (nc.exe). 

 

D:\Code>nc -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

Step 2: Check that the process is running (see NC.EXE with PID = 3044): 
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Figure 2: Visible Process Before FUto 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Run FUto Enhanced (fu.exe) with the process hide flag (-ph) and provide 

the PID of the process to be hidden (3044 in this case). I also hide the FUto driver 

(deceptively called msdirectx.sys, although it has nothing to do with DirectX). The -

phd flag to fu tells the program that we want to hide a driver instead of a process. I 
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hide the driver in order to make FUto and its hidden process as hard as possible to 

detect. 

 

D:\Rootkits\Windows\FUtoEnhanced\FUTo_enhanced\FUTo\EXE>fu -ph 

3044 

D:\Rootkits\Windows\FUtoEnhanced\FUTo_enhanced\FUTo\EXE>fu -

phd msdirectx.sys 

 

Step 4: Check that the process is not now visible (the image names are sorted 

alphabetically). 
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Figure 3: Hidden process after FUto 

 

 

 

 

Notice that neither nc.exe nor fu.exe are visible in the Task Manager (fu.exe does 

not actually remain running). 
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3.2.2 Hacker Defender 

Hacker Defender [Hacker Defender 2008] is a Windows rootkit which hides 

processes by modifying system memory (a variation of API hooking). Hacker Defender 

v1.0.0 was released in 2005 and runs on Windows NT4 and later (NT4, 2000, XP, and 

2003). Hacker Defender usage is demonstrated as follows: 

 

Step 1: Run an application. Hacker Defender hides processes based on process 

names. The default prefix to hide is hxdef*, so I renamed a copy of nc.exe to 

hxdefnc.exe, then ran hxdefnc.exe. 

 

F:\rktest>copy d:\Code\nc.exe hxdefnc.exe 

    1 file(s) copied. 

F:\rktest>hxdefnc.exe -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

Step 2: Check that the process is running (see hxdefnc.exe with PID = 2624): 
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Figure 4: Visible process before Hacker Defender 

 

 

 

 

Step 3: Run Hacker Defender (hxdef100.exe) using the default initialization file 

(hxdef100.ini). This default initialization file comes with the Hacker Defender 
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download and hides any process that begins with the string "hxdef" (which is why I 

renamed my nc.exe program to hxdefnc.exe). 

 

D:\Rootkits\Windows\HxDef\hxdef100r>hxdef100.exe hxdef100.ini 

 

Step 4: Check that the process is not now visible (the image names are sorted 

alphabetically). 
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Figure 5: Hidden process after Hacker Defender 

 

 

Notice that neither hxdefnc.exe nor hxdef100.exe are visible in the Task Manager 

(hxdef100.exe does not actually remain running). 
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3.2.3 NTIllusion 

NTIllusion [NTIllusion 2008] is a Windows rootkit which hides processes by API 

hooking. NTIllusion v1.0 was released in 2004 and runs on Windows NT4 and later 

(NT4, 2000, XP, and 2003). NTIllusion usage is demonstrated as follows: 

 

Step 1: Run an application. NTIllusion hides processes based on process names. 

The default prefix to hide is _nti*, so I renamed a copy of nc.exe to _ntinc.exe, then 

ran _ntinc.exe. 

 

F:\rktest>copy d:\Code\nc.exe _ntinc.exe 

    1 file(s) copied. 

F:\rktest>_ntinc.exe -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

Step 2: Check that the process is running (see _ntinc.exe with PID = 3524): 
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Figure 6: Visible process before NTIllusion 

 

 

Step 3: Run NTIllusion (kNTIllusionLoader.exe) with a DLL filename as the only 

argument (kNTIllusion.dll). This DLL file comes with the NTIllusion download 

and hides any process that begins with the string "_nti" (which is why I renamed my 

nc.exe program to _ntinc.exe). 
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F:\rktest>kNtiLoader.exe kNTIllusion.dll 

 

Step 4: Check that the process is not now visible (the image names are sorted 

alphabetically). 
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Figure 7: Hidden process after NTIllusion 

 

 

Notice that neither _ntinc.exe nor kNTIllusionLoader.exe are visible in the Task 

Manager (kNTIllusionLoader.exe does not actually remain running). 
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3.2.4 Hide Wizard 

Hide Wizard [Hide Wizard 2008] is a commercial application marketed as a 

"privacy protection tool" [ibid]. I included Hide Wizard since it provides process hiding 

functionality like a rootkit. In fact, nothing would prevent an attacker from using Hide 

Wizard in the same manner as common rootkits are used. Hide Wizard provides all of the 

functionality provided by most common rootkits. Hide Wizard is not open source, and 

available documentation does not describe the methods Hide Wizard employs to hide 

processes. Hide Wizard v6.91 was released in 2007 and runs on Windows NT4 and later 

(NT4, 2000, XP, 2003, and Vista). Hide Wizard usage is demonstrated as follows: 

 

Step 1: Run an application (nc.exe). 

 

D:\Code>nc -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

Step 2: Check that the process is running (see NC.EXE with PID = 392): 
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Figure 8: Visible process before Hide Wizard 

 

 

Step 3: Run Hide Wizard. Hide Wizard is an installed application, so I ran it from 

the Windows Start menu. Hide Wizard includes functionality to hide itself, although 

I did not engage this capability as my only requirement was to hide a process 

(nc.exe in this case). 
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Figure 9: Hide Wizard main menu 
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I chose Settings, then entered nc.exe as the process to hide. 

 

Figure 10: Hide Wizard process hide screen 

Step 4: Check that the process is not now visible (the image names are sorted 

alphabetically). 
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Figure 11: Hidden process after Hide Wizard 

 

 

Notice that nc.exe is not visible in the Task Manager. Hide Wizard does include 

the ability to hide the Hide Wizard application (visible in the Task Manager listing 

above) and associated services to make detection less likely. For my purposes, it is 

sufficient to hide a single process. 
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3.3 Resource Exhaustion 

The premise of my research is that two computer systems which are in fact 

different may produce different observables when conditions such as resource exhaustion 

are induced. To understand my procedures for exhausting resources, it is necessary to 

first understand two details about how modern computers work with regard to processes. 

First, all common operating systems (Windows, Unix, and Mac) track processes 

by assigning a unique Process Identifier (PID) to each running process on the system. 

When a new process is created, the Operating System will assign a PID which is not 

already in use. Processes are actually made up of threads, and it is these threads that 

represent sets of instructions actually executed by the computer system. Processes may be 

thought of as containers for threads. Each running thread on a computer system also has a 

unique identifier, called a Thread ID. On Windows systems, process IDs and thread IDs 

are drawn from the same namespace and are collectively called Client IDs. I will use the 

term Client IDs (abbreviated CIDs) from here forward to refer to both process IDs and 

thread IDs. On most systems (including the various Windows platforms), a CID will be in 

the range 0-65,535. The astute reader may observe that a busy or long-running system 

may exhaust its supply of unique CIDs, which is why the operating system will re-use 

CIDs as long as they aren't assigned to a currently running process or thread. We may 

query a running system for the CIDs of all running processes and threads. 

Second, a process must occupy system memory in order to run. As noted 

previously, processes are actually made up of threads, and it is these threads that occupy 

memory. For my memory exhaustion tests, the distinction is not important. When I talk 
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about the memory occupied by a process, I mean the memory occupied by the threads 

which make up that process. For a system to execute a process, that process (its threads) 

must reside in memory (specifically in the system's Random Access Memory, or RAM), 

and the process's instructions must be scheduled and executed on the system's Central 

Processing Unit (CPU). We may query a running system for its used, free, and total 

memory, and we may query a running system for the memory used by certain
9
 running 

processes. 

Now consider what happens if a system has a hidden process. First, when a 

legitimate new process is created, the CID of the hidden process will not be assigned to 

the new process
10

. If I create a large number of processes, I observe that the CID of my 

hidden process is not assigned to any of my new processes, even though that CID is 

supposedly available. Thus, my first resource exhaustion condition is to create a very 

large number of new processes (and associated threads) and track the CIDs assigned. 

Second, any new process must occupy system memory. If I create a large number of 

processes (or a few memory intensive processes), I would expect to run out of available 

system memory when my new memory usage exceeds the amount of previously available 

memory. If, however, a hidden process is occupying some amount of system memory, 

then I will actually fail to create another process before my new memory usage exceeds 

the amount of previously available memory (i.e., sooner than I would have expected). 

                                                 
9  It is not possibly to query a running Windows system for all of the processes which occupy 

system memory. As stated in [Russinovich 2005, p. 381], "there is no easy way to get the size of the 

nonpaged operating system and driver code." 
10  While the process is hidden from the user, it is not truly hidden from the operating system. If this 

were not so, then a conflict might occur where two processes were assigned the same PID. This would 

cause a system error or crash, which would be a clear indicator of a hidden process. My experiments 

indicate in fact the operating system does guard against such conflicts, even if a process is hidden. 
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Thus, my second resource exhaustion condition is to create a large number of processes 

until available system memory is exhausted. 

In the sections that follow, I provide details regarding how I exhausted the 

resources of my experimental systems and the data collected. 

3.3.1 CID Assignment 

Preliminary experiments showed that the operating system will begin to reuse 

previously used and freed CIDs long before it has exhausted the space of possible CIDs. 

Therefore, I crafted two distinct experiments for testing CID assignment. In one test, each 

created process is killed before the next one is created. In the other test, each created 

process is left running while subsequent processes are created. Each of these approaches 

is discussed in the sections that follow. 

3.3.1.1 CID Assignment With Kill 

For this test, many processes are created, but each process is killed before the 

subsequent process is created. I implemented this in two parts. First, I wrote a C++ 

program
11

 (see Appendix A) which retrieves its own CID via the Windows API and 

writes this CID to standard output. Since a process is actually made up of threads, and 

each thread has a unique identifier (Thread ID or TID) drawn from the same namespace 

as the PID, I output the TIDs for the current process as well. So, each run of this program 

causes a new process (and associated threads) to be created, where that new process is the 

program itself. Second, I called this program from within a for loop using the Windows 

                                                 
11  All C++ programs were developed and tested on a Windows XP Pro SP2 system using Microsoft 

Visual C++ 2005 Express Edition. 
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command shell. For example, to run my program called CheckProcIDwithKill.exe 20 

times, the command shell instruction looks like this: 

 

C:\> for /L %A in (1,1,20) DO CheckProcIDwithKill.exe 

 

 The Windows command shell "for" command has the property that it won't 

complete one iteration until the called program has completed. Therefore, each execution 

of CheckProcIDwithKill.exe above completes before the next one is started. For my 

purposes, this means the CIDs assigned to each instance of CheckProcIDwithKill.exe is 

released before the next instance is launched. To capture the CIDs that are being written 

to standard output, I redirect standard output to a file, as shown below: 

 

C:\> for /L %A in (1,1,20) DO CheckProcIDwithKill.exe >> 

outfile.txt 

 

I use the append redirect operator (">>") in the above command. If not, then the file is 

recreated at each iteration and I will find only the data from the final iteration in the 

output file. The target output file should not exist before I begin the run, otherwise the 

output file may contain prior data not from this particular run. 

 The contents of the outfile for this test consist of a single column of integers, 

where each integer is the decimal value of a CID assigned to a process or thread that I 

created. CID values in this output set are expected to be non-unique, since the operating 

system will re-use CIDs which have been used before but which are not currently in use. 
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3.3.1.2 CID Assignment Without Kill 

 For this test, many processes are created, but each process is left running while 

the subsequent processes are created. I implemented this as a recursive C++ program (see 

Appendix A). This code is identical to that used for the previous test (CID assignment 

with kill), except that I insert a recursive call to the program prior to the return statement. 

Therefore, this code retrieves its own CIDs via the Windows API, writes those CIDs to 

standard output, then calls itself. As before, I capture the outputted CIDs by redirecting 

standard output to a file. Since this code is recursive, I did not need to embed the program 

execution in a command shell for loop, but I ran the program directly: 

 

C:\> CheckProcIDnoKill > outfile.txt 

 

In practice, no stop condition is required, since the operating system has built-in 

protections which kill the running processes before a system crash is induced. The precise 

mechanisms employed by the operating system for this protection are not known to me. 

While interesting, investigation of those mechanisms is not relevant to this research. 

 The contents of the outfile for this test consist of a single column of integers, 

where each integer is the decimal value of a CID assigned to a process or associated 

thread created by my program. CID values in this output set are expected to be unique. 

3.3.2 System Memory Exhaustion 

Prior to beginning any experimentation, I believed that it might be relatively 

straightforward to query a system for free, used, and total system memory, then to 
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exhaust that memory and identify discrepancies in the results. For example, I expected 

the total amount of memory I allocated in my attempts to exhaust system memory would 

equal reported prior free memory if a hidden process did not exist, and would not equal 

reported prior free memory if a hidden process did exist. However, my preliminary 

experiments did not provide such clear-cut data. Rather, my experiments revealed the 

complexity of memory management in modern operating systems, and I found that 

determining precise amounts of physical, virtual, and paged memory usage by various 

processes is imprecise at best, especially on a running
12

 computer system. As a 

consequence, I developed tests which exhausted memory in two different ways, and I 

collected a variety of information about memory usage from different system sources. 

One test attempts to allocate memory in ever-decreasing block sizes, until even a single 

block allocation fails. The other test uses a recursive program to exhaust system memory. 

I suspected system behavior might depend on the memory configuration of the 

system, specifically the use of memory paging. Memory paging is available in all modern 

operating systems and is used under most normal operating conditions. When a system is 

configured to use memory paging, a portion of the hard disk space is configured for use 

as a "holding area" if the system's random access memory (RAM) becomes too full. For 

example, if a system is running a large number of programs (or a small number of 

memory intensive programs), the system's RAM may become fully committed. The 

system will take the most stale information in RAM (that is, from processes running but 

                                                 
12  A slightly simpler option would have been to run the experimental systems as virtual machines 

(VMs), then collect memory usage data from VM instance snapshots. I did not choose this option as I felt it 

was less practical for real world applications of my approach, since real world systems are as likely to be 

native instances as VMs. 
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not recently accessed) and store this information on the hard disk, freeing up system 

RAM for the more active running processes. 

To test all scenarios, I conducted four sets of memory experiments: memory 

exhaustion by blocks with and without memory paging enabled, and memory exhaustion 

by recursion with and without memory paging enabled.  In the sections that follow, I first 

describe the common data collected for all tests, then I describe the individual tests 

themselves. 

3.3.2.1 Memory Exhaustion Common Data Collected 

All of the memory exhaustion tests collect the information in Table 2 at various 

stages of each test. MEMORYSTATUS is a system object which may be queried via a 

Windows API call to the function GlobaMemoryStatus. 

PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION is a system object which may be queried via a 

Windows API call to the function GetPerformanceInfo. Full source code for both tests is 

provided in Appendices F and G. Fields which indicate a source of "computed" are 

calculations based on the presumption that total memory = free memory + used memory 

for each type of memory (physical, virtual, and paged). 
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Table 2: Memory Exhaustion Data Collected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Memory Exhaustion by Blocks 

For this test, I exhaust system memory by allocating memory in ever-decreasing 

block sizes. The code (see Appendix F) collects and outputs memory information prior to 

any new memory allocation, allocates memory until exhausted, then collects and outputs 

the same memory information again.  

I first collect the global memory information listed above and write it to standard 

output. Then I collect additional memory information based on an enumeration of visible 

processes. For each process, I use the Windows API to query the WorkingSetSize, 

QuotaPagedPoolUsage, QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage, and PagefileUsage. I compute a 
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running sum, which is then written to standard output after all visible processes have 

been enumerated. 

 To exhaust system memory, I attempt to allocate 1 GB of memory using the 

malloc system call. If the malloc call succeeds, I then write data to this newly allocated 

block of memory
13

, add the amount of allocated memory to a running total, and try to 

allocate another 1 GB of memory. If the malloc call fails, I halve the size of the memory 

block to be allocated and try again. I repeat this process of allocating and halving until I 

try and fail to allocate a memory block of size 1 byte. At this point, all available system 

memory has been allocated and my running total represents the amount of memory that I 

was actually able to allocate. I output this running total to standard output with the label 

"Free Kbytes of empirical memory". 

 At this point I collect and output the same memory information I collected and 

output prior to the memory exhaustion so that I can compare the values before and after. 

 I ran this program from the command line, redirecting standard output to a file for 

later analysis: 

C:\> MemTestByBlocks > outfile.txt 

3.3.2.3 Memory Exhaustion by Recursion 

For this test, I exhaust system memory by running a recursive program until it 

fails. The code (see Appendix G) collects and outputs memory information at each 

iteration. This is necessary since the failure of the program is destructive, meaning that I 

can't query for memory information at the point that memory is exhausted. To work 

                                                 
13  I discovered in early experiments that the system won't actually allocate the memory unless data 

is written to it. The malloc call alone will not cause the memory to be marked as used. 
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around this, I simply output memory information at each iteration, although I only really 

care about the values for the first and last iterations. 

I first collect the global memory information listed previously and write it to 

standard output. As with the memory exhaustion by blocks, I also collect additional 

memory information based on an enumeration of visible processes. For each process, I 

use the Windows API to query the WorkingSetSize, QuotaPagedPoolUsage, 

QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage, and PagefileUsage. I compute a running sum, which is then 

written to standard output after all visible processes have been enumerated. 

 After the memory information has been written to standard output, I query the 

Windows API for the amount of memory used by the current process (WorkingSetSize 

and PagefileUsage). These values are added to a running sum and, along with an iteration 

counter, are passed in the recursive call to the program. 

 The program continues to call itself recursively, outputting memory information 

at each iteration, until system memory is exhausted and the program fails. 

 I ran this program from the command line, redirecting standard output to a file for 

later analysis. This program requires 3 parameters at the command line, which must all be 

0. These parameters are the iteration (recursion level) counter, WorkingSetSize, and 

PagefileUsage sums which are passed to subsequent instances of the program through the 

recursive calls. 

C:\> MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > outfile.txt 
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3.3.2.4 Memory Paging 

I first ran each of the memory exhaustion tests with memory paging enabled (the 

default configuration). For these tests, I set the size of the paging file to 100MB. This 

value is configurable on Windows systems for users with Administrator privileges, 

although any changes require a restart of the system. The specific size of the paging file 

is not significant for my detection approach, only that memory paging is enabled and the 

size of the paging file is greater than 0. 

Disabling memory paging is also configurable by system administrators. As noted 

above, any changes to the memory paging configuration requires a system restart. For the 

second set of tests, I disabled memory paging and rebooted the test system. I then started 

another process, hid the process as before, and repeated the memory exhaustion 

experiments. 

3.4 Existing Detection Tools 

In my experiments, I compare hidden process detection results for my approach to 

a sample of available rootkit (hidden process) detection tools. I selected detection tools 

which implement a variety of detection techniques as described in the sections that 

follow. Several of the tools implement more than one detection technique. 

Existing techniques for detecting hidden processes fall into four categories: 

signature, method, behavioral, and cross view differences. I will provide a brief recap 

here, as the approaches represented by each of these categories are described in detail in 

Section 2.2.2. These different techniques provide different balances between sensitivity 

and specificity. As presented and discussed in my Results section, my approach provides 
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a superior balance between sensitivity and specificity as reflected in the ROC space plots. 

For my experiments, I used the existing detection tools Blacklight [Blacklight 2008], 

Helios Lite[Helios Lite 2008], IceSword[Icesword 2008], Process Hunter[Process Hunter 

2008], Rootkit Revealer[Rootkit Revealer 2008], and Rootkit Hook Analyzer[Rootkit 

Hook Analyzer 2008]. 

Signature tools attempt to recognize specific byte sequences of known process 

hiding tools on local storage media. Modern antivirus applications use this approach. As 

most modern rootkits do not require storage on local media, signature-based detection is 

known to be ineffective against process hiding rootkits and are not included in my 

experiments. 

 Method tools attempt to detect the presence of specific techniques known to be 

used by process hiding rootkits. For example, a process may be hidden by hooking the 

Windows API, and various methods exist for implementing these API hooks. Method 

tools look for indications that one or more of these methods are present. Tools which 

implement method-based detection include Blacklight, IceSword, Process Hunter, and 

Rootkit Hook Analyzer. 

 Behavioral tools attempt to recognize when an application takes actions consistent 

with process hiding. This is a specific subset of behavior-based malware detection, in 

which any anomalous activity by an application is considered potentially malicious. 

Helios Lite implements behavior-based hidden process detection. 

 Cross view differences detection of hidden processes relies on the fact that it is 

difficult to hide a process from all possible views (i.e., at all possible levels in a system). 
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The cross view differences method collects data from multiple views (levels), where the 

data from the different views should agree. Any discrepancy indicates the possible 

presence of a hidden process. The cross view differences approach is implemented by the 

tools Blacklight, Helios Lite, IceSword, Process Hunter, and Rootkit Revealer. 

3.5 Experiments and Data Collection 

3.5.1 Environment 

Resource exhaustion experiments were run on a custom built system with a 3.2 

GHz 32-bit Intel Pentium 4 processor, 1 GB RAM, and a partitioned 150 GB hard disk. 

Windows XP Home Edition SP2 (2002) was installed on a dedicated 4.5 GB partition. 

The hard disk was formatted prior to the installation, which was performed from 

Microsoft original installation media (CD). Besides drivers for an external Wireless 

Network Card
14

, no additional software or hardware was installed. The Windows firewall 

was disabled, automatic updates were turned off, and no antivirus software was installed. 

A Ghost image of the partition was taken using Ghost version 9.0. The image file 

was written to a local drive partition set up for that purpose. This Ghost image has 

filesize 508,160 Kbytes and the following hash values: 

 

MD5: e1c745b790a9a36e8b80031d7fdecbff 

SHA1: fb970d922c84e23e48c5d007b2b01c5203fd0c5e 

 

For the experiments, the Ghost image was restored to the original 4.5GB partition. 

Using a 4.5 GB partition kept the image size small but allowed enough additional disk 

space for the installation of rootkits, detection applications, and my programs as needed 

                                                 
14  Internet connectivity was required to activate the Windows license. The wireless network card 

was removed once the Windows license was activated. 
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during the experiments. I restored the Ghost image using Ghost 9.0 installed on a 

Windows XP Pro system using a separate partition. I created a 10.0 GB partition on the 

test system which I used to store the Ghost image and output data from the experimental 

runs. 

3.5.2 Process 

I created a CD containing the rootkits, detection tools, custom programs, and 

utility programs to be used in the experiments. Use of a write-once CD minimized the 

chances of contamination across experimental runs. The contents of the CD are listed in 

Appendix Q. My code is available in the appendices and the remaining programs on the 

CD are publicly available from the sources listed in the references of this document. 

My experiments were designed to capture data for known clean and known 

infected systems, where infected means a hidden process was present. In summary, my 

experimental process was to restore the Ghost image of a clean system, hide a process 

with one of the four rootkits (unless doing a clean run), then use my programs to create 

resource exhaustion conditions and collect data. Details (in chronological order) for the 

resource exhaustion procedures follow: 

Restore image: Restore the Ghost image to the test system. 

Insert CD: Insert the Test CD containing rootkits, detection tools, custom code, 

and utilities. 

Start command shells: Start 3 Windows command shells. These are used for (1) 

running the process to be hidden, (2) running code, rootkits, and detection 

applications, and (3) monitoring system status. 
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Start Task Manager: Start the Windows Task Manager. Switch to the Processes 

tab, and edit the view to display PID, CPU Usage, and Memory Usage. Finally, 

sort the processes by Image Name and stretch the window vertically to display 

all running processes. 

Create proc: Create the process to be hidden. For my tests, I ran the netcat 

program in a command shell (shell #1 opened above). The specific execution 

was "nc -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe", where "nc" is the executable program, flag "-

l" tells netcat to listen, flag and argument "-p 999" tells netcat to use tcp port 

999 for listening, flag "-t" tells netcat to operate in terminal mode (so we can 

connect to it using the telnet application, for example), and flag and argument 

"-e cmd.exe" tells netcat what program to run (in this case, a command shell) if 

it does receive a remote connection. Besides the fact that netcat is an 

application frequently used by attackers, it has an additional advantage for my 

experiments. Specifically, when a process is hidden, it can be difficult to verify 

that the process is still running. By using netcat to open a listening service, we 

can hide the process but confirm that the program is still running by querying 

for open ports (tcp port 999 in this case), which I do by using the Windows 

command "netstat -an". 

Pslist -d: The program pslist
15

 displays information about running processes. The 

flag "-d" causes thread information to be output for each process. Pslist 

operates at the command line, so capture of output is simpler than with a 

                                                 
15  Pslist is a freely available third party program made available through Microsoft's sysinternals 

site. See [pslist 2008] for sources. 
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graphical tool like the Windows Task Manager. I run "pslist -d" at different 

times to capture process and thread information at specific points in the test 

sequence. 

HidePID: Unless this is the clean run, I execute one of the five rootkits at this 

point and hide the netcat process started in the "create process" step. 

Pslist -d: See above. I expect that this run of "pslist -d" will not show the process 

just hidden. 

Netstat -an: I run the Windows netstat program to confirm that my now hidden 

process is still running. If it is, I will see a listening service on tcp port 999. 

The flags "-an" tell netstat to output all open ports and to not convert the 

numerical ports to their well-known names. 

CheckProcIDwithKill: Using command shell #2, I run my program in a loop 

which creates one million processes in a create-capturePID-kill sequence. 

CheckProcIDnoKill: Using command shell #2, I run my recursive program which 

creates as many concurrent processes as possible, capturing the PID for each 

process as it is created. 

MemTestByBlocks: Using command shell #2, I run my program which exhausts 

system memory by allocating memory in ever-decreasing block sizes. 

MemTestRecursiveExec: Using command shell #2, I run my program which 

exhausts system memory by running a recursive process until the operating 

system kills the processes. 
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Netstat -an: See above. I run netstat here to make sure that my hidden process 

hasn't died during the testing. 

Insert USB: Insert a USB stick used to transfer output data off of the test system 

in case of disk or system failure. 

 

Using the same setup but after doing a clean restore and re-infection, I also ran the 

six existing rootkit (hidden process) detection applications. Details (in chronological 

order) for the existing detection tool procedures follow: 

Restore image: Restore the Ghost image to the test system. 

Insert CD: Insert the Test CD containing rootkits, detection tools, custom code, 

and utilities. 

Start command shells: Start 3 Windows command shells. These are used for (1) 

running the process to be hidden, (2) running code, rootkits, and detection 

applications, and (3) monitoring system status. 

Start Task Manager: Start the Windows Task Manager. Switch to the Processes 

tab, and edit the view to display PID, CPU Usage, and Memory Usage. 

Finally, sort the processes by Image Name and stretch the window vertically to 

display all running processes. 

Create proc: Create the process to be hidden. For my tests, I ran the netcat 

program in a command shell (shell #1 opened above). The specific execution 

was "nc -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe", where "nc" is the executable program, flag "-

l" tells netcat to listen, flag and argument "-p 999" tells netcat to use tcp port 
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999 for listening, flag "-t" tells netcat to operate in terminal mode (so we can 

connect to it using the telnet application, for example), and flag and argument 

"-e cmd.exe" tells netcat what program to run (in this case, a command shell) if 

it does receive a remote connection. Besides the fact that netcat is an 

application frequently used by attackers, it has an additional advantage for my 

experiments. Specifically, when a process is hidden, it can be difficult to verify 

that the process is still running. By using netcat to open a listening service, we 

can hide the process but confirm that the program is still running by querying 

for open ports (tcp port 999 in this case), which I do by using the Windows 

command "netstat -an". 

HidePID: Unless this is the clean run, I execute one of the five rootkits at this 

point and hide the netcat process started in the "create process" step. 

Netstat -an: I run the Windows netstat program to confirm that my now hidden 

process is still running. If it is, I will see a listening service on tcp port 999. 

The flags "-an" tell netstat to output all open ports and to not convert the 

numerical ports to their well-known names. 

Blacklight: I run the Blacklight rootkit detection application using the default 

settings. 

Helios: I run the Helios Lite rootkit detection application using the default 

settings, except that I set the "Scan Type" to "Hidden Processes". 

IceSword: I run the IceSword rootkit detection application using the default 

settings. I only run the "Process" check tool. 
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ProcessHunter: I run the Process Hunter rootkit detection application using the 

"Base Driver" settings. 

RootkitRevealer: I run the Rootkit Revealer rootkit detection application using the 

default settings, except that I disable the "Scan Registry" setting under 

Options. 

HookAnalyzer: I install the Hook Analyzer rootkit detection application using the 

default settings except that I install to drive F:\ (the logical partition used for 

my test system). I launch the application directly from the installation routine, 

check the "Show hooked services only" box, and run the application (the 

"Analyze" button). 

Insert USB: Insert a USB stick used to transfer output data off of the test system 

in case of disk or system failure. 

 

3.5.3 Experiment Runs and Data Collection 

3.5.3.1 Resource Exhaustion Conditions 

Following the process steps outlined in Section 3.5.2, I executed five sets of 

resource exhaustion condition experiments: one clean system (scenario z) and four 

infected systems (scenarios b-e). For each scenario, I first loaded a clean system and then 

repeated the resource exhaustion condition test process 10 times with reboots in between 

runs. Thus, I executed the process of Table 4 50 times. 

Of the 15 steps outlined in Section 3.5.2, six produced output which I captured for 

later analysis. These 6 steps are numbered in the ID column of 
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Table 3. For each of the numbered steps, I redirected the program's output to a file. For 

all output files, I used a file naming scheme consisting of the scenario letter concatenated 

with the run number, followed by a hyphen and the ID number of the relevant step. The 

output files (290 total) are summarized in Table 4 through Table 8. 
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Table 3: Resource exhaustion conditions steps 

 

ID Step 

- restore image 

- insert CD 

- start command shells 

- start Task Manager 

(pid) create proc 

1 pslist -d 

- hidePID 

2 pslist -d 

- netstat -an 

3 CheckProcIDwithKill 

4 CheckProcIDnoKill 

5 MemTestByBlocks 

6 MemTestRecursiveExec 

- netstat -an 

- insert USB 
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For the steps in Table 3 with a dash ("-") in the ID column, I took some action but did not 

generate any captured output. For the step labeled "(pid)", I manually recorded the 

process ID (PID) of the process created in that step. 

A pair of batch files were used to facilitate execution of the experiments. The first 

batch file (Figure 12)  launched the process which would later be hidden. 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Process Launch Batch File 
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The second batch file (see below) performed any rootkit specific steps (to include hiding 

the test process), and then ran the series of programs which put the systems under 

resource exhaustion conditions and collected data. Figure 13 is for test scenario b (FUto 

Enhanced rootkit). The complete set of batch files are provided in Appendix P. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Scenario b Batch File 
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The batch file above has a few notable features. First, the output file names are 

hardcoded, so I prompt the user to ensure that these names have been changed and will 

not overwrite the data from a prior run. Second, the PID of the process to be hidden is 

hardcoded. Only FUto Enhanced requires the PID to hide, as the other rootkits hide 

processes based on executable file location or name, or require the use of a GUI (Hide 

Wizard). Each batch file has a custom section for the specific rootkit being used. 

All output files were written to a second partition on the test system created for 

this purpose (drive letter I: on my test system). At the end of each scenario, all output 

files for that scenario were copied to a USB flash drive and stored on a separate system. 

Details for the experiments are included and discussed in the Results section. 

3.5.3.2 Existing Detection Tools 

The procedure outlined in Section 3.5.2 was executed to test the effectiveness of 

several publicly available rootkit detection (process detection) tools. The output from 

these experiments was captured as screenshots. These results are summarized and 

discussed in the Results section of this document. 

3.6 Data Analysis and Modeling 

My experimental data consists of observables collected under the resource 

exhaustion conditions which I induced. My intermediate goal was to generate labeled 

records suitable for ingestion by machine learning classifiers. The CID and memory data 

have different structures and characteristics and so were processed differently. 

The CID data consists of assigned CIDs. In the most simplistic view, a single gap 

in this list would indicate a hidden process. However, my analysis found multiple gaps in 
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each list, and not all gaps were associated with a known hidden process.  Therefore, my 

classification problem was to distinguish between those "gap" CIDs which were 

associated with a hidden process and those that were not. To that end, I processed the 

collected data into a list of the gap CIDs. Then I explored and selected features which 

might have discriminatory value. I wrote a Java program to process the data, compute 

selected features, and write out a labeled data set of features and classes. CID data 

candidate features were developed using both data-driven and theory-driven approaches, 

then were evaluated experimentally using the selected machine learning classifiers. 

Feature derivation and selection is discussed in the Results section. I ran the data through 

several machine learning classifiers under various partitionings of the data set to establish 

the generality of the learned models. 

The memory data consists of various data points at different stages of the memory 

exhaustion tests. I examined the memory data for the existence of relationships which 

held for the clean system but not for a system with a hidden process. I used these 

relationships to derive features which might have discriminatory value. Memory data 

candidate features were developed using both data-driven and theory-driven approaches, 

then were evaluated experimentally using the selected machine learning classifiers. 

Feature derivation and selection is discussed in the Results section. I wrote a Java 

program to process the memory data, derive the features, and write out a labeled data set 

of features and class labels. Then I ran the data through several machine learning 

classifiers under various partitionings of the data set to establish the generality of the 

learned models. 
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4 Results 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Data Collection 

4.1.1 Experiment Summary 

The resource exhaustion experiments are summarized in Table 4 through Table 8. 

The table entries represent filenames which contain the collected data. Gray cells indicate 

steps in the process which did not produce collected data (e.g., restoring an image, 

starting the Task Manager, etc.). The complete data files are available from the author. 

Data file names in the cells use a [letter][number]-[number] syntax. The file naming 

scheme is: [scenario][run][-][testID]. For example, the cell with entry z4-5 represents the 

data file for the z (clean) scenario, 4th run (of 10), testID 5 (MemTestByBlocks). The 

five tables below summarize the data generation experiments for the five scenarios: one 

clean and four different rootkit infections with a hidden process. In total, 50 separate 

experiments were run. For each run, a clean system was established, infected (if not 

scenario z), resources were exhausted, and CID and Memory data was collected. 
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Table 4: Clean scenario results 
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Table 5: FUto Enhanced (b) scenario results 
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Table 6: Hacker Defender (c) scenario results 
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Table 7: NTIllusion (d) scenario results 
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Table 8: Hide Wizard (e) scenario results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Data Files 

4.1.2.1 Pslist 

The files with suffixes -1 and -2 contain output from the public domain program 

pslist referenced previously. The "-d" flag to pslist causes the output to contain thread 
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information (including thread ID numbers) for all threads associated with each process. 

An excerpt of one of these files (b2-1) is provided in Figure 14: 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Detailed pslist Program Output 
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The above excerpt includes both process IDs and thread IDs (collectively called CIDs). 

Process IDs are shown next to the associated process name, and thread IDs are in the 

column headed "Tid". While the output above appears to indicate that CID 0 is assigned 

to more than one process or thread, it is in fact not assigned to any process or thread. The 

CID value of 0 is special to the Windows family of operating systems and represents 

system resources not in use by any other process (hence the name "Idle"). Notice the 

process I started (nc.exe) is shown as process name "NC" and process ID 120. This value 

is recorded in Table 5 above for scenario b, run 2, step 4 (create proc). 

 After I hid the process (which I did for all runs of scenarios b, c, d, and e), I 

captured the output of pslist again. An excerpt from file b2-2 is shown in Figure 15: 
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Figure 15: Pslist Program Output after Hiding 
 

 

 

Notice there is no information for the hidden NC process or its associated thread 

(previously just prior to the information for PSLIST). Notice that the CID for the PSLIST 

process and associated thread are different from the first listing. This is because the 
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PSLIST command was run two times (once before the NC process was hidden and once 

after). Each run gets a new set of CIDs
16

 for the process and associated threads. 

 

4.1.2.2 CheckProcIDwithKill 

The files with suffix -3 contain output from my program CheckProcIDwithKill 

referenced previously. This program sequentially writes assigned process and thread IDs 

as I create and kill new processes in rapid succession. An excerpt from file d3-3 is shown 

in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

Figure 16: CheckProcIDwithKill Output Excerpt 

 

                                                 
16  It is possible for the process or thread CID of the second run to match one or both of the CIDs 

from the first run, but this would only be concidence. 
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Each integer represents a CID in decimal form. These files are 6000 lines long since I 

create 3000 new processes, each of which has one associated thread. The values in this 

file are not unique, since CIDs may be re-used once a process or thread has been killed. 

 

4.1.2.3 CheckProcIDnoKill 

The files with suffix -4 contain output from my program CheckProcIDnoKill 

referenced previously. This program sequentially writes assigned process and thread IDs 

as I create concurrent new processes in rapid succession. An excerpt from file d3-4 is 

shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: CheckProcIDnoKill Output Excerpt 
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Each integer represents a CID in decimal form. These files are about 600 lines long, since 

mechanisms within the operating system appear to kill the processes once a threshold has 

been exceeded (about 300 new processes in my tests). Each new process has one 

associated thread, so 600 values are written to the data file. The values in this file are 

unique, since the processes are concurrent and CIDs may not be assigned to more than 

one process or thread. 

4.1.2.4 MemTestByBlocks 

The files with suffix -5 contain output from my program MemTestByBlocks 

referenced previously. This program exhausts memory by allocating ever decreasing 

block sizes of memory until even a single byte allocation fails. This program outputs 

memory information prior to allocating any new memory, allocates memory in 

decreasing sizes, then outputs a count of memory allocated and additional memory 

information after the 1-byte memory allocation failure. An excerpt of file b6-5 is shown 

in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: MemTestByBlocks Output Excerpt 
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The memory information is collected via the Windows API from various counters 

maintained by the operating system. Those same counters are queried before the 

allocation procedure begins and after the last failure. Output from the counter maintained 

by my program is highlighted in grey in the about output. The 1-byte allocation success 

or failure is not displayed due to the way I exit the loop in the code, but the value is still 

included in the counter if the allocation is successful. 

 

4.1.2.5 MemTestRecursiveExec 

The files with suffix -6 contain output from my program MemTestRecursiveExec 

referenced previously. This program exhausts memory by running an open-ended 

recursive program. This program outputs memory information at each iteration (each 

execution of the recursive program). An excerpt of file b6-6 is shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: : MemTestRecursiveExec Output Excerpt 
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The output memory information is the same as for MemTestByBlocks, except here I add 

counters to track the Working Set and Page File usage for all executed processes (the 

grey highlighted lines in the above excerpt). These counters accumulate as the program 

executes. Notice that the final iteration (iteration 304 in this case) is output first. This is 

because of the recursive nature of the program, which causes output to be written as the 

operating system execution stack "unrolls". 

4.2 Analysis 

4.2.1 CID Data 

4.2.1.1 Introduction 

Recall that every process and thread on a computer system has an associated 

unique identifier. Process and thread identifiers are drawn from the same namespace, and 

internally are called client IDs or CIDs [Russinovich 2005, p. 6]. I generated a large 

number of processes (and associated threads) and recorded the assigned CIDs. In the 

sections that follow, I examine the assigned CIDs, expecting that unassigned CIDs will 

be associated with running processes and threads. If I find an unassigned CID not 

associated with a known running process or thread, then that CID may be assigned to a 

hidden process or thread. 

4.2.1.2 Data Analysis 

I created 3,000 processes in rapid succession using my program 

CheckProcIDwithKill in a for loop. Each time the program executed, I recorded the CIDs 

assigned to the process and associated thread (each execution of my program created a 

single thread). This resulted in a list of 6,000 CIDs in each data file with a -3 suffix. The 
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Unix (bash shell) command "wc -l" can be used to count lines in a file, in this case the 

file z0-3: 

 

$ wc -l z0-3 

6000 z0-3 

 

Windows stores the CID as an unsigned long integer (64-bits on most Windows 

platforms). See http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/k15zsh48.aspx for the ULONG 

definition. As indicated by my experiments, the actual maximum CID assigned will 

depend on operating conditions and does not approach the practical limit of 2
64

. As also 

indicated by the collected data, Windows systems only assign CIDs that are divisible by 

4, so the space of possible CIDs is reduced to 2
62

. 

I plotted the assigned CIDs as a time series to get a sense of how CIDs are 

assigned in a Windows system. The plot (Figure 20), again using the data file z0-3, was 

generated using the program R [R 2007] using the following commands: 

 

> assigned<-scan("C:/data2/z/z0-3") 

Read 6000 items 

> plot(assigned,type="l") 

 

CID values are on the Y-axis, and data point indices are on the X-axis. 
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Figure 20: CID assigned values 

 

 

 The non-random and periodic nature of the data is immediately evident. The data 

appears to repeat with period equal to approximately 200 and shows a generally 

increasing trend that resets around CID equal to 2000. Plots of the other -3 data files 

exhibited similar properties but did not contain identical data. Since I captured a list of 

CIDs for visible processes and threads for each run, accurate prediction of the next CID 

in the sequence would allow me to detect when a CID was skipped because of an existing 

but hidden process. To get a closer look at the data, I plotted subsets of the data as shown 

in Figure 21 through Figure 24: 
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Table 9: CID subset data points 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: 1000 CID data points 
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Figure 22: 500 CID data points 

 

 

 

Figure 23: 200 CID data points 
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Figure 24: 200 CID data points 

 

 

 While the patterns displayed by subsequent cycles of the data set are similar, a 

close inspection reveals that they are not identical. Further, while the individual cycles 

show a generally increasing pattern, there is still considerable deviation from a purely 

sequential process. Since the data values were collected from a live computer system, it is 

possible that these variations are due to the dynamic nature of a running computer 

system, or the variation may be deliberately induced by the system. Regardless of the 

underlying cause, these differences (intercycle and intracycle) make accurate prediction 

of the next CID in the sequence difficult. 

 Curious if the Windows CID assignment algorithm behaves differently under 

different circumstances, I next plotted the data for the experiments which created 

simultaneous processes. In these experiments, I ran my program called 
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CheckProcIDnoKill, which is similar to CheckProcIDwithKill except the processes are 

run simultaneously (each process is not killed before the next one is created). The 

Windows operating system has built-in protections to keep a program from crashing the 

system, so the OS killed my recursive program after about 300 processes were launched.  

Because two
17

 CIDs are assigned for each process, this gave me approximately 600 data 

points. While the program ran, I captured CIDs for created processes and associated 

threads. The data sets z0-4, z1-4, ..., z9-4 (the 10 clean scenario runs) are plotted in 

Figure 25 through Figure 34. The CIDs values assigned to new processes and threads are 

plotted on the Y-axis (the Y-axis label is the data set identifier), and a sequential counter 

(an index in the unsorted data file) is plotted on the X-axis. Each figure caption includes 

the CID values of the hidden process (nc.exe) and associated thread. 

 

 

                                                 
17  One CID for the process and one CID for the associated thread. 
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Figure 25: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1932 & 1936) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 2024 & 2028) 
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Figure 27: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1976 & 1980) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 168 & 172) 
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Figure 29: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1988 & 1992) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1944 & 1948) 
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Figure 31: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1992 & 1996) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1952 & 1956) 
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Figure 33: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1948 & 1952) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: CID data points for CheckProcIDnoKill runs (nc.exe CID = 1956 & 1960) 
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 Three observations are readily apparent. First, the system assigned CIDs are in the 

range 0-6000. Second, CID assignments in the range of my pre-existing CIDs (0-2048) 

are highly irregular. While this approximately coincides with some of the nc.exe process 

CIDs, the behavior was not consistent enough to claim causation. The third observation is 

that the variations in these charts appear around CIDs with values equal to powers of 2 

(4096 and 2048). While intriguing, I was not able to derive any useful predictive value 

from this third observation. In summary, predicting the next CID in a sequence, whether 

under independent process creation or simultaneous process creation, was beyond my 

abilities. Therefore, a different approach was necessary. 

 I considered if, over time, the computer system would allocate all available CIDs 

from some artificial space (presumably less than 2
64

). If I generated enough processes, 

would the only "gaps" in the CID data be those that could be explained by running 

processes and threads? If so, then I could map these gaps to the known running processes 

and threads, and any unexplained gap might represent a hidden process. This idea was 

first proposed by Farmer and Venema in [Farmer 2005, p. 112] in the context of Unix 

systems which allocated process IDs in a sequential manner. Windows' non-sequential 

assignment of CIDs means I had to do a little more work. 

 To explore this gap idea for Windows, I had to understand how the CIDs assigned 

to the processes and threads I created were filling the available space. I first investigated 

how many additional unique CIDs were being assigned in each cycle of the 

ProcIDwithKill runs. I set up a clean system and enumerated the running processes and 

threads using "pslist -d". This produced 267 unique CIDs. I then ran ProcIDwithKill for 
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1500 iterations and counted the unique CIDs assigned: 238. When I merged the two lists, 

I found a handful of CIDs in both lists. At first disturbing, I discovered that these were 

short-lived processes and threads which were active at the time I ran "pslist -d", but died 

before my ProcIDwithKill runs finished, so the CIDs were freed and used, thus appearing 

in both lists. Once these duplicates were removed, I was left with 498 unique CIDs. Since 

CIDs were falling in the range 4-2044 inclusive and were always multiples of 4, there 

were 510 possible CIDs. I ran ProcIDwithKill for another 1500 iterations but collected no 

additional unique CIDs (beyond the 498 I had already collected). I repeated the process 8 

more times, and only identified one additional unique CID (during the 4th run). Just to be 

sure, I wrote a small program (Appendix C) which checked if a new CID was in my 

specific list of "unaccounted for" CIDs. I ran this program for 2,000,000 iterations 

without a hit. I concluded that some CID values were going to be excluded for unknown 

reasons
18

. I labeled these CIDs as "phantoms". Later analysis showed that these phantoms 

were (mostly) different every time I ran the test. 

 The CIDs for a hidden process and associated thread(s) will be a member of this 

phantom list. Therefore, my classification challenge was to discriminate arbitrary 

phantom CIDs from phantom CIDs due to hidden process and thread CIDs. 

4.2.1.3 Data Processing 

I conducted the previously discussed explorations semi-manually, using a 

combination of R, Microsoft Excel, and Unix shell commands. To process the collected 

                                                 
18  A substantial investigation of available sources did not explain these phantoms to my satisfaction. 

I speculate that these CIDs were in use by the operating system at some previous time and were not 

properly released, or are currently in use but not reported (possibly fibers), but I have no authoritative data 

to back up that speculation. 
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data sets en masse, I wrote a Java application called Hidden Process Detection (HPD). 

See Appendices H-M for source code. This application also performs feature 

computation, which I discuss in a later section. For this section, I only refer to the portion 

of the application which finds the phantom CIDs. 

Upon launch, the application provides a simple user interface: 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Data Processing Application Main Menu 

 

 

 It is incumbent upon the user of the application to execute the various capabilities 

in the specified order (from left to right) and to ensure that file and scenario naming 

conventions are followed. The program provides some basic error checking (e.g., file 

existence), but the application is not entirely bullet proof. 

 Upon selecting "Find Missing CIDs", the user is presented with a dialog box to 

enter the scenario identifier. This is actually the scenario and run identifier, and so should 

be a single letter followed by a single digit. Scenario z is reserved for the clean scenario. 

Other alphabetic characters (b, c, d, or e) specify the infected scenarios. 
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Figure 36: Data Processing Application Input Dialog 

 

 

 The application uses the scenario identifier to build the presumed filenames for 

the CID data files, in this case z0-2 and z0-3 (because the CID tests are labeled tests #2 

and #3). The data files are read into separate ArrayList objects, then are merged, sorted, 

and cleared of duplicates. The resulting intermediate list represents all accounted for 

CIDs. The application checks this against the space of possible CIDs, assumed for this 

code to be 0-2044 in 4 unit increments. Any missing CIDs are stored as phantoms and 

written to an outfile, as shown below. 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Data Processing Application Outfile Dialog 
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Contents of the outfile: 

 

 

 

Figure 38: Processed Dataset Outfile 

 

 

The user is then returned to the main menu screen. For my experiments, I ran "Find 

Missing CIDs" for each of the 50 scenarios (5 scenarios and 10 runs each). 

 

 

 

Figure 39: Data Processing Application Main Menu 
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4.2.2 Memory Data 

4.2.2.1 Introduction 

Recall that every process and thread on a computer system must occupy some of 

the computer's memory, either in the form of Random Access Memory (RAM) or a 

paging file. Further, a computer’s memory can be categorized as free or used (allocated), 

and the sum of free memory and used memory should equal total memory. Figure 40 

presents a decision tree which uses memory properties to detect the presence of a hidden 

process.  

 

 

 

Figure 40: Memory-based Decision Tree for Detecting Hidden Processes 
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In practice, collected memory data may depend on the source of the information. 

For my experiments, I collected memory information from the operating system via the 

Windows API and I collected empirical data regarding free memory. I deliberately 

exhausted the memory on the test system in two different ways, where the amount of 

memory required to exhaust the system was an empirical measure of system free memory 

prior to the experiments. My intent was to discriminate between a system with a hidden 

process and one without based on the decision tree above, or, failing that, through a more 

subtle but still discriminatory effect evidenced in the collected memory data. 

4.2.2.2 Data Analysis 

My experiments generated 6 classes of data for each run of each scenario: 

• Reported memory information before the block memory test 

• Reported memory information after the block memory test 

• Empirical memory used during the block memory test 

• Reported memory information before the recursive memory test 

• Reported memory information after the recursive memory test 

• Empirical memory used during the recursive memory test 

 

I first examined the clean scenario data in an attempt to identify one or more 

relationships which would hold for the clean system but which would be violated if a 

hidden process was present.  Data provided by the system (via the Windows API) did not 

allow me to test the first decision block of Figure 40, since the system only returned total 

and free values, relying on the user to compute used values under the assumption that 
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used + free = total. Since this is precisely the assumption I questioned, I looked instead to 

incorporate my empirical free memory measure to test the bottom decision block of 

Figure 40. I found the difference in page file usage for all processes before and after the 

block memory test approximately equaled the empirical free memory, and I found the 

same relationship for the physical memory (used or free, since one is computed from the 

other). However, these relationships also held for the infected systems, which led me to 

conclude the system accurately reported used, free, and total memory. This does not 

imply that the information was necessarily accurate, only that it could not be used to 

discriminate a system with a hidden process from one that does not have a hidden 

process. 

Checking the middle decision block of Figure 40 requires an accounting of 

memory usage by visible processes. While an approximation is possible, a complete 

accounting is not (Russinovich 2005, pp. 380-381). At the point of memory exhaustion, I 

summed (ibid): 

 

• used system cache memory 

• used paged and nonpaged kernel memory 

• working set size for all processes 

• paged pool usage for all processes 

• nonpaged pool usage for all processes 
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and compared the total to both total physical memory and used physical memory. While 

the sum did not equal the reported used physical memory, I found a computed percentage 

was generally less for the infected systems compared to the clean system. I hypothesized 

that this was due to the hidden process, which was not accounted for in the sum above. 

I attribute the inconsistency in this measure to the dynamic nature of Windows 

memory management. The memory manager swaps processes in and out of RAM 

according to a sophisticated algorithm which is not generally predictable given available 

data. Further, memory data available via the Windows API is designed to measure and 

enhance system performance and is not directly suitable for the purposes used in my 

research. I conducted additional tests on a patched XP Home SP2 system, and on patched 

and unpatched XP Pro SP2 systems, with and without the pagefile enabled. In all cases, 

similarly general but not completely consistent results were found, even when loading the 

systems fresh and controlling as many variables as possible (e.g., timing and sequencing 

of processes launched). I concluded that the Windows memory manager creates an 

effective degree of practical randomness which cannot be avoided. Rather, I sought to 

compute features to allow discrimination of some percentage of systems with hidden 

processes. 

4.3 Modeling and Validation 

4.3.1 Approach 

For each of the data sets (CID and Memory), I devised a set of features based on 

the collected and processed data, experimented with different machine learning 

classifiers, then applied the classifier models to various test data sets to establish 
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performance. I compared the performance of my approach to several existing rootkit 

(hidden process) detection applications. 

4.3.2 Features 

4.3.2.1 CID Data 

After processing by the HPD (Java) application, the CID data consists of lists of 

phantom CIDs, one list per run. Some of these phantom CIDs represented known hidden 

processes and associated threads. The challenge was to develop features which would 

allow me to build a classifier and discriminate between true phantom CIDs and hidden 

process (and thread) CIDs. 

First, I noticed that the hidden process ID and associated hidden thread ID always 

occurred in pairs (i.e., an arithmetic difference of four). Some true phantom CIDs were 

paired, but not many. This observation is represented as FeatureID #5 in Table 10. This 

observation is the reason that suspect CIDs are compared with CIDs having values 4 less 

and 8 greater than the suspect CID.  Second, I noticed the inter-CID differences appeared 

to be different for hidden CIDs versus true phantom CIDs. This is FeatureIDs #1 and #2 

in Table 10. I suspected that whether a neighbor CID represented a previously running 

process or was assigned to one of my newly created processes might be useful, since 

CIDs appeared to be assigned in sequence some of the time.  This is FeatureIDs #3 and 

#4 in Table 10. I noticed partial overlap in the CIDs assigned in the CheckProcIDwithKill 

and CheckProcIDnoKill sets, so I checked if the phantom CID's immediate neighbors 

were in the CheckProcIDnoKill sets for that run. This is FeatureIDs #6 and #7 in Table 

10. I noticed that some true phantom CIDs differed by 8 from other true phantom CIDs. I 
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called this a "singleton bracket" and checked for it (FeatureID #8 in Table 10). Finally, I 

noticed that some phantom CIDs occurred in series with length greater than 2, but no 

hidden CIDs did (FeatureID #9 in Table 10). 

I implemented the CID feature computation in the HPD application as follows. 

From the main menu, the user selects "Compute CID Features": 

 

 

 

Figure 41: Data Processing Application Main Menu 

 

 

The user is prompted for the scenario identifier (including run). The user must have 

previously run "Find Missing CIDs" for this scenario and run. 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Data Processing Application Scenario Input 
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If the user-entered scenario is one of the infected scenarios (i.e., does not begin with "z"), 

then the user is prompted to enter the known hidden process ID. This will be used to label 

the feature data so that it can be used for training as well as testing the classifiers. 

 

 

 

Figure 43: Data Processing Application Hidden CID Input 

 

 

The application then computes the following features, where "m" is the phantom CID 

being considered: 

 

 

Table 10: CID Features 
 

FeatureID Short Description 

1  distance forward to next phantom CID, computed as a percentage of 2048 

(the maximum) 

2  distance backward to previous phantom CID, computed as a percentage of 

2048 (the maximum) 

3  is m+8 in running? 

4  is m-4 in running? 

5  is m+4 a phantom CID? 

6  is m+8 in assigned_recursive? 

7  is m-4 in assigned_recursive? 

8  is m part of a singleton bracket? 

9  is m part of a > 2 sequence? 
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Features 1 and 2 are real numbers in the range [0,1], and features 3-9 are boolean (where 

0=false and 1=true). The user is notified when the computation is complete and is 

returned to the main menu after selecting "OK". 

 

 

 

Figure 44: Data Processing Application Output Dialog 

 

 

The written data file for this example is: 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Data Processing Application CID Output File 
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where field 1 is the scenario and run specifier, field 2 is the CID value, fields 3-11 are 

features 1-9 in order, field 12 is hidden CID (1) or phantom CID (0), and field 13 is an 

unimplemented placeholder. Field 12 is the class label for machine learning classifier 

purposes. 

 I ran "Compute CID Features" 50 times, once for each run (10) of each scenario 

(5). 

4.3.2.2 Memory Data 

The memory data does not require processing prior to feature computation. As 

noted in Section 4.2.2.2, I examined the memory data for relationships which might be 

violated when a hidden process was present. While I did not find such relationships, I did 

find that measures of apparent memory usage as percentages of used and total physical 

memory had the potential to be discriminatory. These features are described in Table 11 

and Table 12 below. 

I implemented the memory feature computation in the HPD application as 

follows. From the main menu, the user selects "Compute Memory Features": 

 

 

 

Figure 46: Data Processing Application Main Menu 
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The user is prompted for the scenario identifier (including run). The files b3-5 and b3-6 

(for the scenario-run b3 example below) must exist in the local path (or an alternate path 

may be given), but no pre-processing is necessary. 

 

 

 

Figure 47: Data Processing Application Scenario Input 

 

 

The application first parses the relevant memory data files. These are b3-5 and b3-6 in 

this case, which are the output files for MemTestByBlocks and MemTestRecursiveExec, 

respectively, for scenario b (FUto Enhanced) run 3. The parser stores the computed 

numerical values described in Table 11. The data files contain memory information for 

each iteration, but the parser only stores the data value for the end of each test (at the 

point of memory exhaustion). For the MemTestByBlocks ([scenario][run]-5) data files, 

these fields are at the end of the file (written last). For the MemTestRecursiveExec 
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([scenario][run]-6) data files, these fields are at the beginning of the file (written first)
19

. 

After parsing the values from a data file, the application computes the following features: 

 

 

Table 11: Memory Features 

 

FeatureID Feature Computation 

1  ApparentMemoryUsage/TotalPhysical for MemTestByBlocks 

2  ApparentMemoryUsage/UsedPhysical for MemTestByBlocks 

3  ApparentMemoryUsage/TotalPhysical for MemTestRecursiveExec 

4  ApparentMemoryUsage/UsedPhysical for MemTestRecursiveExec 

 

 

 where ApparentMemoryUsage is computed as: 

usedCache+usedKernel+workingSet+pagedPool+nonpagedPool 

See Table 12 for data file source fields for the elements of the computation. 

 

 

Table 12: Memory Feature Computation Inputs 

 

Short Name Fields from Data File 

totalPhysical Total Kbytes of physical memory 

usedPhysical Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed) 

usedCache Used Kbytes of system cache memory 

usedKernel Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel memory 

workingSet Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all processes 

pagedPool Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes 

nonpagedPool NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes 

 

                                                 
19  I believe the reverse orders are due to the difference between a compiled program which calls itelf 

recursively and a loop which iterates by repeated execution of a program. 
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The computed features 1-4 are real numbers in the range [0,1]. The user is notified when 

the computation is complete: 

 

 

 

Figure 48: Data Processing Application Output Dialog 

 

 

The written data file for this example is: 

 

 

 

Figure 49: Data Processing Application Memory Output File 

 

 

where field 1 is the scenario and run specifier, fields 2-5 are features 1-4 in order, field 6 

is hidden process present (1) or clean (0), and field 7 is an unimplemented placeholder. 

Field 6 is the class for machine learning classifier purposes. Each run of each scenario 

produces 1 record, so the combined data for scenario b, for example, will have 10 rows, 

all of which have a hidden process present. 
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 I ran "Compute Memory Features" 50 times, once for each run (10) of each 

scenario (5). 

4.3.3 Data Visualization 

I examined scatter plots of each possible pair of features for both data sets (CIDs 

and memory) to learn about the characteristics of the class boundaries. While most of the 

two dimensional plots did not reveal useful structure, the following 5 plots were useful 

for the CID data. The features plotted on the X and Y axes are noted in each caption, and 

class labels are color-coded. The plots are annotated for clarity (and for those reading a 

monochrome version of this document). A high jitter setting was used (except for Figure 

54) so that multiple points could be seen (since many of the features are binary, the points 

would otherwise lie directly one over the other). 
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Figure 50: CID feature points, FeatureID 5 (is m+4 a phantom) vs. FeatureID 1 (distance forward to 

next phantom ID) 

. 
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Figure 51: CID feature points, FeatureID 5 (is m+4 a phantom) vs. FeatureID 2 (distance backward 

to previous phantom ID) 

. 
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Figure 52: CID feature points, FeatureID 5 (is m+4 a phantom) vs. FeatureID 3 (is m+8 in running) 

. 
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Figure 53: CID feature points, FeatureID 5 (is m+4 a phantom) vs. FeatureID 9 (is m part of a >2 

sequence) 

. 
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Figure 54: CID feature points, FeatureID 1 (distance forward to next phantom CID) vs. FeatureID 2 

(distance backward to previous phantom CID) 

. 

 

 

 

While clear classification boundaries are not apparent, some discrimination is 

evident. This leads me to believe that classification models may work, but will depend on 

the complexity of classification boundaries that each model can approximate. 

I repeated the examination for the memory data (4 features vice 9 for the CID 

data). As with the CID feature data, the following scatter plots indicated possible 

structure in the classification boundary. 
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Figure 55: Memory feature points, FeatureID 1 (MemTestByBlocks percent of Total) vs. FeatureID 2 

(MemTestByBlocks percent of Used) 
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Figure 56: Memory feature points, FeatureID 1 (MemTestByBlocks percent of Total) vs. FeatureID 3 

(MemTestRecursiveExec percent of Total) 
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Figure 57: Memory feature points, FeatureID 2 (MemTestByBlocks percent of Used) vs. FeatureID 4 

(MemTestRecursiveExec percent of Used) 
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4.3.4 Classifiers 

I applied various classification algorithms to the data (feature) sets in order to find 

the approach with the best performance. I selected algorithms of varying complexity and 

which represented a cross-section of different approaches. The approaches and the 

specific implementations tested are provided in Table 13. 

 

 

Table 13: Classifiers Selected 

 

Approach Implementation 

Linear models SimpleLinearRegression (SLR) 

Nearest neighbor Instance Based k-nearest neighbors (IBk) 

Neural Networks MultilayerPerceptron (NN) 

Weighted nearest neighbor LocallyWeightedLearning (LWL) 

Decision tree Reduced Error Pruning (REP) tree (RT) 

Bagging Bagged REPtree (BRT) 

Naive Bayes NaiveBayes (NB) 

Support Vector Machine Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) 

 

 

I included simple linear models to provide a baseline for the other models. Based 

on my preliminary data visualization, I did not expect linear models to perform well 

across most data sets. Nearest neighbor models typically outperform linear models when 

the classes in the data have some form of boundary or clustering. I applied a simple 

nearest neighbor algorithm as well as a weighted nearest neighbor algorithm. In both 

cases, I ran experiments with a range of k values (number of considered neighbors). I also 

used a decision tree algorithm, individually and bagged. Decision trees perform well 

when the class boundaries are defined, although decision trees may outperform nearest 
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neighbor algorithms for more complex boundaries (partitions of the space by class). 

Decision trees are not good choices to represent certain types of functions, for example 

parity or majority functions (which does not describe my data), but are generally good for 

many other functions (Russell and Norvig 2003, p. 655). Support Vector Machines 

typically perform well when the class boundaries are non-linear, so I included a support 

vector classifier which implements the a sequential minimal optimization algorithm. 

Finally, I included a neural network algorithm and a naive bayes algorithms as additional 

checks against the performance of the other algorithms. Neural networks are effective at 

modeling non-linear class boundaries (which is likely true of my data sets), although I 

use a multilayer perceptron learning algorithm which overcomes some limitations of the 

single layer perceptron (Luger and Stubblefield 1993, pp. 520-521). Naive Bayes models 

often outperform more complex models and so provide a good performance check. 

I used WEKA (Witten 2005) for the visualization of the previous section and to 

experiment with different classifiers. I performed some preliminary data preparation 

before loading the data files into WEKA and running the classifiers. I created 

concatenations of certain files, which included merging run data for the memory data, 

and merging different scenario files for the CID and memory data. I removed column 1 

(the scenario identifier) from all data sets, since that information could be used to classify 

the memory exhaustion data (since scenario z is clean and scenarios a-e have hidden 

processes) and to a lesser degree the CID data (since scenario z never has a hidden 

process). I removed column two from the CID data, since I did not want the classifiers to 
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learn based on the numerical value of the CID
20

. I also removed the last column from all 

datasets, as this was an unimplemented placeholder and would have no value to the 

classifiers. I transformed the class field from binary (1,0) to nominal (hidden, clean) for 

convenience. Finally, I prepended an arff header (Witten 2005) to each data file to 

facilitate import into WEKA. An example arff header for a CID file is shown in Figure 

58: 

 

 

 

Figure 58: WEKA arff CID File Excerpt 

 

 

                                                 
20  I did not want the classifiers to use the numerical value of the CID because (a) logically the CID 

numerical value should have no discriminatory value, and (b) my dataset is relatively small compared to the 

CID namespace, so overfitting was a danger. For example, the models might simply learn the numerical 

values of my limited number of hidden processes which would generate high accuracy on the training sets 

and very poor accuracy on the test sets. 
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An example arff header for a memory file is shown in Figure 59: 

 

 

Figure 59: WEKA arff Memory File Excerpt 

 

4.3.5 Classification Results 

I trained and tested each of the eight classification algorithms against the collected 

data, where the data was partitioned in three different ways. I called these partitionings 

Easy (10-fold cross-validation), Moderate (train on three rootkits and test on one), and 

Hard (train on one rootkit and test on four). I executed separate runs for the CID and 

memory data, so in total I had: 

• 9 different data partitionings 

• 8 different classification algorithms 

• 2 different data sets 

which resulted in 144 (9*8*2) classification experiments. Table 14 and Table 16 

summarize accuracy data for each of the 144 runs, where accuracy is computed as (True 

Positives + False Negatives) / Total Cases. Table 15 and Table 17 summarize sensitivity 

and specificity values for the same runs. For example, for the CID data, Simple Linear 
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Regression (SLR), and easy data partitioning, the accuracy was 89%, sensitivity was 

88%, and specificity was 89%. 
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Table 14: CID Data Classifier Accuracy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 15: CID Data Classifier Sensitivity and Specificity 
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Table 16: Memory Data Classifier Accuracy 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Table 17: Memory Data Classifier Sensitivity and Specificity 
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In the tables above, the rootkits are associated with the different data sets as follows: 

• b: FUto Enhanced 

• c: Hacker Defender 

• d: NTIllusion 

• e: Hide Wizard 

The final columns of the preceding tables indicate the size of the test set for each 

partitioning of the data. For the Moderate and Hard partitionings of the Memory data, the 

data collected for the clean scenario (previously designated scenario z) was divided 

equally between training and testing data sets. Since I ran and collected data from 10 

experiments for each scenario, I had 10 clean scenario cases. I randomly selected five of 

these cases for inclusion in each of the training sets and the other five were assigned to 

the testing sets. The same clean scenario case assignment was used for all of the 

Moderate and Hard Memory data partitionings. 

For the CID data, the full dataset consisted of 573 instances with 10 attributes 

each (1 class and 9 features). When partitioned into training and testing sets, the training 

set for the Moderate tests (and the testing set for the Hard tests) contained 441 instances, 

and the testing set for the Moderate tests (and the training set for the Hard tests) 

contained 132 instances. For the memory data, the full dataset consisted of 50 instances 

with 5 attributes each (1 class and 4 features). When partitioned into training and testing 

sets, the training set for the Moderate tests (and the testing set for the Hard tests) 

contained 35 instances, and the testing set for the Moderate tests (and the training set for 

the Hard tests) contained 15 instances. 
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Table 14 and Table 16 include averages for the Moderate and Hard data set 

partitionings, where the averages are computed considering each of the four partitionings 

equally. An overall average is also recorded, which considers each of the partitionings 

(Easy, Moderate, and Hard) equally. 

My comments regarding the classifier results are presented in the next section, 

and details for each of the classifier runs is provided in the subsequent sections that 

follow. 

4.3.5.1 Comments Regarding Classifier Results 

I first address the question of what classification accuracy means in the context of 

my work, then I discuss the specific values gathered from my experiments. 

I computed accuracy as the percentage of cases which are correctly classified. For 

the CID data, this means a CID which is correctly classified as associated with a hidden 

process or not, and for the Memory data this means memory data which is correctly 

classified as coming from a system with a hidden process or not. Therefore, an accuracy 

of N % means that (1 - N) % of the cases were incorrectly classified, either as false 

positives or false negatives. 

In the context of my work, there is a meaningful difference between a false 

positive and a false negative. A false positive requires additional effort for a system 

owner or administrator but creates no additional risk to the system being examined
21

. For 

example, a false positive on CID data requires the analyst to establish that no hidden 

process is associated with that CID. Similarly, a false positive on Memory data requires 

                                                 
21  While no additional risk is created, it may be inconvenient or even mission-impacting to take a 

system out of service for additional analysis. Therefore, false positives do have negative consequences. 
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the analyst to establish that no hidden process is present on the system in question. 

Conversely, a false negative does not require additional effort for a system owner or 

administrator but does create additional risk to the system being examined
22

. Failure to 

detect a hidden process (i.e., a false negative) is precisely the problem which my work is 

intended to solve (or at least improve). 

The balance of false negatives and false positives is most important when 

accuracy is not high. The detailed experimental results in the following sections include 

False Positive Rate (FPR) and True Positive Rate (TPR) values which can be used to 

assess the relative balances of false positives and false negatives for each classifier run. 

Since False Negative Rate (FNR) is equal to 1-TPR, we can compare FPR and FNR 

values. Additionally, I include prevalence, sensitivity, and specificity values for each run 

to provide further insight into the raw accuracy value. 

For the CID data, accuracy for each classifier was mostly consistent across the 

Easy, Moderate, and Hard data partitionings. I interpret this to mean that the classifiers 

were learning rules which were present in all data sets, especially since there was no 

consistent degradation in accuracy when using the Hard data partitionings. I attribute the 

different accuracy values between classifiers to each classifier's ability (or inability) to 

model the data classification boundaries. For example, I know from the data visualization 

that the CID data classification boundary is not linear. Therefore, it is not surprising that 

                                                 
22  This additional risk is a consequence of a system owner or user placing more confidence in the 

security of a system which in fact is not secure. I also suggest that missing an opportunity to reduce (ar at 

least identify) risk is practically equivalent to increasing it. 
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the linear classification algorithm had the lowest accuracy while non-linear algorithms 

performed better. 

For the Memory data, the results are not as consistent. This lack of consistency 

across partitionings and classifiers indicates to me that (a) the learned rules are not 

consistently present across scenarios, and (b) the Memory data classification boundaries 

are less well-defined than for the CID data. Despite these inconsistencies, the results 

indicate that nearest neighbor (IBk and LWL) and decision tree (RT and BRT) algorithms 

performed reasonably well (88% accuracy for BRT was the highest). For the Easy and 

Moderate partitionings, I expected LWL performance to be better than IBk and BRT 

performance to be better than RT
23

. The results indicate that this is true (except LWL 

matched IBk performance for the Easy partitioning). Generally, the classifier results 

appear to indicate that the Memory data classification boundaries are non-linear and not 

very well-defined. 

Extreme prevalence values may result in deceptively high accuracy values. For 

example, a classifier can learn bias based on the prevalence (i.e., assume all instances are 

in the most prevalent class). Sensitivity and specificity values will indicate such a learned 

bias (one of the values will be particularly low). To compensate for extreme prevalence 

values, over- or under-sampling may be used to simulate a prevalence of 50%. I created a 

data set in this manner for the memory data and applied the LWL algorithm to the Easy 

and Hard partitionings (which had prevalence values of 80% and 86%, respectively). The 

Moderate partitioning had a prevalence value of 67%. The results of this oversampling 

                                                 
23  I expected better performance since LWL adds weighting to IBk, and BRT is bagged RT. 
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are presented in Table 18 below. Over- or under-sampling the CID data would be more 

complex, since the feature extraction considers a set of CIDs collected from each run as 

related (so I cannot simply over-sample the hidden CIDs to increase prevalence). 
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Table 18: Oversampled Memory Data and LWL 

 

 

 

 

The Easy partitioning (train "all (x-valid)") shows an accuracy improvement from 

80% to 93%, which the remaining values indicate is due to improved specificity (true 

negative rate). Since the oversampling increased the number of negative instances, this is 

logical and leads me to conclude that the learned model performed better with additional 

negative cases, even if they were the product of oversampling. The results for the hard 

partitioning were mixed, with the most improvement shown for the train "bz_only" set. 

These results (and others) lead me to conclude that the b-scenario rootkit (FUto 
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Enhanced) is good training scenario, while the other rootkits are not as good for training. 

Further, I conclude from these results that additional over- (or under-) sampling may 

improve classifier performance generally. 

4.3.5.2 Classification of CID Data 

4.3.5.2.1 Linear Models: SimpleLinearRegression 

Using all CID data and 10-fold cross validation, the SimpleLinearRegression 

algorithm  learned a model based entirely on Feature 5: 

0.36 * feature5 + 0.01 

where Feature 5 is whether a CID in the gap (phantom) list has another CID with a value 

4 greater than the CID in question. Since Feature 5 is binary and the learned linear model 

is based on a single feature, the only two outputs were 0.37 (assigned to the hidden class) 

and 0.01 (assigned to the phantom class). 

Similar models were learned for the other training data sets. Results for all 9 

partitionings of testing and training data sets are provided in Table 19. The designation 

"not n" for a training or testing set means that the set included all scenarios except n. TP 

is the number of true positives (where positive means the CID represents a hidden 

process), FP is the number of false positives, FN is the number of false negatives, and TN 

is the number of true negatives. TPR is the true positive rate, computed as TP/(TP+FN), 

i.e., the fraction of actual positives that were correctly predicted. FPR is the false positive 

rate, computed as FP/(FP+TN), i.e., the fraction of actual negatives incorrectly predicted 

as positive. ACC is accuracy, computed as (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN). 
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Table 19: SimpleLinearRegression Results on CID Data 

 

 

 

 

The ROC space (Hastie 2001, pp. 277-278) for the results of Table 19 is plotted in Figure 

60 below. 
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Figure 60: ROC Space for SimpleLinearRegression Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.2 Nearest Neighbor: IBk 

A k-nearest neighbor algorithm, IBk (Aha and Kibbler 1991, pp. 37-66), was 

applied to the CID data for k values of 1, 5, 10, and 20. Results are summarized in Table 

20 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 61. For the ROC plots, 

TPR and FPR values for k=5 are plotted. 
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Table 20: k-nearest neighbor (IBk) Results on CID Data 
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Figure 61: ROC Space for IBk (k=5) Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.3 Neural Networks: MultilayerPerceptron 

A neural network algorithm, MultilayerPerceptron, was applied to the CID data. 

Model parameters were : LearningRate=0.3, Momentum=0.2, and the number of hidden 

layers were determined by the algorithm. Results are summarized in Table 21 below, and 

the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 62. 
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Table 21: MultilayerPerceptron Results on CID Data 
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Figure 62: ROC Space for MultilayerPerceptron Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.4 Weighted Nearest Neighbor: LocallyWeightedLearning (LWL) 

A weighted nearest neighbor algorithm, LocallyWeightedLearning or LWL 

(Atkeson, et al 1996) was applied to the CID data. I used a linear weighting scheme, set 

k=5, and used the DecisionStump algorithm for a classifier. Results are summarized in 

Table 22 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 63. 
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Table 22: LWL Results on CID Data 
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Figure 63: ROC Space for LWL Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.5 Decision Trees: REPtree 

A decision tree algorithm (REPtree) was applied to the CID data. Results are 

summarized in Table 23 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 64. 
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Table 23: REPtree Results on CID Data 
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Figure 64: ROC Space for REPtree Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.6 Bagging: Bagged REPtree 

A bagging (combinations of trees) algorithm was applied to the CID data. I used 

REPtree as the algorithm to be bagged and used the same REPtree parameters as above. 

Results are summarized in Table 24 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted 

in Figure 65. 
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Table 24: Bagged REPtree Results on CID Data 
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Figure 65: ROC Space for Bagged REPtree Results on CID Data 

 

 

4.3.5.2.7 Naive Bayes: 

A naive Bayes algorithm, NaiveBayes in WEKA (John and Langley 1995, pp. 

338-345), was applied to the CID data. Results are summarized in Table 25 below, and 

the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 66. 
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Table 25: NaiveBayes Results on CID Data 
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Figure 66: ROC Space for NaiveBayes Results on CID Data 

 

 

 

 

4.3.5.2.8 Support Vector Machine: 

A support vector classifier implementing the Sequential Minimal Optimization 

(SMO) algorithm in WEKA (Keerthi 2001)(Platt 1998), was applied to the CID data. 

Results are summarized in Table 26: SMO Results on CID Data below, and the 

corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 66. 
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Table 26: SMO Results on CID Data 
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Figure 67: ROC Space for SMO Results on CID Data 

 

 

 

 

4.3.5.3 Classification of Memory Data 

4.3.5.3.1 Linear Models: SimpleLinearRegression 

Using all memory data and 10-fold cross validation, the SimpleLinearRegression 

algorithm learned a model based entirely on Feature 2: 

14.8 * feature2 - 13.7 

where Feature 2 is the summed apparent used memory as a percentage of system reported 

used memory. Feature 2 is numeric and continuous, so a ROC space (Figure 68) was 
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plotted to identify the optimal threshold value (0.825, circled in Figure 68) for class 

assignment. 

 

Figure 68: ROC Space for SimpleLinearRegression Results on All Memory Data 

 

 

Similar models were learned for the other training data sets. Results for all 9 

partitionings of testing and training data sets are provided in Table 27. The threshold 

value determined previously (0.825) was used for these runs. 
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Table 27: SimpleLinearRegression Results on Memory Data Sets 
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The ROC space for the results of Table 27 is plotted in Figure 69 below. 

 

Figure 69: ROC Space for SimpleLinearRegression Results on Memory Data Sets 

 

 

4.3.5.3.2 Nearest Neighbor: IBk 

A k-nearest neighbor algorithm (IBk) was applied to the Memory data for k 

values of 1, 5, 10, and 20. Results are summarized in Table 28 below, and the 

corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 70. For the ROC plots, TPR and FPR 

values for k=5 are plotted. 
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Table 28: k-nearest neighbor (IBk) Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 70: ROC Space for IBk (k=5) Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.5.3.3 Neural Networks: MultilayerPerceptron 

A neural network algorithm (MultilayerPerceptron) was applied to the Memory 

data. Model parameters were : LearningRate=0.3, Momentum=0.2, and the number of 

hidden layers were determined by the algorithm. Results are summarized in Table 29 

below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 71. 
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Table 29: MultilayerPerceptron Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 71: ROC Space for MultilayerPerceptron Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.5.3.4 Weighted Nearest Neighbor: LocallyWeightedLearning (LWL) 

A weighted nearest neighbor algorithm (LocallyWeightedLearning, or LWL) was 

applied to the Memory data. I used a linear weighting scheme, set k=5, and used the 

DecisionStump algorithm for a classifier. Results are summarized in Table 30 below, and 

the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 72. 
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Table 30: LWL Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 72: ROC Space for LWL Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.5.3.5 Decision Trees: REPtree 

A decision tree algorithm (REPtree) was applied to the Memory data. Results are 

summarized in Table 31 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted in Figure 73. 
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Table 31: REPtree Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 73: ROC Space for REPtree Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.5.3.6 Bagging: Bagged REPtree 

A bagging (combinations of trees) algorithm was applied to the Memory data. I 

used REPtree as the algorithm to be bagged and used the same REPtree parameters as 

above. Results are summarized in Table 32 below, and the corresponding ROC space is 

plotted in Figure 74. 
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Table 32: Bagged REPtree Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 74: ROC Space for Bagged REPtree Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.5.3.7 Naive Bayes: 

A naive Bayes algorithm (NaiveBayes in WEKA) was applied to the Memory 

data. Results are summarized in Table 33 below, and the corresponding ROC space is 

plotted in Figure 75. 
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Table 33: NaiveBayes Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 75: ROC Space for NaiveBayes Results on Memory Data 

 

 

 

 

4.3.5.3.8 Support Vector Machine: 

A support vector classifier implementing the Sequential Minimal Optimization 

(SMO) algorithm in WEKA (Keerthi 2001)(Platt 1998), was applied to the CID data. 

Results are summarized in Table 34 below, and the corresponding ROC space is plotted 

in Figure 75. 
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Table 34: SMO Results on Memory Data 
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Figure 76: ROC Space for SMO Results on Memory Data 

 

 

4.3.6 Existing Detection Tools 

I selected six existing rootkit detection tools which include hidden process 

detection capabilities. For each of the four rootkits used in my testing (scenarios b, c, d, 

and e), I ran the existing detection tools and recorded the results, summarized in Table 35 

Table 35. For each scenario, I reloaded the clean test system, started a process, hid 

the process using the rootkit for that scenario, then ran each of the detection tools. Table 
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36 summarizes the detection results for the research approach (the cell values indicate the 

best accuracy for the moderate partitionings. 
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Table 35: Existing detection tools results 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Table 36: Research approach detection results 

 

 

 

 

 Successful detection of hidden processes are indicated by the shaded cells. I 

considered partial detection to be a successful detection, since a user would likely 

continue to investigate if even a partial detection were reported. Partial detections 

occurred when the tool identified the presence of a hidden process, but may not have 

reported the PID or process name. 

 In general, the existing detection tools perform well against my sample rootkits. A 

review of documentation for each tools (where available) indicates that the tools work by 

finding evidence of particular process hiding methods. In the case of my test rootkits, 

each has been available in the public domain for at least one year, so the writers of 

detection tools have had time to incorporate the rootkit techniques into their detection 

tools. A previously unseen rootkit technique, or at least new implementation of a 
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previously known technique, would have been useful for this research. However, such a 

rootkit has considerable value on the malware black market, and as such are not generally 

released publicly until already in wide use by the computer underground. 
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5 Discussion 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Results 

I demonstrated an approach to detect hidden processes with as high as 96% average 

accuracy, where the processes were hidden using applications not included in training 

data. While the performance of my approach is similar to that of existing hidden process 

detection tools, my approach differs in that it does not rely on knowledge of the process 

hiding methods used, nor does my approach require a known clean system for 

comparison purposes. 

My approach is based on the hypothesis that two systems which are identical 

except for one hidden process will produce indistinguishable observables under normal 

conditions. However, the two systems will produce different observables under abnormal 

conditions such as resource exhaustion. Further, these differences may be used to 

distinguish systems with hidden processes from those without. 

Under a controlled environment, I created a hidden process on a computer system, 

then placed the system in resource exhaustion conditions and collected system data. The 

resource exhaustion conditions were rapid client ID (CID) creation and memory 

exhaustion, each induced in two different ways. I derived features from the collected 

data, and used the labeled and processed data to train machine learning classifiers of 

different types. The learned classifiers were able to accurately classify held out test data 
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sets (representing a single rootkit not used for the training data) with average accuracies 

of 96% and 88% for the CID and memory data, respectively. 

5.2 Significance 

Computer systems which are compromised (but not known to be) pose a significant 

risk to organizations and individuals. Data on a compromised computer system may be 

accessed by unauthorized entities, resulting in theft, fraud, or other consequences 

undesirable for the system and data owners. The sensitivity of data that a user is willing 

to have on a computer system is generally commensurate with the confidence that the 

user has in the security (compromise state) of the system. 

A user’s confidence in the compromise state of a computer system is often acquired 

using a (possibly subconscious) Baconian (Cohen 1977) approach. Users will typically 

execute some set of applications and tests. If the applications and tests all return negative 

(not compromised), then the user assumes some higher degree of confidence that the 

system is not compromised. 

Unfortunately, one limitation of this eliminative-variative approach is that the 

universe of possible compromise states (and corresponding tests) is unknown. While 

executing additional corroborative tests justifiably increases a user’s confidence 

monotonically, the incremental increase may be minimal or zero. Such is the case when 

tests do not exist for some set of hypothetical states, which is as assumption of my 

research. I assume that no single test can detect multiple stealthy techniques, and no tests 

exist for novel stealthy methods and implementations. 
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Unjustified confidence in the compromise state of a computer system exposes a 

user to greater risk. A user will be more likely to place sensitive data and perform 

sensitive operations on a computer system which the user believes is not in a 

compromised state. Correspondingly, users and administrators are typically less diligent 

in monitoring systems which some set of tests have indicated are not compromised. 

My approach induces resource exhaustion conditions on a computer system and 

reasons over the collected observables. This is a fundamentally different approach from 

current approaches, and my approach tests a fundamentally different hypothesis. Where I 

am testing for evidence that a hidden process is present, current approaches are testing for 

the presence of a specific method or implementation of a process hiding technique. Given 

negative results from these current detection approaches, a human inappropriately 

believes that absence of methods (or implementations) 1, 2, ..., n implies that methods 

n+1, n+2, etc. are also absent. Put another way, humans make an unfounded 

generalization from method or implementation hypotheses to technique hypotheses. By 

comparison, I propose to test a different hypothesis (that a hidden process is present 

regardless of how it is hidden) using fundamentally different tests. I propose tests based 

on indirect evidence, where the tests are designed to indicate the presence of a hidden 

process regardless of the method or implementation used to effect the hiding. 

Improvements in the detection of stealthy compromised systems reduces risk, 

potential damage, and operating cost. My approach has the potential to increase the 

accuracy and confidence in the detection of hidden processes as measured against ground 

truth. Such a capability allows users to more accurately determine the compromise state 
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of a computer system, and hence to make better informed risk decisions. Reductions in 

false positives have a corresponding cost benefit, reducing the number of systems that 

users and administrators must examine for potential compromise. Absent 100% detection 

accuracy, a small number of false positives may still exist and these can have a high cost. 

The information provided by my approach (the CID of a potentially hidden process) can 

be used to find the suspect process space in the system memory and further analyze it 

prior to system confiscation and/or rebuild, thereby mitigating the consequences of a 

false positive. 

5.3 Limitations on Generality 

I expect that my approach will extend to process hiding methods not yet known but 

I did not demonstrate this in my research. My underlying hypotheses (different systems 

create different observables under resource exhaustion conditions and processes require 

CIDs and memory) support my expectation of generality, but only empirical testing can 

verify this. Applying my learned classification models as they are to new rootkits as they 

are released in the public domain will check this claim. 

For practical reasons, I limited my testing to specific Windows platforms with 

certain memory configurations, initial operating states, and specific hidden processes. 

Additional testing which changes some or all of these variables may reveal that 

modifications to my data processing and models are necessary to achieve adequate 

detection accuracy. I addressed only Windows systems in my research, although I 

anticipate a relatively straightforward generalization to other operating systems. First, the 

nature of most tests may be directly applied to other operating systems. For example, 
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rapidly creating processes or exhausting system memory applies regardless of operating 

system. The implementation of code to induce these states will be dependent on operating 

system, but the basic idea of each test is the same. Second, the basic structure of my data 

processing and classifier training will remain the same. Minor adjustments may be 

necessary to accommodate differences in technique prevalence across operating systems, 

but the structure, values, and construction logic may remain largely intact. 

My approach may be generalized to detection of other types of system compromise 

with some caveats. Fusing selected elements of multiple existing detection methods will 

generalize well, although such a statement glosses over the considerable work required to 

implement such an approach. I focus my tests (evidence collection) on effects since I am 

specifically attempting to detect hidden processes which are not directly observable. 

Applying my approach to detect other system compromises will require the establishment 

of tests (resource exhaustion conditions) appropriate for the type of compromise under 

consideration. Since good techniques exist to detect non-stealthy and non-novel 

compromises, any generalization of my work would be expected to focus on detection of 

novel stealthy compromises. 

My detection of system state through fusion of multiple techniques based on 

indirect (effect) evidence may be extended to other domains as well. Such an effort 

would require the development of tests appropriate for the indirect effects of the state in 

question, as well as the development of an appropriate data processing and learning 

classifier approach. The value of my work to such an effort is limited to proving the 

concept that system state may be determined by reasoning over effect evidence. Other 
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domains might be closely related to my problem (e.g., detecting system intrusions
24

), or 

may be drawn from unrelated areas. 

5.4 Future Work 

Future work will focus on improving and generalizing the approach presented 

here. Improvements are required in the memory exhaustion data processing and 

modeling, and possibly in the analysis of CID assignments. Generalization work will 

attempt to validate this approach on new (truly novel) process hiding methods and 

implementations, and to extend this approach to other operating systems and 

configurations. 

Improved detection performance may be achieved by combining the memory 

exhaustion and process creation models, or possibly by combining different classifiers. 

The mediocre performance of the classifiers on the memory data is a reflection of the 

limited data that my processing produced for those conditions (memory exhaustion). 

While I collected sufficient data, I was hampered by the dynamic and undocumented 

behavior of the Windows memory manager. I suspect that there exist additional 

relationships in the memory data, which if identified would provide additional features 

for the training of classifiers and subsequent classification of unknown-state systems. It 

may also prove worthwhile to examine CPU time usage in a manner similar to the 

memory analysis (enumerating the CPU usage by visible processes and comparing to 

total CPU usage). 

                                                 
24  Recall my earlier distinction between intrusion and compromise. An intrusion is an attack against 

a computer system, and a compromise is a state of a computer system. 
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I noted in my analysis of the CID data that although the algorithm used by 

Windows to select CIDs for new processes is not known, it is not random. Additional 

exploration may reveal some aspects of this algorithm which could be used to accurately 

predict the next CID in a sequence. Such prediction would allow for accurate detection of 

a hidden process, as one or more CIDs would be anomalously skipped. 

As new process hiding techniques and implementations are released in the public 

domain or through other sources, the models developed here may be applied to establish 

their effectiveness. More generally, the approach presented here (rapid process creation 

and memory exhaustion) may be applied to other operating systems. While additional 

coding and data collection will be required, the framework for this work is in place. 

Finally, I am aware of the emerging trend in process hiding techniques to inject 

executable code into an already running process. This violates one of my basic 

assumptions, that a hidden process has a unique CID. An injected process will be a part 

of an existing and presumably visible process, so will not create a missing CID to detect. 

I would like to investigate the application my basic idea (resource exhaustion conditions 

and observables) to this method of process hiding. 
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Appendix A: CheckProcIDnoKill.cpp 

 
/* 

CheckProcIDnoKill 

 

Platform: Windows XP 

 

Source: Jones 

 

Purpose: Recursively creates processes and gets each process's PID via 

the Windows API. PIDs are output to standard output as they are 

retrieved. Processes are not killed between calls, so the OS will kill 

the app after some number of processes have been created. 

 

To Run: At the command line, type 

 

 C:\> CheckProcIDnoKill > outfile.txt 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#include "Tlhelp32.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

// Gets and writes Process and Thread IDs for the current process 

// Use recursively (just run - it will kill itself) 

// Code adapted from: 

//   http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms686852(VS.85).aspx 

 

void main () 

{ 

 DWORD pid; 

 THREADENTRY32 te32; 

 // get current PID and write it out 

 pid = GetCurrentProcessId(); 

 cout << pid << "\n"; 

 // get Thread snapshot (this gets all threads) 

 HANDLE hThreadSnap = 

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot(TH32CS_SNAPTHREAD,0); 

 te32.dwSize = sizeof(THREADENTRY32 );  

 if(!Thread32First(hThreadSnap, &te32)){ 

  CloseHandle( hThreadSnap ); 

  return; 

 } 
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 // walk thread list; out put just for this process ID 

 do  

 {  

  if( te32.th32OwnerProcessID == pid ) 

  { 

   cout << te32.th32ThreadID << "\n";  

  } 

 } while( Thread32Next(hThreadSnap, &te32 ) );  

 // clean up 

 CloseHandle(hThreadSnap); 

 // call recursively - that way CIDs aren't freed as we go 

 system("CheckProcIDnoKill.exe"); 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix B: CheckProcIDwithKill.cpp 

 
/* 

CheckProcIDwithKill 

 

Platform: Windows XP 

 

Source: Jones 

 

Purpose: Creates a process and gets the process's PID via the Windows 

API. The PID is output to standard output as it is retrieved. This is 

not recursive, so we call it in a command line loop (so that processes 

are killed between calls). This app will run indefinitely, since 

resource exhaustion is not an issue. 

 

To Run: At the command line, type 

 

 C:\> for /L %A in (1,1,N) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> outfile.txt 

 

where N is the number of iterations. The >> indicates append to the 

outfile, so be sure outfile.txt does not exist before the run. 

 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#include "Tlhelp32.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

// Gets and writes Process and Thread IDs for the current process 

// Use in a loop, as in: 

//  for /L %A in (1,1,N) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> outfile.txt 

// Code adapted from http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-

us/library/ms686852(VS.85).aspx 

 

void main () 

{ 

 DWORD pid; 

 THREADENTRY32 te32; 

 // get current PID and write it out 

 pid = GetCurrentProcessId(); 

 cout << pid << "\n"; 

 // get Thread snapshot (this gets all threads) 
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 HANDLE hThreadSnap = 

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot(TH32CS_SNAPTHREAD,0); 

 te32.dwSize = sizeof(THREADENTRY32 );  

 if(!Thread32First(hThreadSnap, &te32)){ 

  CloseHandle( hThreadSnap ); 

  return; 

 } 

 // walk thread list; out put just for this process ID 

 do  

 {  

  if( te32.th32OwnerProcessID == pid ) 

  { 

   cout << te32.th32ThreadID << "\n";  

  } 

 } while( Thread32Next(hThreadSnap, &te32 ) );  

 // clean up and exit 

 CloseHandle(hThreadSnap); 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix C: CheckProcIDscreen.cpp 

 
/* 

Gets Process and Thread IDs for the current process 

Use in a loop, as in: 

 for /L %A in (1,1,N) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> outfile.txt 

Screens for CIDs of interest; only writes if a match 

Code adapted from: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/enus/library/ms686852(VS.85).aspx 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#include "Tlhelp32.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

 

void main () 

{ 

 DWORD pid,tid; 

 THREADENTRY32 te32; 

 // get current PID 

 pid = GetCurrentProcessId(); 

 //cout << pid << "\n"; 

 // get Thread snapshot (this gets all threads) 

 HANDLE hThreadSnap = 

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot(TH32CS_SNAPTHREAD,0); 

 te32.dwSize = sizeof(THREADENTRY32 );  

 if(!Thread32First(hThreadSnap, &te32)){ 

  CloseHandle( hThreadSnap ); 

  return; 

 } 

 // walk thread list; out put just for this process ID 

 do  

 {  

  if( te32.th32OwnerProcessID == pid ) 

  { 

   //cout << te32.th32ThreadID << "\n";  

   tid = te32.th32ThreadID; 

  } 

 } while( Thread32Next(hThreadSnap, &te32 ) );  

 // screen against list of unaccounted for CIDs 

 if((pid==12)||(tid==12)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 12\a\a\n"; 
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 } 

 if((pid==548)||(tid==548)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 548\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==564)||(tid==564)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 564\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==1296)||(tid==1296)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 1296\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==1408)||(tid==1408)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 1408\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==1920)||(tid==1920)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 1920\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==1952)||(tid==1952)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 1952\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==2048)||(tid==2048)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 2048\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 if((pid==2440)||(tid==2440)){ 

  cout << "FOUND ONE! 2440\a\a\n"; 

 } 

 // clean up and exit 

 CloseHandle(hThreadSnap); 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix D: KillProcessNNNN.cpp 

 
/* 

Kills a process given a process ID 

Edit NNNN before compiling 

Code adapted from: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms686852(VS.85).aspx 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#include "Tlhelp32.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

void main ( int argc, char *argv[] ) 

{ 

 DWORD pid = NNNN; 

 cout << "PID: " << pid << "\n"; 

 HANDLE hProcess = OpenProcess(PROCESS_ALL_ACCESS,false,pid); 

 if(hProcess == NULL){ 

  cout << "Failed to get handle to PID: " << pid << "\n"; 

 } 

 int response = TerminateProcess(hProcess,0); 

 cout << "PID: " << pid << " terminated? " << response << "\n"; 

 // clean up 

 CloseHandle(hProcess); 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix E: KillThreadNNNN.cpp 

 
/* 

Kills a thread given a thread ID 

Edit NNNN before compiling 

Code adapted from: 

http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms686852(VS.85).aspx 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#include "Tlhelp32.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

void main ( int argc, char *argv[] ) 

{ 

 DWORD tid = NNNN; 

 HANDLE hThread = OpenThread(THREAD_ALL_ACCESS,false,tid); 

 if((HANDLE hThread = 

OpenThread(THREAD_ALL_ACCESS,false,tid))==NULL){ 

  cout << "Failed to get handle to TID: " << tid << "/n"; 

 } 

 int response = TerminateThread(hThread,0); 

 cout << "TID: " << tid << " terminated? " << response << "/n"; 

 // clean up 

 CloseHandle(hThread); 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix F: MemTestByBlocks.cpp 

 
/* 

MemTestByBlocks 

 

Platform: Windows XP 

 

Source: Jones 

 

Purpose: Non-recursive code to allocate memory in decreasing sizes. The 

point is to exhaust memory to see if the real free memory matches 

reported free memory. This code tries to allocate 1GB; if that fails, 

then it tries 1/2 GB, etc. until it tries to allocate 1 byte.  

 

To Run: At the command line, type 

 

 C:\> MemTestByBlocks > outfile.txt 

*/ 

 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fcntl.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

// JHJ: Empirically determine free memory 

 

void main () { 

// Query mem info from WinAPI 

// based on code from http://msdn2.microsoft.com/en-

US/library/aa366586.aspx 

 

 // GlobalMemoryStatus -> MEMORYSTATUS 

 #define DIV 1024 

 #define WIDTH 7 

 MEMORYSTATUS stat1; 

 GlobalMemoryStatus (&stat1); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV))); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV); 
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 printf ("Free Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paging file (computed): \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV))); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of virtual memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV))); 

 // GetPerformanceInfo -> PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION 

 PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION stat2; 

 GetPerformanceInfo (&stat2, sizeof(stat2)); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of committed memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.CommitTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalAvailable*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, (stat2.PhysicalTotal-

stat2.PhysicalAvailable)*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of system cache memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.SystemCache*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel memory: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.KernelPaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of nonpaged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelNonpaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 // Process enumeration and memory usage calculations 

  DWORD aProcesses[1024], cbNeeded, cProcesses; 

  unsigned int i; 

  HANDLE hProcess1; 

 PROCESS_MEMORY_COUNTERS pmc1; 

 long int wss = 0; 

 long int ppu = 0; 

 long int nppu = 0; 

 long int pfu = 0; 

 EnumProcesses( aProcesses, sizeof(aProcesses), &cbNeeded ); 

  // Calculate how many process identifiers were returned. 

  cProcesses = cbNeeded / sizeof(DWORD); 

 printf("NumProcesses: \t\t\t\t\t%d\n",cProcesses); 

  // Iterate through the processes 

 for ( i = 0; i < cProcesses; i++ ) { 

  if( aProcesses[i] != 0 ) { 

      hProcess1 = OpenProcess( PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION | 

               PROCESS_VM_READ, 

               FALSE, aProcesses[i] ); 

   GetProcessMemoryInfo(hProcess1, &pmc1, sizeof(pmc1)); 

   wss = wss + pmc1.WorkingSetSize; 

   ppu = ppu + pmc1.QuotaPagedPoolUsage; 

   nppu = nppu + pmc1.QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage; 

   pfu = pfu + pmc1.PagefileUsage; 
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   CloseHandle(hProcess1); 

  } // end if 

 } // end for 

 printf ("Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, wss/DIV); 

 printf ("Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ppu/DIV); 

 printf ("NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: %*ld\n", 

WIDTH, nppu/DIV); 

 printf ("Page File Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, pfu/DIV); 

 

 // empirically find free memory 

 // variable and parameter definitions 

 int blockSize = 1073741824; // 1 GB = 2^30 = 1024^3 (value is in 

bytes) 

 int n; 

 long int freeMemory = 0; 

 char * buffer; // for malloc calls 

 char garbage; 

 while (blockSize != 1) { 

  buffer = (char*) malloc (blockSize); 

  if (buffer==NULL) { 

   cout << "Failed - blockSize: " << blockSize << "\n"; 

   blockSize = blockSize/2; // malloc failed 

  } 

  else { 

   cout << "Succeeded - blockSize: " << blockSize << 

"\n"; 

   freeMemory = freeMemory + blockSize; // malloc 

succeeded 

   for (n=0; n<blockSize; n++) { // must write to it to 

really allocate it 

    //if (n%(blockSize/8) == 0) // only print 8 

lines per blockSize 

     //cout << "n is: " << n << "\n"; 

    buffer[n]=rand()%26+'a'; 

   } 

   //buffer[blockSize]='\0'; 

  } 

 } // end while 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of empirical memory: \t%ld\n", 

freeMemory/DIV); 

 

 // dump mem info again after all free memory has been allocated. 

 // GlobalMemoryStatus -> MEMORYSTATUS 

 #define DIV 1024 

 #define WIDTH 7 

 GlobalMemoryStatus (&stat1); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV); 
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 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV))); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paging file (computed): \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV))); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of virtual memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV))); 

 // GetPerformanceInfo -> PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION 

 GetPerformanceInfo (&stat2, sizeof(stat2)); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of committed memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.CommitTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalAvailable*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, (stat2.PhysicalTotal-

stat2.PhysicalAvailable)*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of system cache memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.SystemCache*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel memory: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.KernelPaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of nonpaged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelNonpaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 // Process enumeration and memory usage calculations 

 wss = 0; 

 ppu = 0; 

 nppu = 0; 

 pfu = 0; 

 EnumProcesses( aProcesses, sizeof(aProcesses), &cbNeeded ); 

  // Calculate how many process identifiers were returned. 

  cProcesses = cbNeeded / sizeof(DWORD); 

 printf("NumProcesses: \t\t\t\t\t%d\n",cProcesses); 

  // Iterate through the processes 

 for ( i = 0; i < cProcesses; i++ ) { 

  if( aProcesses[i] != 0 ) { 

      hProcess1 = OpenProcess( PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION | 

               PROCESS_VM_READ, 

               FALSE, aProcesses[i] ); 

   GetProcessMemoryInfo(hProcess1, &pmc1, sizeof(pmc1)); 

   wss = wss + pmc1.WorkingSetSize; 

   ppu = ppu + pmc1.QuotaPagedPoolUsage; 

   nppu = nppu + pmc1.QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage; 

   pfu = pfu + pmc1.PagefileUsage; 

   CloseHandle(hProcess1); 
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  } // end if 

 } // end for 

 printf ("Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, wss/DIV); 

 printf ("Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ppu/DIV); 

 printf ("NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: %*ld\n", 

WIDTH, nppu/DIV); 

 printf ("Page File Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, pfu/DIV); 

 

 return; 

} 
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Appendix G: MemTestRecursiveExec.cpp 

 
/* 

MemTestRecursiveExec 

 

Platform: Windows XP 

 

Source: Jones 

 

Purpose: Recursive code to output memory information, then create a 

process, then recursively call itself. The point is to exhaust memory 

to see if the real free memory matches reported free memory. This code 

uses the program itself to eat up memory. 

 

To Run: At the command line, type 

 

 C:\> MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > outfile.txt 

*/ 

 

#include <iostream> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <sstream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <Windows.h> 

#include <string> 

#include "psapi.h" 

#pragma comment(lib, "Psapi.lib") 

 

using namespace std; 

 

void main ( int argc, char *argv[] ) 

{ 

 // usage: exec 0 0 0 

 if (argc != 4){ 

  printf("Must give the exec plus three arguments, each 0, to 

this program\n"); 

  return; 

 } 

 // GlobalMemoryStatus -> MEMORYSTATUS 

 #define DIV 1024 

 #define WIDTH 7 

 MEMORYSTATUS stat1; 

 GlobalMemoryStatus (&stat1); 

 int iteration = atoi(argv[3]); 

 iteration++; 

 

 printf ("\nITERATION: %d\n",iteration); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPhys/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPhys/DIV))); 
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 printf ("Total Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of paging file: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paging file (computed): \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalPageFile/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailPageFile/DIV))); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of virtual memory: \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of virtual memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ((stat1.dwTotalVirtual/DIV)-(stat1.dwAvailVirtual/DIV))); 

 // GetPerformanceInfo -> PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION 

 PERFORMANCE_INFORMATION stat2; 

 GetPerformanceInfo (&stat2, sizeof(stat2)); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of committed memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.CommitTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Total Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Free Kbytes of physical memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.PhysicalAvailable*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of physical memory (computed): \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, (stat2.PhysicalTotal-

stat2.PhysicalAvailable)*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of system cache memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.SystemCache*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel memory: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelTotal*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of paged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

stat2.KernelPaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 printf ("Used Kbytes of nonpaged kernel memory: \t\t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, stat2.KernelNonpaged*stat2.PageSize/DIV); 

 // Process enumeration and memory usage calculations 

  DWORD aProcesses[1024], cbNeeded, cProcesses; 

  unsigned int i; 

  HANDLE hProcess1; 

 PROCESS_MEMORY_COUNTERS pmc1; 

 long int wss = 0; 

 long int ppu = 0; 

 long int nppu = 0; 

 long int pfu = 0; 

 EnumProcesses( aProcesses, sizeof(aProcesses), &cbNeeded ); 

  // Calculate how many process identifiers were returned. 

  cProcesses = cbNeeded / sizeof(DWORD); 

 printf("NumProcesses: \t\t\t\t\t%d\n",cProcesses); 

  // Iterate through the processes 

 for ( i = 0; i < cProcesses; i++ ) { 

  if( aProcesses[i] != 0 ) { 

      hProcess1 = OpenProcess( PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION | 

               PROCESS_VM_READ, 

               FALSE, aProcesses[i] ); 

   GetProcessMemoryInfo(hProcess1, &pmc1, sizeof(pmc1)); 

   wss = wss + pmc1.WorkingSetSize; 

   ppu = ppu + pmc1.QuotaPagedPoolUsage; 
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   nppu = nppu + pmc1.QuotaNonPagedPoolUsage; 

   pfu = pfu + pmc1.PagefileUsage; 

   CloseHandle(hProcess1); 

  } // end if 

 } // end for 

 printf ("Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, wss/DIV); 

 printf ("Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, ppu/DIV); 

 printf ("NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: %*ld\n", 

WIDTH, nppu/DIV); 

 printf ("Page File Usage (Kbytes) for all processes: \t%*ld\n", 

WIDTH, pfu/DIV); 

 // Vars to track memory (empirically) - these are updated and 

passed to the next iteration 

 int totalMemoryUsedWS = atoi(argv[1]); 

 int totalMemoryUsedPF = atoi(argv[2]); 

 DWORD pid = GetCurrentProcessId(); 

  HANDLE hProcess2; 

 PROCESS_MEMORY_COUNTERS pmc2; 

  // Retrieve a handle to the process. 

  hProcess2 = OpenProcess( PROCESS_QUERY_INFORMATION | 

       PROCESS_VM_READ, FALSE, pid); 

  if (hProcess2 == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) 

  { 

    printf( "OpenProcess failed (%d)\n", GetLastError() ); 

    return; 

  } 

 

  // Retrieve the process memory counters for the process. 

  if (!GetProcessMemoryInfo(hProcess2, &pmc2, sizeof(pmc2))) 

  { 

    printf("GetProcessMemoryInfo failed (%d)\n", 

      GetLastError()); 

    return; 

  } 

 long int processMemoryUsedWS = 0; 

 long int processMemoryUsedPF = 0; 

 totalMemoryUsedWS = totalMemoryUsedWS + pmc2.WorkingSetSize/DIV; 

 totalMemoryUsedPF = totalMemoryUsedPF + pmc2.PagefileUsage/DIV; 

  CloseHandle(hProcess2); 

 printf("Total Kbytes Memory Used (WS): \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

totalMemoryUsedWS); 

 printf("Total Kbytes Memory Used (PF): \t\t\t%*ld\n", WIDTH, 

totalMemoryUsedPF); 

 // to pause for testing 

 //char garbage; 

 //cout << "Press Enter to continue...\n"; 

 //cin.get(garbage); 

 // prepare to call recursively; pass three parameters 

 stringstream tempWS; 

 tempWS << totalMemoryUsedWS; 

 string resultWS = tempWS.str(); 

 stringstream tempPF; 
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 tempPF << totalMemoryUsedPF; 

 string resultPF = tempPF.str(); 

 stringstream tempITER; 

 tempITER << iteration; 

 string resultITER = tempITER.str(); 

 string sendString = "MemTestRecursiveExec.exe " + resultWS + " " 

+ resultPF + " " + resultITER; 

 system(sendString.c_str()); 

 return; 

} // end main 
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Appendix H: Main.java 

 
/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * Main.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Main class; menu driver 

 * Note: I pass stored data around by reference. 

 */ 

package hpd; 

 

import java.awt.*; 

import java.util.*; 

 

public class Main { 

 final static public boolean DEBUG = false; // set this to turn on 

local (this file) debugging 

  

 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 

  ArrayList assigned = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList running = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList assigned_recursive = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList merged = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList missing = new ArrayList(); 

  ArrayList cidData = new ArrayList(); // this will hold the output 

data; need objects, or just 2D array? 

  ArrayList memData = new ArrayList(); // this will hold the output 

data; need objects, or just 2D array? 

  Initializer myInitializer = new Initializer(); // create Initializer 

instance 

  // Main Console dialog 

  while(true){ 

   int value = UserDialog.MainConsole(); 

   switch (value){ 

    case 0: // find missing CIDs 

     long start = 0; // for debug 

     if(DEBUG){ 

      start = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

     } 

     String returnScenario = UserDialog.InputScenario(); 

     if(returnScenario == null){ 

      UserDialog.Cancelled(); 

      break; 

     } 

     String returnAssignedFile = returnScenario + "-3"; 

     String returnRunningFile = returnScenario + "-2"; 

     if ((assigned = myInitializer.LoadAssigned(returnAssignedFile)) == 

null){ // file not found 

      break; 

     }; 

     if ((running = myInitializer.LoadRunning(returnRunningFile)) == 

null){ // file not found 
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      break; 

     }; 

     merged = myInitializer.CreateMerged(assigned, running); 

     missing = myInitializer.CreateMissing(merged); 

     if(DEBUG){ 

      long elapsedTimeMillis = System.currentTimeMillis()-start; 

      float elapsedTimeHour = elapsedTimeMillis/(60*60*1000F); 

      System.out.println("Elapsed time is: " + elapsedTimeHour + " 

hours"); 

     } 

     // Write missing CIDs file 

     String outfile = 

myInitializer.OutputMissing(missing,returnScenario); 

     UserDialog.OutfileWritten(outfile); 

     break; 

    case 1: // Compute CID Features 

     cidData.clear(); 

     // get scenario ID 

     returnScenario = UserDialog.InputScenario(); // only gets run ID 

     if(returnScenario == null){ 

      UserDialog.Cancelled(); 

      break; 

     } 

     // get known hidden CID if not scenario z (no hidden CIDs in 

scenario z) 

     int hiddenCid = 0; 

     String prefix = returnScenario.substring(0,1); 

     if(!(prefix.equals("z"))){ // handle z scenario differently 

      hiddenCid = Integer.valueOf(UserDialog.InputHiddenCid()); // only 

ask for hidden CID if not scenario Z 

     } 

     // missing: build name, clear list, load list 

     String returnMissingFile = "HPD_MissingCIDs_" + returnScenario + 

".txt"; 

     //myInitializer.setMissingFile(returnMissingFile); 

     missing.clear(); // empty list before loading 

     missing = myInitializer.LoadMissing(returnMissingFile); 

     // assigned_recursive: build name, clear list, load list 

     String returnAssignedRecursiveFile = returnScenario + "-4"; 

     assigned_recursive.clear(); // empty list before loading 

     assigned_recursive = 

myInitializer.LoadAssignedRecursive(returnAssignedRecursiveFile); 

     // running: build name, clear list, load list 

     returnRunningFile = returnScenario + "-2"; 

     running.clear(); // empty list before loading 

     running = myInitializer.LoadRunning(returnRunningFile); 

     // Call compute features class/methods 

     

myInitializer.ComputeCidFeatures(missing,running,assigned_recursive,cid

Data,hiddenCid,returnScenario); 

     // Write CID features file 

     outfile = myInitializer.OutputcidData(cidData,returnScenario); 

     UserDialog.OutfileWritten(outfile); 

     break; 
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    case 2: // Compute Memory Features 

     memData.clear(); 

     // get scenario ID 

     returnScenario = UserDialog.InputScenario(); // only gets run ID 

     if(returnScenario == null){ 

      UserDialog.Cancelled(); 

      break; 

     } 

     // build filenames 

     String returnBlockFile = returnScenario + "-5"; 

     String returnRecursiveFile = returnScenario + "-6"; 

     // Call compute features class/methods 

     

myInitializer.ComputeMemFeatures(returnBlockFile,returnRecursiveFile,me

mData,returnScenario); 

     // Write CID features file 

     outfile = myInitializer.OutputmemData(memData,returnScenario); 

     UserDialog.OutfileWritten(outfile); 

     break; 

    case 3: // Exit 

     System.exit(0); 

     break; 

   } // end switch 

  } // end while (perpetual loop) 

 } // end method main 

} // end class AIH2H 
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Appendix I: Initializer.java 

 
/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * Initializer.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Purpose: 

 * Class for loading the data and calling Compute. 

 */ 

package hpd; 

 

import java.awt.Cursor; 

import java.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.text.*; 

import javax.swing.*; 

 

public class Initializer { 

 final static public boolean DEBUG = false; 

 // data fields 

 // default constructor only 

 // method to load the Assigned data file into an ArrayList 

 public ArrayList LoadAssigned(String AssignedFile) throws Exception { 

  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(AssignedFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(AssignedFile); 

   return null; 

  } 

  ArrayList AssignedList = new ArrayList(); 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   AssignedList.add(input.nextInt()); 

  } 

  input.close(); 

  return AssignedList; 

 } // end method LoadAssigned 

  

 // method to load the Running data file into an ArrayList 

 public ArrayList LoadRunning(String RunningFile) throws Exception { 

  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(RunningFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(RunningFile); 

   return null; 

  } 

  ArrayList RunningList = new ArrayList(); 
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  /* 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   RunningList.add(input.nextInt()); 

  } 

   */ 

  String delim = " "; // delimeter for file 

  String nextLine = ""; 

  StringTokenizer st; 

  StringTokenizer st2; 

  String nextToken; 

  int token = 0; 

  /* 

  if (!(nextToken = st.nextToken()).equals(delim)){ // this handles 

consecutive delimeters 

   //this.latitude = Double.valueOf(nextToken); 

   st.nextToken(); // throw away next delimeter 

  } 

   */ 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   nextLine = input.nextLine(); 

   if ( nextLine.equals("")){ 

    continue; // skip blank lines 

   } 

   st = new StringTokenizer(nextLine,delim,false); 

   nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

   try { 

    token = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

    RunningList.add(token); 

   } catch (NumberFormatException ex) { 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken,":",false); 

    try { 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

     token = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

     RunningList.add(token); 

    } catch (NumberFormatException ex2) { 

     // do nothing 

    } // end 2nd catch 

   } // end 1st catch 

  } // end while 

   

  input.close(); 

  return RunningList; 

 } // end method LoadRunning 

  

 // method to load the Missing data file into an ArrayList 

 public ArrayList LoadMissing(String MissingFile) throws Exception { 

  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(MissingFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(MissingFile); 
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   return null; 

  } 

  ArrayList MissingList = new ArrayList(); 

  //input.next(); // throw away the header row 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   MissingList.add(input.nextInt()); 

  } 

  input.close(); 

  return MissingList; 

 } // end method LoadMissing 

  

 // method to load the Assigned Recursive (test 4) data file into an 

ArrayList 

 public ArrayList LoadAssignedRecursive(String AssignedRecursiveFile) 

throws Exception { 

  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(AssignedRecursiveFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(AssignedRecursiveFile); 

   return null; 

  } 

  ArrayList AssignedRecursiveList = new ArrayList(); 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   AssignedRecursiveList.add(input.nextInt()); 

  } 

  input.close(); 

  return AssignedRecursiveList; 

 } // end method LoadAssignedRecursive 

  

// method to create merged list 

 public ArrayList CreateMerged(ArrayList assigned, ArrayList running){ 

  ArrayList MergedList = new ArrayList(); 

  // concatenate the lists 

  for (int i = 0; i < running.size(); i++){ 

   assigned.add(running.get(i)); 

  } 

  // sort the concatenated list 

  Collections.sort(assigned); // not really assigned any more... 

  // make the list unique 

  int last = -1; 

  int current = -1; 

  for (int i = 0; i < assigned.size(); i++) { 

   current = (Integer)(assigned.get(i)); 

   if(current != last){ 

    MergedList.add(assigned.get(i)); 

    last = current; 

   } 

  } 

  return MergedList; 

 } 
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 public ArrayList CreateMissing(ArrayList merged){ 

  ArrayList MissingList = new ArrayList(); 

  int cid = 0; 

  for (int i = 0; i < merged.size(); i++){ 

   while (((Integer)(merged.get(i))) != cid){ 

    MissingList.add(cid); 

    cid = cid + 4; 

   } // end while 

   cid = cid + 4; 

  } // end for 

  int maxIndex = merged.size()-1; 

  int maxValue = ((Integer)(merged.get(maxIndex))); 

  while (maxValue != 2044 ){ 

   maxValue = maxValue + 4; 

   MissingList.add(maxValue); 

  } 

  return MissingList; 

 } 

  

 public String OutputMissing(ArrayList missing, String scenario) throws 

Exception { 

  String outfile = "HPD_MissingCIDs_" + scenario + ".txt"; 

  PrintWriter output = new PrintWriter(new File(outfile)); 

  // write the data 

  for ( int i = 0; i < missing.size(); i++ ) { 

   output.println(missing.get(i)); 

  } 

  output.close(); 

  return outfile; 

 } 

  

 // method to generate computed fields for cidData 

 public void ComputeCidFeatures(ArrayList missing, ArrayList running, 

ArrayList assigned_recursive, ArrayList cidData, int hiddenCid, String 

testRun){ 

  // set up the progress window 

  int complete = 0; 

  JFrame frame = new JFrame("Processing Data..."); 

  frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.HIDE_ON_CLOSE); 

  JTextArea progress = new JTextArea(); 

  progress.setOpaque(true); //content panes must be opaque 

  progress.setText("Percent Complete: " + complete + "%"); 

  frame.setContentPane(progress); 

  frame.setSize(220,75); 

  frame.setLocationRelativeTo(null); 

  frame.setVisible(true); 

  // call the computations 

  for(int i=0; i < missing.size(); i++){ // do computations and write a 

data record for each value in missing 

   // compute and display progress 

   complete = (int)(((float)i/missing.size())*100.0); 

   progress.setText("Percent Complete: " + complete + "%"); 

   // 

   if(DEBUG){ 
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    System.out.println("Record " + i + " of " + (missing.size() - 1)); 

   } 

   // add a record to hold the computation results 

   CidRecord myCidRecord = new CidRecord(); 

   myCidRecord.setcid((Integer)missing.get(i)); 

   myCidRecord.settestRun(testRun); 

   if((Integer)missing.get(i) == hiddenCid){ // if the current is the 

known hidden one, then set it 

    myCidRecord.sethidden(1); 

   } 

   // call the computations 

   Compute.Feature1(missing,myCidRecord,i); 

   Compute.Feature2(missing,myCidRecord,i); 

   Compute.Feature3(missing,myCidRecord,i,running); 

   Compute.Feature4(missing,myCidRecord,i,running); 

   Compute.Feature5(missing,myCidRecord,i); 

   Compute.Feature6(missing,myCidRecord,i,assigned_recursive); 

   Compute.Feature7(missing,myCidRecord,i,assigned_recursive); 

   Compute.Feature8(missing,myCidRecord,i); 

   Compute.Feature9(missing,myCidRecord,i); 

   // after all computations, write the record to the ArrayList 

   cidData.add(myCidRecord); 

  } 

  frame.setVisible(false); // done now, so turn the progress display 

off 

 } 

  

  

 // method to generate computed fields for memData 

 public void ComputeMemFeatures(String returnBlockFile, String 

returnRecursiveFile, ArrayList memData, String testRun){ 

  // set up the progress window 

  int complete = 0; 

  JFrame frame = new JFrame("Processing Data..."); 

  frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.HIDE_ON_CLOSE); 

  JTextArea progress = new JTextArea(); 

  progress.setOpaque(true); //content panes must be opaque 

  progress.setText("Processing Memory Test Files... "); 

  frame.setContentPane(progress); 

  frame.setSize(220,75); 

  frame.setLocationRelativeTo(null); 

  frame.setVisible(true); 

  // add a record to hold the computation results 

  MemRecord myMemRecord = new MemRecord(); 

  myMemRecord.settestRun(testRun); 

  if(!((testRun.substring(0,1)).equals("z"))){ // if not z scenario, 

then hidden = true 

   myMemRecord.sethidden(1); 

  } 

  // call the computations 

  Compute.Feature1and2(returnBlockFile,myMemRecord); 

  Compute.Feature3and4(returnRecursiveFile,myMemRecord); 

  // after all computations, write the record to the ArrayList 

  memData.add(myMemRecord); 
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  frame.setVisible(false); // done now, so turn the progress display 

off 

 } // end ComputeMemFeatures 

  

 public String OutputcidData(ArrayList cidData, String runID) throws 

Exception { 

  String outfile = "HPD_FeaturesCIDs_" + runID + ".txt"; 

  PrintWriter output = new PrintWriter(new File(outfile)); 

  // write the data 

  for ( int i = 0; i < cidData.size(); i++ ) { 

   CidRecord myCidRecord = (CidRecord) cidData.get(i); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.gettestRun()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getcid()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature1()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature2()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature3()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature4()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature5()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature6()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature7()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature8()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getfeature9()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.gethidden()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myCidRecord.getBNhidden()); 

   output.println(); 

  } // end for 

  output.close(); 

  return outfile; 

 } // end OutputcidData 

  

 public String OutputmemData(ArrayList memData, String runID) throws 

Exception { 

  String outfile = "HPD_FeaturesMem_" + runID + ".txt"; 

  PrintWriter output = new PrintWriter(new File(outfile)); 

  // write the data 

  for ( int i = 0; i < memData.size(); i++ ) { 

   MemRecord myMemRecord = (MemRecord) memData.get(i); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.gettestRun()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.getfeature1()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.getfeature2()); 
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   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.getfeature3()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.getfeature4()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.gethidden()); 

   output.print(","); 

   output.print(myMemRecord.getBNhidden()); 

   output.println(); 

  } // end for 

  output.close(); 

  return outfile; 

 } // end OutputmemData 

   

} // end Initializer class 
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Appendix J: Compute.java 

 
/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * Compute.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Purpose: 

 * Class for computing features from the data (missing CIDs and memory) 

 * and writing as CSV strings ready for ML. 

 */ 

package hpd; 

 

import java.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.text.*; 

import java.net.*; 

import javax.swing.JOptionPane; 

 

public class Compute { 

 final static public boolean DEBUG = false; 

  

 public static void Feature1(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i){ 

  // distance forward 

  double valueDouble = 0.0; 

  int valueInteger = 0; 

  int maxIndex = missing.size() - 1; 

  if (i == maxIndex){ // is i the last entry? 

   valueInteger = 2048; 

  } else{ 

   valueInteger = ((Integer)missing.get(i+1))-

((Integer)missing.get(i)); 

  } 

  valueDouble = (double)(valueInteger/2048.0); 

  myCidRecord.setfeature1(valueDouble); 

 } // end method Feature1 

  

 public static void Feature2(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i){ 

  // distance backward 

  double valueDouble = 0.0; 

  int valueInteger = 0; 

  if (i == 0){ // is i the first entry? 

   valueInteger = 0; 

  } else{ 

   valueInteger = ((Integer)missing.get(i))-((Integer)missing.get(i-

1)); 

  } 

  valueDouble = (double)(valueInteger/2048.0); 

  myCidRecord.setfeature2(valueDouble); 

 } // end method Feature2 
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 public static void Feature3(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i, ArrayList running){ 

  // is m+8 in running? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  for(int j = 0; j < running.size(); j++){ 

   if(((Integer)running.get(j)) == (m+8)){ 

    value = 1; 

   } // end if 

  } // end for 

  myCidRecord.setfeature3(value); 

 } // end method Feature3 

  

 public static void Feature4(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i, ArrayList running){ 

  // is m-4 in running? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  for(int j = 0; j < running.size(); j++){ 

   if(((Integer)running.get(j)) == (m-4)){ 

    value = 1; 

   } // end if 

  } // end for 

  myCidRecord.setfeature4(value); 

 } // end method Feature4 

  

 public static void Feature5(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i){ 

  // is m+4 in missing? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  for(int j = 0; j < missing.size(); j++){ 

   if(((Integer)missing.get(j)) == (m+4)){ 

    value = 1; 

   } // end if 

  } // end for 

  myCidRecord.setfeature5(value); 

 } // end method Feature5 

  

 public static void Feature6(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i, ArrayList assigned_recursive){ 

  // is m+8 in assigned_recursive? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  for(int j = 0; j < assigned_recursive.size(); j++){ 

   if(((Integer)assigned_recursive.get(j)) == (m+8)){ 

    value = 1; 

   } // end if 

  } // end for 

  myCidRecord.setfeature6(value); 

 } // end method Feature6 

  

 public static void Feature7(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i, ArrayList assigned_recursive){ 
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  // is m-4 in assigned_recursive? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  for(int j = 0; j < assigned_recursive.size(); j++){ 

   if(((Integer)assigned_recursive.get(j)) == (m-4)){ 

    value = 1; 

   } // end if 

  } // end for 

  myCidRecord.setfeature7(value); 

 } // end method Feature7 

  

 public static void Feature8(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i){ 

  // is m part of a singleton bracket? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  if(((isCidInList(missing,m+4))==0)&&((isCidInList(missing,m+8))==1)){ 

   value = 1; 

  } else if (((isCidInList(missing,m-4))==0)&&((isCidInList(missing,m-

8))==1)){ 

   value = 1; 

  } 

  myCidRecord.setfeature8(value); 

 } // end method Feature8 

  

 public static void Feature9(ArrayList missing, CidRecord myCidRecord, 

int i){ 

  // is m part of > 2 sequence? 

  int value = 0; 

  int m = (Integer)missing.get(i); 

  if(((isCidInList(missing,m+4))==1)&&((isCidInList(missing,m+8))==1)){ 

   value = 1; 

  } else if (((isCidInList(missing,m-

4))==1)&&((isCidInList(missing,m+4))==1)){ 

   value = 1; 

  } else if (((isCidInList(missing,m-8))==1)&&((isCidInList(missing,m-

4))==1)){ 

   value = 1; 

  } 

  myCidRecord.setfeature9(value); 

 } // end method Feature9 

  

 public static int isCidInList(ArrayList list, int cid){ 

  for (int i = 0; i < list.size(); i++){ 

   if (((Integer)list.get(i)) == cid){ 

    return 1; 

   } 

  } 

  return 0; 

 } 

  

 public static void Feature1and2(String returnBlockFile, MemRecord 

myMemRecord){ 

  // open data file 
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  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(returnBlockFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(returnBlockFile); 

   return; 

  } 

  // set up 

  String delim = "\t"; // delimeter for file 

  String nextLine = ""; 

  StringTokenizer st; 

  StringTokenizer st2; 

  String nextToken; 

  int totalPhysical = 0; 

  int usedPhysical = 0; 

  int usedCache = 0; 

  int usedKernel = 0; 

  int workingSet = 0; 

  int pagedPool = 0; 

  int nonpagedPool = 0; 

  // throw away the first 25 lines - known not useful for us 

  for(int j = 0; j < 25; j++){ 

   nextLine = input.nextLine(); 

  } 

  // parse for 7 fields of interest 

  while(input.hasNext()){ 

   nextLine = input.nextLine(); 

   st = new StringTokenizer(nextLine,delim); 

   nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

   if(nextToken.equals("Total Kbytes of physical memory: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    totalPhysical = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of physical memory 

(computed): ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedPhysical = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 
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   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of system cache memory: 

")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedCache = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel 

memory: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedKernel = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    workingSet = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    pagedPool = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 
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    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    nonpagedPool = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } 

  } // end while 

  input.close(); 

  // compute and write values 

  double value = 0.0; 

  value = 

((double)(usedCache+usedKernel+workingSet+pagedPool+nonpagedPool))/((do

uble)(totalPhysical)); 

  myMemRecord.setfeature1(value); 

  value = 

((double)(usedCache+usedKernel+workingSet+pagedPool+nonpagedPool))/((do

uble)(usedPhysical)); 

  myMemRecord.setfeature2(value); 

  return; 

 } 

  

 public static void Feature3and4(String returnRecursiveFile, MemRecord 

myMemRecord){ 

  // open data file 

  File myFile = null; 

  Scanner input = null; 

  try{ 

   myFile = new File(returnRecursiveFile); 

   input = new Scanner(myFile); 

  } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { 

   UserDialog.FileNotFound(returnRecursiveFile); 

   return; 

  } 

  // set up 

  String delim = "\t"; // delimeter for file 

  String nextLine = ""; 

  StringTokenizer st; 

  StringTokenizer st2; 

  String nextToken; 

  int totalPhysical = 0; 

  int usedPhysical = 0; 

  int usedCache = 0; 

  int usedKernel = 0; 

  int workingSet = 0; 

  int pagedPool = 0; 

  int nonpagedPool = 0; 

  // parse for 7 fields of interest 

  for(int k = 0; k < 27; k++){ // we know the goods are in the first 27 

lines 

   nextLine = input.nextLine(); 

   // skip blank lines 

   if ( nextLine.equals("")){ 

    continue; // skip blank lines 
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   } 

   st = new StringTokenizer(nextLine,delim); 

   nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

   if(nextToken.equals("Total Kbytes of physical memory: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    totalPhysical = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of physical memory 

(computed): ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedPhysical = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of system cache memory: 

")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedCache = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Used Kbytes of pgd and nonpgd kernel 

memory: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    usedKernel = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Working Set Size (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 
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     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    workingSet = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("Paged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    pagedPool = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } else if (nextToken.equals("NonPaged Pool Usage (Kbytes) for all 

processes: ")){ 

    nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st.nextToken(); 

    } 

    st2 = new StringTokenizer(nextToken," "); 

    nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    while(nextToken.equals("")){ 

     nextToken = st2.nextToken(); 

    } 

    nonpagedPool = Integer.parseInt(nextToken); 

   } 

  } // end for 

  input.close(); 

  // compute and write values 

  double value = 0.0; 

  value = 

((double)(usedCache+usedKernel+workingSet+pagedPool+nonpagedPool))/((do

uble)(totalPhysical)); 

  myMemRecord.setfeature3(value); 

  value = 

((double)(usedCache+usedKernel+workingSet+pagedPool+nonpagedPool))/((do

uble)(usedPhysical)); 

  myMemRecord.setfeature4(value); 

  return; 

 } 

  

} // end Class Compute 
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Appendix K: UserDialog.java 
 

/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * UserDialog.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Purpose:  

 * Class to handle (most of) the user dialog boxes. 

*/ 

package hpd; 

 

import javax.swing.*; 

 

public class UserDialog { 

  

 public static int MainConsole(){ 

  return JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null, "Choose an action or Exit", 

"HPD: Hidden Process Detection", 

      JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION, JOptionPane.PLAIN_MESSAGE, null, 

      new Object[]{"Find Missing CIDs" , "Compute CID Features", 

"Compute Memory Features", "Exit"}, "Exit"); 

 } // end MainConsole 

  

 public static String InputAssignedFile(){ 

  return JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter the path/name of the 

Assigned data file","e0-3"); 

 } // end InputAssignedFile 

  

 public static String InputRunningFile(){ 

  return JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter the path/name of the 

Running data file","e0-2"); 

 } // end InputRunningFile 

  

 public static String InputScenario(){ 

  return JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter the scenario 

identifier","z0"); 

 } // end InputAssignedFile 

  

 public static String InputHiddenCid(){ 

  return JOptionPane.showInputDialog("Enter the known hidden CID 

value","cid"); 

 } // end InputAssignedFile 

 

 public static int OutfileWritten(String outfile){ 

  Object[] options = { "OK" }; 

  return JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null, "Data was written to the 

file:\n " 

      + outfile, "Outfile Written", 

      JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION, JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE, 

      null, options, options[0]); 

 } // end OutfileWritten 
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 public static int Debug(){ // just used for testing 

  Object[] options = { "OK" }; 

  return JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null, "Debug Test", "Warning", 

      JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION, JOptionPane.WARNING_MESSAGE, 

      null, options, options[0]); 

 } // end Debug 

  

 public static int Cancelled(){ 

  Object[] options = { "OK" }; 

  return JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null, "Action Cancelled", 

"Warning", 

      JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION, JOptionPane.WARNING_MESSAGE, 

      null, options, options[0]); 

 } // end Cancelled 

  

 public static int FileNotFound(String filename){ 

  Object[] options = { "OK" }; 

  return JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null, "File Not Found: " + 

filename, "Error", 

      JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION, JOptionPane.WARNING_MESSAGE, 

      null, options, options[0]); 

 } // end FileNotFound 

   

} // end Class UserDialog 
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Appendix L: CIDrecord.java 
 

/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * CidRecord.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Purpose:  

 * Data structure (objects) for records in the cidData file 

 */ 

package hpd; 

 

import java.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.text.*; 

 

public class CidRecord { 

 // data fields 

 private String testRun; 

 private int cid = 0; 

 private double feature1; 

 private double feature2; 

 private int feature3; 

 private int feature4; 

 private int feature5; 

 private int feature6; 

 private int feature7; 

 private int feature8; 

 private int feature9; 

 private int hidden = 0; 

 private double BNhidden = 0.0; 

 // default constructor only 

 public CidRecord(){ 

  // default constructor 

 } 

 // methods 

 // sets 

 public void settestRun(String value){ 

  this.testRun = value; 

 } 

 public void setcid(int value){ 

  this.cid = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature1(double value){ 

  this.feature1 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature2(double value){ 

  this.feature2 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature3(int value){ 

  this.feature3 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature4(int value){ 
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  this.feature4 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature5(int value){ 

  this.feature5 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature6(int value){ 

  this.feature6 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature7(int value){ 

  this.feature7 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature8(int value){ 

  this.feature8 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature9(int value){ 

  this.feature9 = value; 

 } 

 public void sethidden(int value){ 

  this.hidden = value; 

 } 

 public void setBNhidden(double value){ 

  this.BNhidden = value; 

 } 

 // gets 

 public String gettestRun(){ 

  return this.testRun; 

 } 

 public int getcid(){ 

  return this.cid; 

 } 

 public double getfeature1(){ 

  return this.feature1; 

 } 

 public double getfeature2(){ 

  return this.feature2; 

 } 

 public int getfeature3(){ 

  return this.feature3; 

 } 

 public int getfeature4(){ 

  return this.feature4; 

 } 

 public int getfeature5(){ 

  return this.feature5; 

 } 

 public int getfeature6(){ 

  return this.feature6; 

 } 

 public int getfeature7(){ 

  return this.feature7; 

 } 

 public int getfeature8(){ 

  return this.feature8; 

 } 
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 public int getfeature9(){ 

  return this.feature9; 

 }  

 public int gethidden(){ 

  return this.hidden; 

 } 

 public double getBNhidden(){ 

  return this.BNhidden; 

 } 

} // end class CidRecord 
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Appendix M: Memrecord.java 
 

/* 

 * HPD: Hidden Process Detector 

 * MemRecord.java 

 * Author: Jones 

 * Version: 1 

 * Purpose:  

 * Data structure (objects) for records in the memData file 

 */ 

package hpd; 

 

import java.io.*; 

import java.util.*; 

import java.text.*; 

 

public class MemRecord { 

 // data fields 

 private String testRun; 

 private double feature1; 

 private double feature2; 

 private double feature3; 

 private double feature4; 

 private int hidden = 0; 

 private double BNhidden = 0.0; 

 // default constructor only 

 public MemRecord(){ 

  // default constructor 

 } 

 // methods 

 // sets 

 public void settestRun(String value){ 

  this.testRun = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature1(double value){ 

  this.feature1 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature2(double value){ 

  this.feature2 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature3(double value){ 

  this.feature3 = value; 

 } 

 public void setfeature4(double value){ 

  this.feature4 = value; 

 } 

 public void sethidden(int value){ 

  this.hidden = value; 

 } 

 public void setBNhidden(double value){ 

  this.BNhidden = value; 

 } 

 // gets 
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 public String gettestRun(){ 

  return this.testRun; 

 } 

 public double getfeature1(){ 

  return this.feature1; 

 } 

 public double getfeature2(){ 

  return this.feature2; 

 } 

 public double getfeature3(){ 

  return this.feature3; 

 } 

 public double getfeature4(){ 

  return this.feature4; 

 } 

 public int gethidden(){ 

  return this.hidden; 

 } 

 public double getBNhidden(){ 

  return this.BNhidden; 

 } 

} // end class MemRecord 
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Appendix N: Machine Learning CID Data File 

 
@RELATION WEKA_CID_all 

 

@ATTRIBUTE feature1 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature2 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature3 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature4 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature5 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature6 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature7 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature8 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature9 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE class  {hidden,phantom} 

 

@DATA 

0.001953125,0.142578125,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.1015625,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.052734375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.29296875,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.267578125,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.189453125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.10546875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.24609375,0.005859375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.205078125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.24609375,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.103515625,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.005859375,0.078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.080078125,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.234375,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.185546875,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.083984375,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.30859375,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.005859375,0.064453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.06640625,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.20703125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.09765625,1,0,1,0,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.015625,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.22265625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.29296875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.203125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.28515625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.005859375,0.056640625,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.283203125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.2578125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.2578125,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,hidden 

0.00390625,0.18359375,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.30078125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.21875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.294921875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.228515625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.291015625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 
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0.001953125,0.2890625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.052734375,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.216796875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.001953125,0.294921875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,hidden 

0.109375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.109375,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.201171875,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.2109375,0.201171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.2109375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0390625,0.046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.0390625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.0234375,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.072265625,0.052734375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0.072265625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.142578125,0.076171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2265625,0.0859375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.212890625,0.2265625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.033203125,0.212890625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.033203125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.029296875,0.046875,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.029296875,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.0390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.06640625,0.0390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.091796875,0.06640625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.1015625,0.091796875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.193359375,0.056640625,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.193359375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.21875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.046875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.017578125,0.046875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.017578125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.005859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05078125,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0.05078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0.064453125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.087890625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.103515625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.103515625,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.041015625,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.166015625,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.021484375,0.166015625,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.021484375,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.21875,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.005859375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.046875,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.0625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.29296875,0.0625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.099609375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.099609375,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.208984375,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.23046875,0.208984375,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.021484375,0.23046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0.021484375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.078125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.029296875,0.0078125,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.267578125,0.029296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.095703125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.095703125,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.0078125,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.20703125,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.23046875,0.20703125,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01953125,0.23046875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.10546875,0.01953125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.10546875,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.09375,0.00390625,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.189453125,0.09375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.31640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.31640625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.037109375,0.21875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.04296875,0.037109375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.04296875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.025390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.005859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.072265625,0.0390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.08984375,0.072265625,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.10546875,0.08984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.060546875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.060546875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.20703125,0.24609375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.037109375,0.20703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05078125,0.037109375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.05078125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0.025390625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.056640625,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.052734375,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.1015625,0.00390625,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

1,0.1015625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.095703125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.095703125,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.005859375,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2109375,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.228515625,0.2109375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.228515625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.048828125,0.025390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01953125,0.048828125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.01953125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.005859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05078125,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.05078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.205078125,0.0703125,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.3125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.220703125,0.3125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.021484375,0.220703125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0.021484375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.083984375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.048828125,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.24609375,0.048828125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.103515625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.009765625,0.0703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.12890625,0.009765625,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.22265625,0.12890625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.22265625,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0.025390625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.015625,0.0546875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.015625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.0078125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.033203125,0.005859375,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0.033203125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.087890625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.07421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.06640625,0.005859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.166015625,0.06640625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.171875,0.166015625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0.171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.087890625,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.03125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.025390625,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.033203125,0.00390625,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.08984375,0.033203125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0.08984375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.076171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.080078125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.041015625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.16796875,0.0234375,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.212890625,0.16796875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.212890625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.03125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.02734375,0.046875,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.02734375,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.005859375,0.044921875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05859375,0.005859375,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.05859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.10546875,0.0078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.10546875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.236328125,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.009765625,0.236328125,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.1015625,0.009765625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.1015625,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05859375,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.234375,0.05859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.205078125,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.048828125,0.205078125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.1015625,0.048828125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.013671875,0.1015625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0.013671875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.185546875,0.078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.224609375,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.234375,0.224609375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.234375,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.0703125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.029296875,0.005859375,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.029296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.052734375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.009765625,0.0546875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.103515625,0.009765625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.103515625,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.3125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.23046875,0.3125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01171875,0.23046875,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.01171875,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.07421875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.037109375,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.30859375,0.037109375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2421875,0.005859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.228515625,0.2421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.228515625,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.044921875,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03515625,0.025390625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.03515625,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05859375,0.046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.09375,0.05859375,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.09375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.06640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.23828125,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.234375,0.23828125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05078125,0.234375,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.009765625,0.05078125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.037109375,0.009765625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.037109375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.005859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.060546875,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.060546875,0.060546875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0.060546875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.087890625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.232421875,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.232421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.095703125,0.0234375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.095703125,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0859375,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.20703125,0.0859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.09765625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.216796875,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.171875,0.216796875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.08203125,0.171875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01953125,0.08203125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.04296875,0.01953125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.04296875,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,0,1,0,1,1,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.046875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.068359375,0.046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.080078125,0.068359375,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

1,0.080078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.09765625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.09765625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.015625,0.0078125,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.193359375,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.203125,0.193359375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.203125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.005859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.044921875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.02734375,0.044921875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.048828125,0.02734375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.048828125,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.04296875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.01171875,0.04296875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.107421875,0.01171875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.107421875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.208984375,0.314453125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.208984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.091796875,0.052734375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.091796875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0.0078125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.22265625,0.083984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.318359375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.203125,0.318359375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.04296875,0.203125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0.04296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.076171875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.04296875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.29296875,0.04296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21484375,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.21484375,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.080078125,0.03125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.080078125,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.123046875,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.203125,0.123046875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.31640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2265625,0.31640625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.2265625,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0.03125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.064453125,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.00390625,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,phantom 

0.28515625,0.041015625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.25,0.005859375,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.23828125,0.25,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.017578125,0.23828125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0.017578125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.087890625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.0078125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

1,0.0703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.31640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.31640625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0.21875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0.0546875,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.056640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.283203125,0.056640625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.240234375,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.017578125,0.240234375,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.017578125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.07421875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2578125,0.0703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.208984375,0.314453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.056640625,0.208984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0.056640625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 
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0.001953125,0.064453125,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2578125,0.07421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.115234375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.197265625,0.115234375,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.18359375,0.197265625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.00390625,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.0234375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.041015625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.041015625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.021484375,0.00390625,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.021484375,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.0078125,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.068359375,0.044921875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0859375,0.068359375,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.0859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.234375,0.078125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.208984375,0.234375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03515625,0.208984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.08984375,0.03515625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.08984375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.30078125,0.0390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0859375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.228515625,0.0859375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.216796875,0.228515625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.216796875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.134765625,0.025390625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.134765625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05859375,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.05859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.060546875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.251953125,0.060546875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.23046875,0.251953125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.23046875,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0.025390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.076171875,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.029296875,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.294921875,0.029296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.087890625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.228515625,0.087890625,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.20703125,0.228515625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.05078125,0.20703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.091796875,0.05078125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.091796875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0.0234375,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.228515625,0.064453125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 
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0.06640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.244140625,0.06640625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.232421875,0.244140625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.017578125,0.232421875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.017578125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.005859375,0.052734375,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.005859375,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.291015625,0.0703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.234375,0.078125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.25390625,0.234375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01953125,0.25390625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.01953125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.0234375,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.2890625,0.07421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.224609375,0.03125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21875,0.224609375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0390625,0.21875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.1015625,0.0390625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.1015625,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.07421875,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.07421875,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.06640625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.248046875,0.06640625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.248046875,0.248046875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.248046875,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.08203125,0.00390625,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.08203125,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.09765625,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.216796875,0.09765625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2421875,0.076171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.21484375,0.2421875,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.21484375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.08203125,0.03125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.08203125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.294921875,0.044921875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.314453125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.20703125,0.314453125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.03515625,0.20703125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0.03515625,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.083984375,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.041015625,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2890625,0.041015625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.2890625,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 
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0.001953125,0.00390625,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.0078125,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.3125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.205078125,0.3125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.173828125,0.205078125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.076171875,0.173828125,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.076171875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.078125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.236328125,0.078125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.23046875,0.236328125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.017578125,0.23046875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.072265625,0.017578125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.072265625,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.3046875,0.046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.3046875,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.11328125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.11328125,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0234375,0.0078125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.169921875,0.0234375,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,phantom 

0.23046875,0.169921875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.23046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.046875,0.03125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.021484375,0.046875,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.021484375,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.0703125,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.046875,0.0703125,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0.046875,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.083984375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0625,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.248046875,0.0625,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.216796875,0.248046875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03125,0.216796875,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.083984375,0.03125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.083984375,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.044921875,0.001953125,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.044921875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.0546875,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.251953125,0.0078125,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.2265625,0.251953125,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.025390625,0.2265625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.099609375,0.025390625,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.099609375,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0859375,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.228515625,0.0859375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.228515625,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,phantom 
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0.076171875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.076171875,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.234375,0.001953125,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.216796875,0.234375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.033203125,0.216796875,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.109375,0.033203125,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.109375,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.064453125,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

1,0.064453125,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.259765625,0.0546875,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.2265625,0.259765625,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.02734375,0.2265625,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.068359375,0.02734375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.068359375,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.287109375,0.052734375,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.287109375,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.0078125,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

1,0.0078125,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.0546875,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.0546875,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.255859375,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.212890625,0.255859375,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.04296875,0.212890625,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.0703125,0.04296875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.0703125,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.037109375,0.00390625,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,phantom 

0.30078125,0.037109375,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.30078125,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

1,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.052734375,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.01171875,0.052734375,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.01171875,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,phantom 

0.2421875,0.00390625,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,phantom 

0.220703125,0.2421875,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.03515625,0.220703125,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.125,0.03515625,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.125,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.068359375,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.216796875,0.068359375,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 

0.001953125,0.216796875,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.001953125,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,phantom 

0.00390625,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,phantom 

0.001953125,0.00390625,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,phantom 

1,0.001953125,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,phantom 
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Appendix O: Machine Learning Memory Data File 

 
@RELATION WEKA_MEM_all 

 

@ATTRIBUTE feature1 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature2 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature3 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE feature4 numeric 

@ATTRIBUTE class  {hidden,clean} 

 

@DATA 

0.966529096,0.969211851,1.106907323,2.473059314,hidden 

0.966771868,0.969678348,1.107322137,2.47088356,hidden 

0.966116194,0.968537881,1.10688056,2.469961439,hidden 

0.966758486,0.969014654,1.106834682,2.471229439,hidden 

0.970953461,0.979397088,1.120109687,2.486414981,hidden 

0.967942714,0.976284859,1.116751031,2.479506562,hidden 

0.970454537,0.978856076,1.119116618,2.485180752,hidden 

0.968538172,0.971487217,1.109270042,2.47409037,hidden 

0.972176875,0.98085053,1.120562732,2.485859498,hidden 

0.971688465,0.980221647,1.120231072,2.489219451,hidden 

0.967190505,0.980665312,100.0,3.63891793,hidden 

0.967833753,0.981861798,0.898172716,2.242499666,hidden 

0.966978319,0.981446953,100.0,3.63891793,hidden 

0.964477965,0.985301814,0.897521821,2.240297169,hidden 

0.961831375,0.982667167,0.894841778,2.233032171,hidden 

0.959185741,0.982527834,0.890620042,2.231352969,hidden 

0.963835672,0.98491493,0.897331618,2.236258527,hidden 

0.964131968,0.984075868,0.89516388,2.223209453,hidden 

0.96409756,0.984044587,0.897969132,2.231193419,hidden 

0.964519064,0.985155262,0.897621223,2.236745834,hidden 

0.967317625,0.969757191,1.109071237,2.470129428,hidden 

0.96899313,0.971176358,1.110460004,2.470824047,hidden 

0.972148201,0.980511468,1.121721153,2.486004609,hidden 

0.972112837,0.980608144,1.121517569,2.488653138,hidden 

0.972529563,0.98119501,1.121610281,2.488626628,hidden 

0.972355608,0.981102762,1.121592121,2.489050847,hidden 

0.972002921,0.980527519,1.121620795,2.484918941,hidden 

0.972263852,0.980533589,1.121522348,2.486807192,hidden 

0.97245979,0.980659352,1.1213742,2.486647337,hidden 

0.969921204,0.978416226,1.118740992,2.482871046,hidden 

0.972361343,0.972863465,1.111174937,2.462235259,hidden 

0.975255483,0.984264129,1.12282605,2.483277246,hidden 

0.976122387,0.985287308,1.123363205,2.485116631,hidden 

0.976110918,0.985309952,1.123232261,2.48306288,hidden 

0.975968505,0.985021743,1.123191162,2.482237759,hidden 

0.975042342,0.984003457,1.123197853,2.481707369,hidden 

0.975864323,0.985080041,1.1232552,2.482505133,hidden 

0.974784278,0.98427469,1.123121389,2.481370735,hidden 

0.97634222,0.985482583,1.124633454,2.48297066,hidden 

0.97615584,0.985024575,1.123320194,2.481285997,hidden 

0.970263378,0.978810471,1.118934062,2.486717675,clean 

0.96917473,0.97516599,1.110841365,2.479328617,clean 
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0.9704402,0.979192786,1.119000011,2.487519441,clean 

0.965977604,0.968796252,1.106546989,2.471135539,clean 

0.969730046,0.97851775,1.118935018,2.484840766,clean 

0.970523354,0.979254024,1.119159629,2.487451459,clean 

0.970532912,0.979006861,1.119157717,2.486200761,clean 

0.970430642,0.978643279,1.118864289,2.485211196,clean 

0.970575922,0.978804884,1.118810765,2.485028999,clean 

0.970479387,0.979183222,1.119374682,2.487231982,clean 
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Appendix P: Batch files for tests 
 

b1.bat 

 

echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo "Is nc.exe process running? Record PID, then minimize me..." 

nc -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

b2.bat 

 

echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo "This is run b9; is that correct?" 

pause 

echo "Writing file 1..." 

pslist -d > i:\b9-1 

echo "Hiding the process now..." 

cd J:\Rootkits\Windows\FUtoEnhanced\FUTo_enhanced\FUTo\EXE 

fu -ph 1928 

fu -phd msdirectx.sys 

cd j:\code 

echo "Writing file 2..." 

pslist -d > i:\b9-2 

netstat -an 

echo "Running CheckProcIDwithKill now (file 3)..." 

for /L %%A in (1,1,3000) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> i:\b9-3 

echo "Done with CheckProcIDwithKill" 

echo "Writing file 4..." 

checkProcIDnoKill > i:\b9-4 

echo "Writing file 5..." 

MemTestByBlocks > i:\b9-5 

echo "Writing file 6..." 

MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > i:\b9-6 

netstat -an 

echo "Done." 

 

c1.bat 

 

f: 

cd f:\rktest 

echo "Is hidemenc.exe process running? Record PID, then minimize 

me..." 

hidemenc.exe -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

c2.bat 

 

echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo "This is run c9; is that correct?" 
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pause 

echo "Writing file 1..." 

pslist -d > i:\c9-1 

echo "Hiding the process now..." 

f: 

cd f:\rktest  

hd.exe hd.ini 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo "Writing file 2..." 

pslist -d > i:\c9-2 

netstat -an 

echo "Running CheckProcIDwithKill now (file 3)..." 

for /L %%A in (1,1,3000) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> i:\c9-3 

echo "Done with CheckProcIDwithKill" 

echo "Writing file 4..." 

checkProcIDnoKill > i:\c9-4 

echo "Writing file 5..." 

MemTestByBlocks > i:\c9-5 

echo "Writing file 6..." 

MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > i:\c9-6 

netstat -an 

echo "Uninstalling HD..." 

f: 

cd f:\rktest 

hd.exe -:uninstall 

echo "Done - remember to edit i:\c2.bat filenames." 

 

d1.bat 

 

@echo off 

f: 

cd f:\rktest 

echo "Is _ntinc.exe process running? Record PID, then minimize 

me..." 

_ntinc.exe -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

d2.bat 

 

@echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo This is run d9; is that correct? 

pause 

echo Writing file 1... 

pslist -d > i:\d9-1 

echo Hiding the process now... 

f: 

cd f:\rktest  

start kNtiLoader.exe kNTIllusion.dll 

echo Wait for process to hide... 

pause 

j: 

cd j:\code 
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echo Writing file 2... 

pslist -d > i:\d9-2 

netstat -an 

echo Running CheckProcIDwithKill now (file 3)... 

for /L %%A in (1,1,3000) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> i:\d9-3 

echo Done with CheckProcIDwithKill 

echo Writing file 4... 

checkProcIDnoKill > i:\d9-4 

echo Writing file 5... 

MemTestByBlocks > i:\d9-5 

echo Writing file 6... 

MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > i:\d9-6 

netstat -an 

echo Done - remember to edit i:\d2.bat filenames. 

 

e1.bat 

 

@echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo "Is nc.exe process running? Record PID, then minimize this 

window..." 

nc.exe -l -p 999 -t -e cmd.exe 

 

e2.bat 

 

@echo off 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo This is run e9; is that correct? 

pause 

echo Writing file 1... 

pslist -d > i:\e9-1 

echo Hide the process now - check Task Manager before 

continuing... 

f: 

cd F:\HideWizard 

start F:\HideWizard\HideWizard.exe 

pause 

j: 

cd j:\code 

echo Writing file 2... 

pslist -d > i:\e9-2 

netstat -an 

echo Running CheckProcIDwithKill now (file 3)... 

for /L %%A in (1,1,3000) DO CheckProcIDwithKill >> i:\e9-3 

echo Done with CheckProcIDwithKill 

echo Writing file 4... 

checkProcIDnoKill > i:\e9-4 

echo Writing file 5... 

MemTestByBlocks > i:\e9-5 

echo Writing file 6... 

MemTestRecursiveExec 0 0 0 > i:\e9-6 

netstat -an 
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echo Done - remember to edit i:\e2.bat filenames. 
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Appendix Q: Utility CD Contents 
 

E:\>dir 

 Volume in drive E is DissertationRK 

 Volume Serial Number is 4829-086A 

 

 Directory of E:\ 

 

03/16/2008 03:01 PM  <DIR>     Code 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     Detectors 

03/16/2008 03:01 PM  <DIR>     Rootkits 

        0 File(s)       0 bytes 

        3 Dir(s)        0 bytes free 

 

E:\>dir Code 

 Volume in drive E is DissertationRK 

 Volume Serial Number is 4829-086A 

 

 Directory of E:\Code 

 

03/16/2008 03:01 PM  <DIR>     . 

03/16/2008 03:06 PM  <DIR>     .. 

03/16/2008 02:38 PM       1,220 CheckProcIDnoKill.cpp 

03/16/2008 02:43 PM      143,360 CheckProcIDnoKill.exe 

03/05/2008 02:42 PM        409 CheckProcIDnoKill.txt 

03/16/2008 02:32 PM       1,171 CheckProcIDwithKill.cpp 

03/16/2008 02:42 PM      135,168 CheckProcIDwithKill.exe 

03/05/2008 02:54 PM        623 CheckProcIDwithKill.txt 

03/06/2008 10:59 PM       8,080 MemTestByBlocks.cpp 

03/06/2008 10:59 PM      143,360 MemTestByBlocks.exe 

03/06/2008 11:01 PM        413 MemTestByBlocks.txt 

03/07/2008 02:09 PM       5,687 MemTestRecursiveExec.cpp 

03/07/2008 02:09 PM      143,360 MemTestRecursiveExec.exe 

03/07/2008 01:56 PM        408 MemTestRecursiveExec.txt 

12/29/2004 02:07 PM      61,440 nc.exe 

03/07/2008 03:07 PM        528 nc.txt 

12/01/2004 11:27 PM      86,016 pslist.exe 

03/06/2008 10:29 PM        376 pslist.txt 

       16 File(s)    731,619 bytes 

        2 Dir(s)        0 bytes free 

 

E:\>dir Detectors 

 Volume in drive E is DissertationRK 

 Volume Serial Number is 4829-086A 

 

 Directory of E:\Detectors 

 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     . 

03/16/2008 03:06 PM  <DIR>     .. 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     Blacklight 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     Helios 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     HookAnalyzer 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     IceSword 
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03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     ProcessHunter 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     RootkitRevealer 

        0 File(s)       0 bytes 

        8 Dir(s)        0 bytes free 

 

E:\>dir Rootkits\Windows 

 Volume in drive E is DissertationRK 

 Volume Serial Number is 4829-086A 

 

 Directory of E:\Rootkits\Windows 

 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     . 

03/16/2008 03:01 PM  <DIR>     .. 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     AFX 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     AK922 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     CFSD 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     FUtoEnhanced 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     HE4hook 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     HideWizard 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     HxDef 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     Migbot 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     NTillusion 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     NTrootkit 

03/16/2008 02:59 PM  <DIR>     Vanquish 

        0 File(s)       0 bytes 

       13 Dir(s)        0 bytes free 
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